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Need New 
CARPET or 
FLOORING?

See page 19!
500 Bridge Plaza Dr.

(732) 446-2299

More Than JustMillstone TownshipNews!

609-324-9900 
22 Route 130, Yardville, NJ

POOLINADAY.COM
New Addition: Bull Grills

 LARGEST 
POOL STORE 
IN THE AREA! 

See our ad on pg.2

Family Support Specialist Dan Berek (right) and Joseph E. work on a craft project during a recent picnic 
Advancing Opportunities' Family Support Services team held for the families it provides

 respite and recreation services too. Full story on pg. 5

PICNIC IN THE PARK  

More Than Just

Millstone Township

News!
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609-324-9900

Friendly On-Site Repair & Service • We Service All Pools

Pool Liners!

WE REPLACE 
VINYL

Pool Liners!

FREE 
CLOSINGS 

WITH NEW 
SAFETY COVER

$1,000
OFF 
ANY NEW 

SWIMMING POOL
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

BOOK YOUR POOL 
CLOSINGS NOW!
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Finally, a dentist your kids  
will be excited to go to! 

Dr. Max Sulla’s approach to creating a  
healthy smile is his commitment to  

educating parents and children of all ages  
on the importance of good dental hygiene.

TENDER SMILES

www.TenderSmiles4Kids.com

Bring in
this ad  

for a 
FREE GIFT

Dr. Max  
is proud to be  

on New Jersey’s  
referral list for  
Special Needs  

Dentistry

FREEHOLD
122 Professional View Dr.

732-625-8080

NO. BRUNSWICK
1330 How Lane
732-249-1010

EDISON
1656 Oak Tree Rd.
732-549-3773

FREE 
Ortho Consultation

$149 value

FREE 
Infant Exam

$99 value

$160 
New Patient Visit

$399 value
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Did you know that…
By Pam Teel

There is a place called Hole “N” the Rock in Utah that has been a travelers resting place for over two centuries. It 
began in 1929 when horse teams that passed on the old Spanish trail between Santé Fe and California stopped here 
to bask in the abundant spring water and the shade of the mountains. This followed after the morman’s started to 
settle in Utah.
During the 20th century, Albert and Gladys Christiansen homesteaded about 80 acres in the area where they al-

lowed cowboys to camp beneath the mountain passes as they drove livestock toward the Colorado River. Albert Sr. 
wanted to make a small place for his children to stay there overnight so he decided to blast a hole in the side of the 
mountain and make a small cave nook for them. It took Albert Sr. about 12 years to excavate 50,000 cubic feet of 
sandstone from the rock. He created a small place for his family to escape to. During that time in the cave, Albert 
the artist, created many paintings. It was there that he completed his famous painting, “Sermon on the Mt”. and 
carved a sculpture of Franklin D. Roosevelt‘s face above his cave door. Albert died in 1957 but his wife continued 
with his wishes to enlarge the area.  She had a gift shop built and other attractions. Both Albert Sr. and Gladys are 
buried in a memorial cove within the rock. 
 In 1945, brothers Leo and Albert Christensen, expanded the cave in the side of the mountain and opened up a diner for passersby’s.  “The Hole “N” the Rock 

Diner” became a watering hole for uranium miners and car tourists’ until 1955. 
The Christensen’s continued to excavate the cave in the mountain until it reached its current size of 5,000 square feet.  Travelers along highway 191 in S.W. 

Utah are amazed to discover this 5,000 sq. foot home built in the side of a mountain. What began as a small alcove for the young Christensen boys to sleep 
in at night grew into a manmade engineering marvel with 20 years in the making, with a 65 foot chimney and 14 rooms that wrap around  large pillars and a 
deep bath tub built into the rock. 
Still present today, you can take a twelve minute guided tour of the cave home with its original furnishings, paintings by Albert Christensen, Gladys’ doll 

collection, tools used to carve the home into the mountain and much more. There is also a gift shop, an exotic  petting zoo featuring zebras, bison, camels 
and much more; a trading post, the largest collection of Lyle Nichols metal/art sculptures,  Antique tools, vintage neon signs, mining equipment and unusual 
time era pieces, Hole N" the Rock Store: One of a kind souvenirs, t-shirts and memorabilia, The Trading Post: locally made Native American pottery, jewelry, 
dream catchers and unique gifts for everyone, The General Store: ice cream, drinks, and memorabilia of all types, and large statuary & metal art for sale. They 
also host Birthday parties. If you’re ever on route 191 in S.W. Utah, stop in a take a tour of this unique cave home: 11037 South Highway 191, Moab Utah.
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122 Professional View Drive · Bldg. 100
Freehold, NJ 07728

(for GPS use 1101 W. Main Street – 1/4 Mile W. of Centra State Hospital)

Phone: 732-625-9600
Fax: 732-625-9800

Dr. Rochelle Heller is a different kind of dentist. Gentle, patient and caring, 
she takes the time to provide the best care possible. She is also well regarded 
by her patients for her thoroughness. Rather than being rushed, you know that 
she is there to serve your needs.

• Trusted, Comfortable & Caring Dentistry
• Digital X-Rays (Less Radiation)
• Sedation Dentistry Available
• All Insurance Welcome & Maximized
• 0% Financing Available

We Keep TheTooth FairyOut OfBusiness!!!

$199 
NEW PATIENT SPECIAL 
includes, cleaning, exam, x-rays

FULL VALUE AT $395

FREE 
2ND OPINION CONSULTATION

FULL VALUE AT $99

FREE 
CUSTOM WHITENING TRAY 
with completed restorative treatment

restrictions apply
FULL VALUE AT $495

www.freeholdfamilydentistry.com

2nd Annual 
“Kids Wish’n to go Fish’n” 
Event For Special Needs Children

Pam Teel
The second annual free “Kids Wish’n to 

go Fish’n” event will take place on Satur-
day, September 29th from 10- 2 pm at Lake 
Julianna on the Ponderosa Estate Farm in 
Millstone Township. “Making Smiles” is 
the theme of the event that will be open to 
children with special needs. Children from 
ages 6 to 16 years old are invited to catch 
and release fish at the lake. The goal of the 
fishing and outdoor fun day is to provide a 
psychological boost for special needs chil-
dren and to relax at a beautiful private lake 
with their family caregivers. 
Last year, thirty-three children had fun 

fishing at Lake Julianna and this year, a 
much larger number of attendees are ex-
pected. 
 Mr. Vito Cardinale, Cardinale Enterpris-

es LCC, and owner of Lake Julianna on the 
Ponderosa Estate Farm stated; “Once again, I am very excited to host this 
worthwhile event for special needs children. Children are welcome to come 
and spend a day at the water’s edge where they’ll be fishing and enjoying 
fun outdoor games. Fishing at Lake Julianna is a great opportunity for chil-
dren with special needs because fishing is something they can do with-
out exhausting themselves. There is plenty of space at the Ponderosa Estate 
Farm to navigate for physically challenged youngsters. We have plenty of 
sunshine, outdoor restroom facilities, and lots of parking.”
Don’t worry if you don’t have a fishing rod or reel. Participants are wel-

come to bring their own fishing equipment and bait or they can use loaner 
fishing rods and reels from the Jersey Coast Anglers Association (JCAA) 
and Boating Education and Rescue (BEAR) loaner program.
Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing (PHWFF), Jersey Shore Chapter, New-

ark Bait Fly Casters, New Jersey Beach Buggy Association, Hudson Riv-
er Fishermen’s Association, and Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter 12 
members, will volunteer and provide support for youngsters fishing and 
participating in outdoor activities.  Mike and Debbie Bennett, BEAR En-
vironmental Educator’s, will spend time teaching youngsters fun games 
about the environment.  Volunteers from PHWFF will teach fly casting and 
the JCAA Youth Education Committee will have a surprise learning activi-
ty for youngsters and fishing safety tips. 
Things you might want to bring to have and enjoyable time:  sunglasses, 

fishing cap, sunscreen, pliers, fishing cloth, wet weather gear, lawn chairs, 
and a smile.  You should also dress in layers to be more comfortable.
Mr. Cardinale is providing plenty of fun surprises for all special needs chil-

dren and the event will include a hot dog and hamburger barbeque lunch 
for children and their guests, complements of Cardinale Enterprises, LLC.
Local merchants and contributors are providing prizes, goodie bags and 

tee shirts for girls and boys fishing Lake Julianna’s “Kids Wish’n to go 
Fish’n.” All children go home winners and the fish win too, as it is a catch 
and release program. If you would like to donate to this worthwhile event 
for special needs children, please contact Don Marantz, JCAA Youth Edu-
cation Committee at 908-347-1434. 
To register your group and receive directions for this free event, please 

phone Danielle @ (732-747-7846) or email:Info@cardinaleenterprises.com
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Volunteering
By Lauren Kolacki 

When you think of college students, you predominantly think studying and partying. Not 
many students take the time out of their precious lives to contribute to benefitting others. 
That is not the case for 20-year-old, Matthew Geller. Matthew is currently attending The 
College of New Jersey where he studies Communications. In his spare time, he has gotten 
involved with The Trenton Animal Shelter and Trenton Animals Rock. 

Trenton Animals Rock is a nonprofit organization who just received their 501(c)(3) ap-
proximately a month ago. The responsibilities of the board are to help out Trenton Animal 
Shelter in its adoption process and to find dogs seeking medical attention and make efforts 
to get it proper care. One of the dogs they recently helped was a Pit bull suffering from a 
5-inch mass. The organization raised enough money to put the dog through a successful 
surgery. The main goal of this organization is to find the dogs homes before the shelter is 
forced to put them to sleep. 

Matthew does a variety of volunteer work through this organization and for the Trenton 
Animal Shelter. Every week Matthew goes to the local Pet Smart where he advertises the ad-
vantages of adopting a dog. He personally takes the dogs out of the shelter to spend quality 
time with them and socialize them in different homes. Matthew even fosters dogs weekly, 
in fact, he's currently fostering the Pit bull that is recovering from surgery. 

Knowing the adoption process, Matthew still suggests adopting over buying an animal be-
cause you will have the chance to influence a life that needs somebody. If you stay motivat-
ed and committed to take care of this animal, you will be approved. Currently the Trenton 
Animal Shelter has a lot of “special rescues”. These are dogs that had a medical case or dogs 
that were not neutered that are free. His favorite aspect of the adoption process is the dogs 
thank you. You witness the dog’s eyes light up when they are taken out of the shelter and 
you can feel their pure happiness. There is always a point during the adoption process when 
the dog says thank you. Matthew told a story of an unaffectionate dog who came to him to 
cuddle after he was adopted. 

The biggest challenge of volunteering in this field is finding the dogs a home. Every time a dog is placed with a good family, another dog, in need, is found. 
It is terrifying to know that if they do not find the dog a place to live, they could potentially be put down. 

Matthew encourages anyone who has a love for animals or is interested in helping out to come volunteer. He got involved by simply messaging The Trenton 
Animal Shelter on Facebook. The most rewarding part of volunteering is all of the time he gets to spend with dogs. He believes they are the happiest beings 
and that no matter their ailment, they are constantly spreading contagious optimism and happiness.  If you want to get involved but aren't sure how, log 
onto www.tarnj.org for more information about volunteering or donations!
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TRUSTED DENTISTS & ORTHODONTISTS 
SERVING E/W WINDSOR, MONROE

 & ROBBINSVILLE

609-250-0376
319 ROUTE 130
EAST WINDSOR

www.applegarthdental.com 

NOW OPEN! CALL TODAY!

Rte 130



WE ACCEPT MOST INSURANCES
NO INSURANCE?

 IN HOUSE DISCOUNT OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
$49 

Exam, 
X-ray & 

CleaningSTATE OF THE ART FACILITY

www.ablehandsrehab.com
For information call 732-727-7333

HAVING HAND PROBLEMS?
TAKE CARE OF YOUR HANDS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!

Hand Injury-Surgery or Impairment Can Be Complicated! 
And May Result in Permanent Loss of Hand Functions.

Don't Play with Your Hands.. NOT THIS TIME!!!

Located in: Edison NJ, Freehold NJ,  and Old Bridge NJ
Always seeks a Diagnosis from a specialized Hand Surgeon and 

Rehabilitation by a Certified Hand Therapist. 
PRESCRIPTION FROM HAND SURGEON IS REQUIRED

MILLSTONE TOWNSHIP FOUNDATION 
FOR EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE TO 

HOST SEVENTH “FAMILY MOVIE DAY” ON 
SEPTEMBER 30

Millstone Township Foundation for Educational Excellence (MT-
FEE) will be hosting its seventh “Family Movie Day” on September 30, 
at the Millstone Township Performing Arts Center (MPAC) located at 
the Millstone Township Middle School (5 Dawson Court). MTFEE is a 
non-profit organization devoted to funding grants for items that nurture 
extraordinary educational experiences for every student in the Millstone 
Township School District.
Pre-movie, fall-themed festivities will begin at 1:00 p.m. The movie will 

start at 2:30 p.m. The foundation will poll Millstone Township students 
on several popular family-friendly movies, to build excitement and get 
the students involved. Visit www.mtfee.org to find out which movie won 
and will be shown. Vesuvio's Family Food Truck and a concession stand 
also will be available.
A $5 minimum donation per person is requested, with advance pay-

ment. $6 per person at the door. Donations will help provide grant fund-
ing for innovative and exciting classroom programs, educational oppor-
tunities for students, staff development, and state-of-the-art teaching 
materials that are beyond the scope of the general school budget.
To make a donation or find out about family and business sponsorship 

opportunities, which start at $50, visit www.mtfee.org. 
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Komen CSNJ’s MORE THAN PINK Walk Committee Co-Chairs 
Lead the Way for a Meaningful, Memorable and Exciting Event

By Olivia Bonevento 
As two longtime volunteers of Susan G. Komen Central and South Jersey (Komen CSNJ), 

Janet Marzocca and Scott Present go above and beyond in their roles, working side-by-side 
with staff, survivors, other volunteers and donors to make the organization’s annual walk event 
special, memorable and meaningful.
“I have been privileged to work with so many wonderful, caring people who work at or vol-

unteer for Komen,” said Marzocca. “From survivors to co-survivors, and volunteers who have 
lost someone to those who just want to do something about breast cancer, they are the most 
dedicated group of individuals that I am proud to call my friends.”
This year, Komen CSNJ will be celebrating 25 years of making an impact in its communities 

with the inaugural MORE THAN PINK Walk on Sunday, November 4 at Six Flags Great Ad-
venture. The event is dedicated to raising funds and awareness, while celebrating survivorship 
and honoring those who have lost their battle with breast cancer. The MORE THAN PINK 
Walk is a fresh take on its Race for the Cure series, with a new look and experience that will 
energize the community around the life-saving work your support makes possible.
Marzocca and Present will be taking the lead on driving this event’s success, helping to con-

nect the community with Komen’s four pillars of impact — research, care, community and ac-
tion. Their reason to come together for this year’s MORE THAN PINK Walk as co-chairs is 
simple: they both are dedicated to end breast cancer forever.
Janet’s Journey
Janet Marzocca, of Jackson, NJ, has been an integral part of Komen CSNJ’s annual walk since its early beginnings, raising funds and awareness that helped 

drive the fight against breast cancer in central and southern New Jersey.
Her involvement in the breast cancer community started in 2004, when she and her friends were getting a group together to walk at Johnson Park in Jackson, NJ.
“I lost my Aunt Pat to breast cancer, and I thought getting involved would be a nice way to honor her memory,” said Marzocca. “I heard Nancy Healy [former 

executive director of Komen CSNJ] speak and I was hooked. We formed a committee and began to raise money for the Komen community.”
This committee did so for 10 years and raised over $100,000 for the Komen cause.
After being diagnosed with breast cancer in 2005 herself, Marzocca felt even more empowered to take action. As a 13-year breast cancer survivor, she has 

been the perfect person to help lead the survivor tent experience since 2008, ensuring that survivors and those living with metastatic breast cancer have a 
memorable and moving experience at Komen CSNJ’s annual walk event. She has been a source of knowledge and inspiration for other women and men going 
through their own journeys with breast cancer.
“You need to be your own advocate; research the doctors in your area, and ask people for recommendations,” said Marzocca. “Contact Komen for help if 

need be, and don’t be afraid to ask; you aren’t alone.”
To celebrate her commitment to Komen CSNJ’s mission, Marzocca will be the committee co-chair of this year’s MORE THAN PINK Walk and will be the 

chair of the new and improved survivor experience, called Hope Village.
“I hope all of the survivors and metastatic livers will come to the new Hope Village to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Komen CSNJ,” said Marzocca. “The 

MORE THAN PINK Walk is going to be very special.”
Scott’s Story
Scott Present, founder of Xtreme Event Group of Manalapan, NJ, has been passionate about entertaining and volunteering since his early childhood, values 

instilled by his parents.
“It is remarkable how something as simple as music can truly bring people together,” said Present.
As a business owner and entrepreneur, Present has constantly looked for ways to give back to his community. Since being founded by Present in 2004, 

Xtreme Event Group has donated countless hours of time, talent and resources to local organizations that stand for a cause, including Komen CSNJ.
“It is an honor to celebrate the most important day in someone’s life,” said Present. “Supporting our community through giving has always been a corner-

stone of our business.”
Present first became involved with Komen CSNJ at its 2013 Race for the Cure event by providing music, and he wanted to help after hearing the stories of 

several close friends struggling with breast cancer. Since that time, his connection and contribution to the Komen cause has continued to grow, leading up 
to become the committee co-chair for this year’s MORE THAN PINK Walk.
“For me, the annual walk is one of my favorite events all year to provide entertainment for,” said Present. “I am not only personally inspired by the thousands 

of survivors that attend, but I am also so humbled that my passion for entertaining truly helps to inspire and instill hope in so many people.”
Present’s drive, ingenuity and passion as one of the MORE THAN PINK Walk’s leaders will ensure that Komen CSNJ can further its vision of a world with-

out breast cancer — all while bringing survivors, co-survivors, volunteers, sponsors and donors together through the powers of music and inspiration.
“Over the last five years I have witnessed first-hand the impact that Komen CSNJ has on the community and countless lives the organization saves,” said 

Present. “It is extremely rewarding to know that my efforts directly make a difference, and I am grateful for the strong partnership and friendship I have 
forged with the Komen team.”
With Marzocca and Present leading the way for the exciting MORE THAN PINK Walk, participants, donors, sponsors and volunteers can expect a day filled 

with hope, celebration and promise.
Each year, these two work tirelessly behind-the-scenes to ensure an incredible day takes place each year, honoring the tradition set in place 25 years ago, 

while bringing forth new and exciting experiences. Join Janet and Scott at this year’s MORE THAN PINK Walk on Sunday, November 4 at Six Flags Great 
Adventure and experience the excitement, energy and celebration. Visit komencsnj.org/25years and register today!
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Q:

The decision of whether or not to have spine surgery 
can be very stressful. Today, due to advances in 
endoscopic spine, there are excellent alternatives to 
traditional, open back surgery.

Patients come to the Spine Institute of  North America 
to discuss their options.  They are often happy to 
learn that we can relieve their pain with minimal 
risk and with excellent outcomes. We use state-of-
the-art, endoscopic techniques that are much less 
invasive than traditional open back surgery. Most of 
our patients walk out the same day and are back to 
work the next.

A:

ADVERTISEMENT

(609) 371-9100
East Windsor • East Brunswick • Marlton
Visit Our Website: www.SpineINA.com

LEADERS IN LEAST INVASIVE PAIN & SPINE PROCEDURES
I often feel that I would rather live 
with back pain than have “SURGERY”.  
Why should I consider having an 
endoscopic “PROCEDURE” instead?

Q:
The word endoscopy refers to a physician’s use of an 
endoscope, a small, flexible tube with a light to look 
inside of your body. It is the least invasive way to treat 
disc problems and takes about an hour. Ultimately, 
the patient is left with a ¼ inch scar but a lifetime of 
pain relief.

Recent studies have proven that endoscopic spine 
procedures are a safe and effective way to treat 
various spinal conditions such as disc herniations, 
spinal stenosis, failed back surgery syndrome, as well 
as other neck and back conditions.

If your neck or back pain is preventing you from 
participating in your daily activities, we encourage 
you to consider an endoscopic procedure as a 
possible option.

A:
What is an Endoscopic Discectomy?

Our Online 
Reviews:
EXCELLENT!
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East Windsor Township

East Windsor Township News
Mayor Janice S. Mironov and the Township Clean Communities Com-
mittee Award  Provident Bank  with  Certificate of Appreciation for 
Keeping East Windsor Township Litter Free.  Provident Bank, located 
on Route 130 North at the corner of Dutch Neck Road, was recognized 
as a commercial establishment situated in a highly visible prominent 
location, for keeping its property and building well maintained and 
landscaped and free of litter thereby enhancing the municipal appear-
ance and environment.  The purpose of the award is to recognize a local 
business that has made special efforts to keep East Windsor Township 
litter free.

Mayor Janice S. Mironov and Clean Communities Committee mem-
bers present Certificate of Appreciation to Provident Bank for Keeping 
East Windsor Township Litter Free.  Pictured (from left to right) are:   
John Donnelly, Chairperson, Clean Communities Committee;  Council 
Member Alan Rosenberg; Mayor Janice S. Mironov;  Alicja Skokowska, Assistant Vice President and Banking Center Manager, Provident Bank;  Dar-
leen R. Gillsepie, First Vice President and Market Manager, Provident Bank;  Abhinav Mahesh, Clean Communities Committee Student Member, and 
Peter Blok, Clean Communities Committee Member.

"Spotlight East Windsor":   Meet the Mayor  Call-in Cable Show Student 
Production Volunteers Recognized by Mayor Janice Mironov.  The student 
volunteers, behind the scenes, assist in the production of the program.  The 
student volunteers learn a great deal about the technical aspects and oper-
ations of producing a live television show.  Thank you to our outstanding 
students:    Tyler Harris;  Shreya Jain;   Ian Massaro;  Elena Plumser;   Ty-
ler Schamper;  Siddharth Sircar, and Denisse Quintanilla!  "Spotlight East 
Windsor" will go on summer break, and return live on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 12 at 7 P.M.

 

Mayor Janice Mironov recognizes and thanks the student volunteers who 
assist in the production of the call-in informational television program 
"Spotlight East Windsor."  Pictured (from left to right) are:   (front row) Ele-
na Plumser;  Shreya Jain;  Mayor Janice S. Mironov;  Dick Cunningham, co-
host;  (back row)  Siddharth Sircar, and Stephen St. Romain, line producer.  

Mayor Janice Mironov recognizes and thanks student volunteers who assist 
in the production of Spotlight East Windsor.  Pictured (from left to right) 
are:   Dick Cunningham, co-host;  Ian Massarro;  Mayor Janice S. Mironov, 
and Tyler Harris.
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East Windsor Township

BEYOND LAWN CARE

www.BeyondLawnCareNJ.com
Phone: 732-470-7665

Email: beyondlawncare@gmail.com gil.jr.beyond 

• Plantings & Garden Design
• Flower Beds & Perennial Gardens
• Evergreen Trees & Screen Plantings
• Flowering Trees
• Ornamental Shrubs
• Topsoil, Seed, Edging, and Mulching 
• Pavers
• Gravel

• Mulch Installation
• Sod Installation
• Lawn Mowing
• Trimming, Shearing, Pruning
• Spring and Fall cleanups 
• Fertilizing 
• Hard Scape
• Concrete

Kiddie Academy

2 Family Times SEPTEMBER  2017

September 30th, 2017

2 Family Times SEPTEMBER  2017

September 30th, 2017

INFANTS • TODDLERS • PRESCHOOL • PRE-K • BEFORE & AFTER CARE • CAMP

10:00 a.m.

Spend the day with
Curious George &
Pinkalicious!

Join your local Kiddie Academy for a FREE day of fun
activities with Curious George & Pinkalicious. Visit

the website below to learn more.

www.KAstorytime.com/robbinsville

Kiddie Academy of Robbinsville
1412 Route 130 Building F  •  Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 224-1177   •  kiddieacademy.com/robbinsville

Saturday, September 15

8
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Hurricane Maria Recovery
By Lauren Kolacki

In September of 2017 one of the worst, on record, natural disasters hit Puerto 
Rico, Hurricane Maria.  A category five hurricane with winds of 175 mph in-
flicted chaos on the island, causing a level of widespread destruction.  Accord-
ing to CNN, there was an estimated 4,645 fatalities and thousands more left in 
agony and distress. In the midst of the on-the-go, busy society we live in today, 
it takes a special type of person to put their lifestyle on hold and ask what they 
could do to help.

Denise Rolon, a resident of Hazlet, NJ, grew up the oldest of five in a Puerto 
Rican family.  Her mother left Puerto Rico when she was just sixteen years old, 
but in 2017, her and her husband moved back.  Three months after settling in, 
Hurricane Maria hit.  

For weeks Denise was unable to get in touch with her mother, resulting in 
pure panic.  When Denise finally was able to reach her Mom, she spoke of all 
the destruction. Fortunately, her Mother and Step Father moved into Denise’s 
grandparents’ house, which was built with cement and located on the side of a 
mountain.  They experienced minimal damage but that was most definitely not 
the case for the rest of the island.  

Some houses are still without power, many houses in the area were complete-
ly demolished, but everyone was experiencing apprehension. Denise immedi-
ately speculated how she could help.  By talking to her mother, she got a sense 
of what they needed and began to put together a plan. 

Denise created an amazon registry ('For Yauco with (Amor)’) with the hopes 
to compile a bag of items she could deliver. After posting the registry on her 
Facebook page, the response she was got was inspiring.  The members of her 
community, her coworkers, family members all jumped at the opportunity to 
contribute.  Her first successful trip was in November, where she brought a 
few suitcases filled with necessities including foods, solar lights, vitamins, first 
aid kits, etc.  She even spoke with United Airlines about bringing along a gen-
erator but once she got to the airport, it was just too heavy.  

A few months after the storm, Denise was able to start sending care packages 
all over the island.  Because of the power outage, she collected as many bat-
teries, candles and cans of bug spray as she could.  This July, Denise made her 
second trip to Puerto Rico, this time bearing school supplies.  Since the last 
time Denise was there, she noticed a lot of growth the Island was starting to 
make.  Although there was still a lot of devastation, Denise was pleased to see 
progress and that mango’s, corn and avocados were all started growing again.

Creating such a following over the last couple months, Denise was able to 
orchestrate a school supply drive in which between 20-25 families donated.  
With the help of her 6-year-old son and many close friends, they created care 
packages of 45 backpacks filled with kits, folders and notebooks.  They put 
together 100 pencil cases filled with pencils, crayons, glue sticks, scissors, 
erasers, sharpeners, etc.  Denise’s mother drove her son and her to deliver the 
school supplies in the most rural areas in and around Yauco, PR. 

Denise claims its human nature to want to help and she is lucky to be sur-
rounded by people who share the same ambition.  She has taught her children 
to pull in their resources and do what they can to help someone reduce their 
burden.  In the future, Denise hopes to continue  helping out and plans to cre-
ate some type of Holiday drive.  If interested in donating, feel free to contact 
Denise at drolon1999@gmail.com.

 contact Denise at drolon1999@gmail.com
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The Millstone Times' 
Photo of the Month    

Are you a photo buff? Do you love taking pictures everywhere you go? Perhaps you have a favorite 
one that you would like to share? We want your pictures for our photo of the month section. You can 
send photos to the following email: crescent671@gmail.com. Include your name and a description of 
the photo. If you have a brief story that goes with it, send that too. You may send photos more than 
one time. (If you prefer to send anonymously, we will leave your name out.)

609-570-3333
www.kelseytheatre.net

Extra! Extra! Read All About It!
Kelsey Theatre Announces 
2018-2019 Season
No Ticket Over $25!
Note: Includes Summer Shows!!

•   Disney’s Newsies
•   Fun Home

•   Green Day’s American Idiot
•   A Raisin in the Sun

•   Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
•   A Christmas Story the musical

•   Noises Off
•   Zorro, the musical

•   Four Weddings and an Elvis
•   Peter and the Starcatcher

•   The Sound of Music
•   Sunset Boulevard

•   Return to Forbidden Planet
•   Inherit the Wind

•   The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee
•   Macbeth

•   Crazy for You
•   Tom Sawyer

Get the whole Tribune Series and Save OVER 43%! 18 Blockbuster 
Shows for only – $199 Adult, $182 Senior, $165 Student

Amateur photographer Alex Ostrow from Monroe took these images of 
butterflies at the StonyBrook Millstone Watershed - Hopewell Township.

Hearing loss affects  
individuals differently
Four Decades of Audiologic Experience.  

We’re here to help.

Dr. Jane Brady, AuD, FAAA 
Supervising Licensee 
NJ Audiology License #YA376 
NJ Hearing Aid Dispensing License #MG710 
84 Route 31 North, Suite 200 
Pennington, NJ 08534 
Phone: 609-303-0291 • Fax: 609-303-0293

Dr. Tara L. Fuchs, AuD, FAAA 
NJ Audiology License #YA558 
NJ Hearing Aid Dispensing License #MG834 
East Windsor Medical Commons 
300A Princeton Hightstown Road, Suite 204 
East Windsor,NJ 08520 
Phone: 609-448-9730 • Fax: 609-448-9732 

Horizon Audiology, Inc.
www.horizonaudiology.com
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The Logic of Logos and Catchphrases
By Pam Teel

What comes to your mind when you think of logos? Do you immediately recall a brand or product? Well, that’s the power of a logo. 
You will not find any business without a logo or trademark these days. Logos allow business owners to distinguish themselves in a 
world cluttered with thousands of brands.

So, how did this all get started? Logo finds its genesis in Greek etymology. It is derived 
from ‘logos’ meaning ‘word’. The Greeks used to heavily rely on logos to get their 
concealed messages across kings and rules. Moreover, many ancient Roman and Greek 
coins showcase monograms (referred to as logos in the present era) of their kings. If you 
think only the Greeks and Romans used logos for different purposes, you might be slightly 
mistaken. The Assyrian, Mayan, Chinese, Egyptian and Babylonian cultures also made 
use of pictographs for communicating their ideas and words. Now, these pictographs can 
be termed as ancient logos. If we talk about the 13th or 14th century, the monograms as 
described above were transformed into trademarks. Farmers, goldsmiths, merchants and 
everyone involved in trading used trademarks. In fact, branding is centuries old. When 
there was no way of identifying their cattle, farmers imprinted signs on cattle using hot 
iron stamps.

Coming to the 18th century, the age of Industrial Revolution, logo design and branding 
became all the more intense. Businesses, gradually, started embracing the branding culture 
in one way or the other. With products being manufactured on a mass scale, merchants 
and businessmen had to find ways to make their products different and unique. With the 
advent of technology, logo design became all the more popular. The rise in visual arts and 
lithographic processes, further added, to the growth of logo design. Talking about the 
1890s era, logos found their way into corporate branding. 

The present age of logo design and branding has its roots in 1950s. The Chase Logo 
crafted in 1960 by Chermayeff and Geismar paved way for the modern logo design. Today, 
designers use latest technologies and include excellent graphics to churn out exemplary 
logo designs that simply take your breath away. With competition levels soaring new heights, logo designing has become indispensible for businesses. Now-
a-days, you simply cannot afford to ignore the power of logo design. 

 Symbols have so much significance in our lives. Because symbols are such an ingrained part of our lives, most people 
don't even realize how many symbols they see and experience on a daily basis. All of these symbols have ancient origins 
but in today's modern society, most of these symbols might have lost their true meaning. And then again, symbols 
can be perceived in different ways, depending on the person and their culture. From hundreds of companies' logos, 
to television shows, to religious text, to engravings on gravestones, we run into these ancient symbols anywhere and 
everywhere. Let's explore the origins of the cross, spirals, knots, and more. We might then realize the importance of 
these symbols to our ancestors' lives and to our lives. For example spiral logos back in the ancient times meant growth 
and expansion; a never ending spiral of the soul. Spirals are used a lot in modern day logos. Take the famous caduceus 
medical symbol, a traditional symbol of Hermes, it features two snakes winding around an often winged staff.  It is 
often mistakenly used as a symbol of medicine instead of the Rod of Asclepius, especially in the United States. The 
two-snake caduceus design has ancient and consistent associations with trade, 
eloquence, negotiation, alchemy, wisdom, and controversially, thievery, lying, and 
the passage into the underworld. Snakes were once regarded by Greeks as sacred 
and used in healing rituals. 

 The Pentagram was originally used by Christians to represent the five wounds 
of Jesus but Satan worshippers now use it in a negative connotation. The ankh represents eternal life or the key of life. 
Its symbol is seen on gravestones, in jewelry, and much more. Eye symbols are used all over. CBS uses one as part of its 
logo. The eye represents the window of our souls. The all Seeing Eye can be seen on the back of a U.S. dollar engulfed in 
a triangle. It was meant to mean protection and truth. The eye and triangle are also part of Masonic symbolism. Today 
the eye and the triangle are also associated with satanic cults. I guess how they are interpreted in modern times are up 
to the individual and his beliefs.  
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Shanna Truffini and You Are a Gardener
By Lauren Kolacki

Parenting is about supporting your children in all instances; they grow up to be what you believe. When 
Shanna Truffini's daughter, Anna, was five years old, their family encountered an 'unforeseen' obstacle in 
their path.  This hardship entered Anna into a state of post-traumatic stress.  Knowing the necessity of 
getting to the root of this stress, the family tried everything from cognitive behavioral therapy to homeo-
pathic remedies, yet they could not find a method to alleviate Anna’s angst.
One day Shanna was out with a friend who compared stress and anxiety to “watering weeds,” which first 

planted a thought in Shanna's mind. That night she sat her children down to explain to them what she 
had experienced that day; she went on tell her children that they were gardeners growing the most beau-
tiful gardens inside of them. The flowers were the happy thing like baking cookies and snuggling, while 
the weeds were the things that make you feel sad, scared or mad. 
When she asked Anna and Aidan, her daughter (then 7) and son (then 5) if they had any weeds that day 

at school, she was taken back to hear them both open up about what they had experienced that day that 
had caused them to feel stress.  Her children talked about the things that they had encountered and how 
it made them feel. Shanna could actually see their shoulders come down as if a weight had been lifted. 
Shanna would always talk to her kids about their day at school such as who they had lunch with, an up-

coming project, a song they learned in music, but they were never consistently talking about the things 
they experience that may cause them to feel stress.  That night, after she tucked her kids in, Shanna wrote 
her first book, You Are a Gardener.
Before that night Shanna had never written any other publications. As a child, she loved poetry, especial-

ly Dr. Seuss and Shel Silverstein. She always appreciated a good rhyme, so much that You Are a Gardener 
just spilled out of her as she wrote the poem in about 15 minutes. The skills Shanna had acquired from 
being a General Manager and Creative Director for a women's clothing boutique for over 17 years con-
tributed greatly to her self-publishing her own book. Shanna believed the message was too important to 
wait and find a publisher, so just like that she did extensive research on doing it herself. She enlisted the 
talents of her friend Kelsey DeLaney, and together they constructed and laid out the book.
Despite the title, this book is not literally about gardening at all. It is about planting the seeds of emo-

tional education in children and adults alike while using child friendly vocabulary that kids of all ages 
can easily understand. The method is to "pull your weeds, plant new seeds and enjoy the flowers along 
the way." It is a systematic way to teach children to identify and recognize life's everyday challenges (the 
weeds) and talk about them with someone they trust like a parent, teacher or friend. It encourages open 
communication and problem solving (turning weeds into seeds) while taking the time to appreciate and 
be thankful for the bright and positive experiences (the flowers). These metaphors allow children, in a 
vocabulary they are comfortable with, to recognize and communicate their feelings while understanding 
they have the power to control the way they feel.
From that day on, the Truffini Family started to “garden.” Everyday they would talk about the weeds and 

the flowers they experienced.  Shanna found that consistency is everything when it comes to “gardening.”  
When you introduce the gardener lifestyle into a family it is helpful to do it frequently;  the more chil-
dren use the vocabulary the more comfortable they become with talking about the things that may not 
be sitting right.  
In only a few short months Shanna witnessed her daughter getting more to the root of what had been 

weighing her down.  She was feeling lighter and more in control.  As Shanna’s son started using this approach in his kindergarten classroom she could see how 
it helped him communicate with his teacher and his peers.  This drastic change is what inspired her to self-publish the book as she knew this was a faster route 
than looking for a publisher.  She wanted the book out there and she did not want to wait.   
Through this process Shanna has been meeting regularly with therapists,  teachers and counselors and all are in agreement that stress levels in kids are at 

an all time high and they are seeing it younger and younger.  Shanna has also written a You Are a Gardener curriculum that infuses with most elementary 
environments.  She feels very strongly about getting this method into the school systems.  If everyone begins to understand and apply this mechanism, it is 
encouraging for children to know we are all speaking the same language in schools and at home.  Shanna is currently booking workshops and programs for 
schools and parenting groups for this fall.  
Last summer Shanna’s daughter, Anna, proposed an additional tool to add to the You Are a Gardener brand. She had the idea to start a YouTube series called 

Hello Gardeners and every episode Anna and her brother Aidan would help other children pull their weeds and finish the episode with an enjoyable DIY 
project.  The video series is like a modern day Dear Abby for kids.  The family produces one video a month and they are currently working on the 7th episode.  
People love the series and The Truffini’s started receiving stories from all over.  Hello Gardeners gives kids a voice and here they can see how the vocabulary is 
used and applied in a bright and positive setting. 
The Truffini family would love to travel across the country and educate families, schools and therapists about their gardening method and the importance of 

emotional education in children and adults alike.  Until then, the family will continue to spread their seeds locally through their workshops, website, news-
letters and through family and friends.  If you are interested in how you can help spread the seeds of You Are a Gardener, you can buy the book at YouAreA-
Gardener.com.  Here you can also watch the videos, schedule a workshop, download free resources and links to their social media.
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
AUTO • HOME • LIFE • DISABILITY 

COMMERCIAL LONG TERM CARE • HEALTH INSURANCE
NOT ONLY A GREAT INSURANCE AGENT, BUT A 
GREAT NEIGHBOR, TOO! Monroe Township Resident

Mickey Elting
2016 • 2017

WWW.ELTINGINSURANCE.COM
732-780-2400

SERVING YOUR COMMUNITY SINCE 1992

Did Your Insurance Policy Cover Everything You Were Told It 
Did? Was Your Last Insurance Claim Handled Properly?

Evening & Weekend Apointments Available
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MICKEY@ELTINGINSURANCE.COM

THE COMPLETE HANDYMAN
Home Improvements

“No Job Too Big Or Too Small”
All types of repairs 
and installations, 

Finished Basements, 
Bathrooms, Kitchens, etc. 

Lic. #13VH04304300 *Fully Insured

Bob Yacovelli 
732-735-1540

Serving Monmouth, Mercer and Middlesex County

Elting Insurance LLC
 Is Here to Help

By Abigail Urban

Elting Insurance LLC offers high 
quality personal service and a variety 
of insurance, including property, 
casualty, life, health, long-term care and 
disability.

“Pretty much everything, that’s 
what I do,” Elting Insurance LLC 
founder Mickey Elting said. “You need 
insurance, call Mickey.”

Elting’s mission is to make sure people 
are properly insured for the most 
cost-effective price. He helps clients compare prices and advises them 
on whether he is a cheaper option or if they are better staying with the 
insurance they already have. Above all, he wants to help clients make 
smart financial choices.

A former optician, Elting wanted to branch out from retail and began 
selling insurance at Prudential. He later decided to start his own business, 
Elting Insurance LLC, where he could sell products that better fit clients’ 
needs. 

“I felt like I was good with people,” Elting said. “I knew I was good at 
discussing business and individual problems, and what better way to deal 
with that than advise them to or to not go into a business or advise them 
on what type of insurance they need.”

Along with being a passionate adviser, Elting is also proud to be a role 
model for other insurance brokers. He once spent hours teaching a single 
mother who just lost her husband how to balance a checkbook. This act of 
kindness left a lasting impression on the client’s son and inspired him to 
become a major insurance broker.

Whether he is teaching 
someone how to balance a 
checkbook or selling insurance, 
Elting provides personal care 
and attention for every client. 
You can visit him at his office 
located at 63 West Main Street, 
Freehold in Suite K. He can 
be contacted at mickey@
eltinginsurance.com, his office 
phone 7327802400 and his fax 
7327802407.

Get to know Mickey Elting Insurance LLC Is Here to Help
By Abigail Urban

“Pretty much everything Insurance, 
that’s what I do,” Elting Insurance LLC 
founder Mickey Elting said. “If you need 
any type of insurance, call Mickey!”

Mickey’s mission is to make sure people 
are properly insured for the most cost-
effective price. Mickey is honest and helps 
clients compare prices and advises them 
on whether he is a less expensive option 
or if they are better financially staying 
with the insurance company they already 
have. Above all, he wants to help clients 
make smart financial choices.

As a former Optician, Mickey wanted to branch out from retail and 
switch careers and began selling insurance with Prudential. After 20 
years of experience, Mickey decided to start his own business where he 
could offer a more boutique style and personalized approach to helping 
his clients.

“I felt like I was very patient with people and my client list was growing 
and growing,” Mickey said. “I knew my knowledge and integrity was 
priceless when helping business owners and families make important 
decisions.”

Elting Insurance LLC offers high quality personal service and a variety of 
different insurance options for your protection and peace- of- mind such 
as; property, casualty, life, health, long-term care, disability, annuities and 
commercial insurance.

Along with being a passionate adviser, Elting is also proud to be a role 
model and mentor for other insurance brokers. He once spent hours 
teaching a single mother who just lost her husband how to balance a 
checkbook. This act of kindness left a lasting impression on the client’s 
son and inspired him to become a major insurance broker himself.

Whether he is teaching someone how to balance a checkbook or advising 
on insurance options, Mickey always provides personal care and attention. 
When not advising or helping clients put through claims, Mickey enjoys 
traveling with his wife and being a proud grandfather. Mickey is definitely 
a proud family man!

Mickey welcomes anyone to visit him or contact him for a free evaluation 
or quote.  His office is located at 63 West Main Street, Freehold in Suite 
K. He responds to emails quickly at mickey@eltinginsurance.com and his 
office phone 732-780-2400. Give Mickey a call and get to know why he is 
so successful at achieving his clients' personal goals and insurance needs!!
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THE COMPLETE HANDYMAN
Home Improvements

“No Job Too Big Or Too Small”
All types of repairs 
and installations, 

Finished Basements, 
Bathrooms, Kitchens, etc. 

Lic. #13VH04304300 *Fully Insured

Bob Yacovelli 
732-735-1540

Serving Monmouth, Mercer and Middlesex County

Elting Insurance LLC
 Is Here to Help

By Abigail Urban

Elting Insurance LLC offers high 
quality personal service and a variety 
of insurance, including property, 
casualty, life, health, long-term care and 
disability.

“Pretty much everything, that’s 
what I do,” Elting Insurance LLC 
founder Mickey Elting said. “You need 
insurance, call Mickey.”

Elting’s mission is to make sure people 
are properly insured for the most 
cost-effective price. He helps clients compare prices and advises them 
on whether he is a cheaper option or if they are better staying with the 
insurance they already have. Above all, he wants to help clients make 
smart financial choices.

A former optician, Elting wanted to branch out from retail and began 
selling insurance at Prudential. He later decided to start his own business, 
Elting Insurance LLC, where he could sell products that better fit clients’ 
needs. 

“I felt like I was good with people,” Elting said. “I knew I was good at 
discussing business and individual problems, and what better way to deal 
with that than advise them to or to not go into a business or advise them 
on what type of insurance they need.”

Along with being a passionate adviser, Elting is also proud to be a role 
model for other insurance brokers. He once spent hours teaching a single 
mother who just lost her husband how to balance a checkbook. This act of 
kindness left a lasting impression on the client’s son and inspired him to 
become a major insurance broker.

Whether he is teaching 
someone how to balance a 
checkbook or selling insurance, 
Elting provides personal care 
and attention for every client. 
You can visit him at his office 
located at 63 West Main Street, 
Freehold in Suite K. He can 
be contacted at mickey@
eltinginsurance.com, his office 
phone 7327802400 and his fax 
7327802407.
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2 CONOVER ROAD, MILLSTONE TWP. (CORNER OF RT. 33)  |   866-418-1891  |  WWW.BARRETTOUTDOORS.COM

Since 1987, Barrett Outdoors has 
been the Premier Outdoor Remodeling 
Specialist in NJ.

Visit our Design Center for:
• Award Winning Deck & Patio Custom 
 Design Services

•  Custom Decks & Patios featuring 
Trex, Cambridge & more

•  Outdoor Kitchen Appliances by 
Alfresco, Lynx,  & Twin Eagles 

•  Outdoor Furniture by Telescope 
Casual, Trex, Westminster Teak, Lloyd 
Flanders & more

• Bullfrog Hot Tubs

• Top Quality Outdoor Heaters

• Pavilions, Pergolas and Gazebos

• Sonos Audio Systems

MENTION YOU SAW THIS AD IN THE MILLSTONE TIMES AND RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY ONE HOUR CONSULTATION.

LIC# NJ HIC 13VH04871400

BARRETT OUTDOORS DESIGN CENTER
Showcasing Deck and Patio Materials, Outdoor Kitchens & Furniture

Call us TODAY to start designing your outdoor living space!

FREE Sonos Play:1 
with the purchase of any Bullfrog Spa 

New Clients Only

FREE Sonos Play:3 
with the purchase of any deck or patio 

New Clients Only
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CARPETING { We come to you with over 4,000 styles and colors!

LAMINATE, VINYL AND TILE { NEVER pay store prices again!™   SHOP AT HOME AND SAVE!

$200 OFF

Coupon not to be combined with any other coupons, offers or third party discounts. Minimum 
square footage must be of the same hardwood quality. Colors may vary. Coupon must be 
presented at time of the sale. Cannot be presented at time of installation. Excludes all prior 
sales & contracts. Expires 9/30/18.

HARDWOOD FLOORING
200 SQ. FT OR MORE

ANY INSTALLED

Shaw® New Look Luxury 
Plank Flooring

20 colors, 20 Year Warranty!
Floor prep may be additional.

Mohawk®  

Luxury Vinyl Plank
14 colors, 15 Year Warranty

Glue-Down only. Floor prep may be additional.

COREtec® Waterproof
Flooring

19 colors, 5”, 7” and tile looks
Floor prep may be additional.

Shaw® DuraTru Resilient 
Sheet Vinyl

15 new colors and patterns!
Floor prep may be additional.

Congoleum® AirStep 
Plus Vinyl Flooring 

with Scotchgard
Floor prep may be additional.

799
sq. ft.

Indusparquet® Santos
Mahogany

2 1/4” Wide Solid Wood Flooring
*Nail down installation. Floor prep may be additional. 

Cannot be combined with other offers.

Mohawk® Everton Birch
5” Handscraped, Sawn Cut, 4 colors,

25 Year Warranty
*Nail down installation. Floor prep may be additional. 

Cannot be combined with other offers.

619
sq. ft.

Johnson Hardwood® 

English Pub 1/2”
Handscraped Engineered, 7 1/2” wide

*Nail down installation. Floor prep may be additional. 
Cannot be combined with other offers.

949
sq. ft.

Mohawk® American  
Designer Engineered
Handscraped, 5 colors, 5” width
Floor prep may be additional.  Cannot be combined with other offers.

739
sq. ft.

Shaw® Epic Engineered
10 different installation types,
17 colors, Lifetime Warranty

*Nail down installation. Floor prep may be additional. 
Cannot be combined with other offers.

829
sq. ft.

SmartStrand®  
ALL Pet Carpet 

9 colors 20 Year Warranty!

Stain Resistant Plush 
Carpet

12 colors, 10 Year Warranty!

Plush Saxony Carpet
10 Year Warranty,

Available in 15 colors

Mohawk® Soft Berber 
Loop Carpet

Lifetime Soil and Stain Warranty!
16 colors, 10 Year Quality Warranty!

Mohawk® 40 oz. Velvety 
Pin Dot Carpet

Lifetime Soil and Stain Warranty!

INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED!

INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED! INSTALLED!

12 MONTHS Special Financing Available* On purchases made with  
your SMART Carpet Credit Card! APPLY TODAY!

VALID DATES

05/14    05/16

JOHN W. SMITH

VALID DATES
05/14    05/16JOHN W. SMITH

Call today to schedule a FREE estimate! 
1-800-526-RUGS or visit smartcarpet.com

NYCHIC#1442735 • NJHIC#13VH01833100 • PAHIC#PA087742

©Copyright 2018 Smart Carpet Inc. Sale ends one week from publication date. Excludes prior sales. *On approved credit. 25% down and minimum purchase of $500 
on financed orders only. Financing provided by Synchrony Financial. Finance charges accrue on the purchase from the date of installation. IF THE SALES PRICE IS PAID 
IN FULL BY PROMOTION EXPIRATION DATE, NO FINANCE CHARGES WILL BE OWED ON THE PURCHASE. Otherwise, all accrued finance charges will be owed. Minimum 
monthly payment required. Within the United States: Standard APR 29.99, minimum monthly finance charge $2.00. See SMART Carpet Representative for details. Excludes 
prior sales & current contracts. Not to be combined with any other coupons, offers or third party discounts. **G.D. is for glued down applications. Floor prep additional (if 
needed). Free furniture moving does not include pool tables, pianos, electronics or furniture requiring disassembly. Small fee for service available. †Your savings may vary.

379
sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
549

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
349

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
689

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
429

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!

INSTALLATION OF ANY CARPET
One room or whole house! Custom labor may be additional

$49

1.800.526.RUGS (7847)
smartcarpet.com

12 MONTHS Special Financing Available*
Plus!

NEED NEW CARPET OR FLOORING?™  Never pay store prices again!™

302
sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
269

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
299

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
321

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!
399

sq. ft.

SALE PRICE!

$250 OFF

Coupon not to be combined with any other coupons, offers or third party discounts.  
Minimum square footage must be of the same carpet quality. Colors may vary. Coupon must be  
presented at time of the sale. Cannot be presented at time of installation. Excludes all prior 
sales & contracts. Expires 9/30/18.

CARPET PURCHASE
500 SQ. FT. OR MORE

ANY   

Schedule your FREE estimateTODAY!

HARDWOOD { WE Deliver! WE Install! WE Warranty your installation! INCLUDES INSTALLATION!

Our FREE 
Guarantee!
 FREE 
Measuring

 FREE 
Premium Padding

 FREE 
Furniture Moving*

 FREE 
Financing*

5 STAR RATING ON
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5-5-17 5-5-17
With this ad. Not valid with other offers or prior purchases. 

Offer expires October 15, 2018.

Complete Roof 
Replacement

$200
O

FF

With this ad. Not valid with other offers or prior purchases. 
Offer expires October 15, 2018.

Any Complete Siding 
or Windows Job

$500

O
FF

732-577-9813

COMPLETE EXTERIOR REMODELING

Winner of
Certainteed Best

 Home Exterior 
Remodel 
2015Winner

Remodeling 550
 2017

Check out our job reviews
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O
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COMPLETE EXTERIOR REMODELING

Winner of
Certainteed Best

 Home Exterior 
Remodel 
2015Winner

Remodeling 550
 2017

Check out our job reviews
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Dwelling Fire Insurance
By, Lauren Kolacki

When purchasing a home there are millions of factors that bounce around 
in your head.  Mortgage, decor, yard work, neighborhood, school system, 
property tax, insurance, etc.  Some more important than others, however, 
all still considerable aspects.  The amount of stress you experience can lead 
to abrupt choices just to check them off the list.  When it comes to making 
decisions regarding your insurance, it is important that you are taking the 
time to become well informed on your policy, as empty-headed decisions 
can lead to sizable dilemmas down the line.

Unlike owning a car, when you own a home, property insurance is not 
required.  However, many mortgage companies require it in the case of 
unforeseen circumstances.  When dealing with an insurance company be 
sure to know every division of your policy.  Homeowners insurance pro-
vides you with financial protection in the event of a disaster or accident in-
volving your home and your belongings in the event of a destructive event.

Dwelling fire insurance is the part of your homeowner’s policy that helps 
pay for the rebuilding or the repair of the physical structure of your home 
if it's damaged by a covered hazard. Unlike a typical home insurance pol-
icy, which covers everything except for listed exclusions, a dwelling fire 
policy will only cover named perils.  The named perils usually include fire, 
hail, lightning, windstorm, theft, vandalism, etc.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: 10 Forest Hill Ave, Jackson 
or call us at 732-928-3204   

LICENSE  # 13VH04146600

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

CUSTOM TRIM WORK:
Crown Moldings  

Chair Rails 
Shadow Boxes 

POWERWASHING:
Houses • Fences• Decks

Call us for a  
FREE ESTIMATE
References Available 
Upon Request

Customer Satisfaction  
GUARANTEED!

“We Treat Your Home Like Our Own”

Central NJ’s Mosquito & Tick Control Company

 
10% OFF
ALL SERVICES 

New Customers Only
Expires 10/1/18. Not Valid With any Other Offers

• Our Treatments Fight Mosquitos & Ticks
• Superior & Reliable Professional Services
• Locally Owned & Operated
• Commercial & Residential Services
• Free Inspections & Estimates
• Fully Insured

Call Today! 732-657-8600
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

NJDEP Lic. #99074A
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Dwelling Fire Insurance
By, Lauren Kolacki

When purchasing a home there are millions of factors that bounce around 
in your head.  Mortgage, decor, yard work, neighborhood, school system, 
property tax, insurance, etc.  Some more important than others, however, 
all still considerable aspects.  The amount of stress you experience can lead 
to abrupt choices just to check them off the list.  When it comes to making 
decisions regarding your insurance, it is important that you are taking the 
time to become well informed on your policy, as empty-headed decisions 
can lead to sizable dilemmas down the line.

Unlike owning a car, when you own a home, property insurance is not 
required.  However, many mortgage companies require it in the case of 
unforeseen circumstances.  When dealing with an insurance company 
be sure to know every division of your policy.  Homeowners insurance 
provides you with financial protection in the event of a disaster or accident 
involving your home and your belongings in the event of a destructive 
event.

Dwelling fire insurance is the part of your homeowner’s policy that helps 
pay for the rebuilding or the repair of the physical structure of your home if 
it's damaged by a covered hazard. Unlike a typical home insurance policy, 
which covers everything except for listed exclusions, a dwelling fire policy 
will only cover named perils.  The named perils usually include fire, hail, 
lightning, windstorm, theft, vandalism, etc.
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Heating/Air Conditioning Repair, Installation & MainenanceHeating/Air Conditioning Repair, Installation & Maintenance

609.655.0200    609.758.5600
Fax: 609.758.5602

We Will Beat ANY Competitors Price! 
Let East Coast Salt do the heavy work, from our warehouse to your basement.

Like us on Facebook for promotions!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE DELIVERY
732.833.2973

621 Wright Debow Rd., Jackson NJ 08527

EAST COAST SALT

PICK UP 
SPECIALS 
on products when  
they are picked up

FAX: 732.833.4162 • www.eastcoastsalt.com 
Toll Free: 1.888.273.1444

Receive
One FREE Bag 

with order of 
Sun Crystals  

with Rust Away
Cannot be combined with other offers & 
a Minimum of 800 lbs on delivery only

Expires 10/1/18

$11.90 
with a minimum 

order of ten bags for 
the Solar Crystals 

with Rust Away
(the orange bag)

Cannot be combined with other offers & 
a minimum of 800 lbs on delivery only

Expires 10/1/18

$5 PER 5 
GALLON 

WATER JUG 

Curb Appeal
By Lauren Kolacki

When it comes to selling your home, of course you are looking to boost your 
curb appeal.  From small paint jobs or big remodeling projects, there are several 
steps to be made to increase your home’s value.  If you are looking for quick, low-
cost upgrades, consider repainting the front door, trim or shutters.  This ensures 
the house was well taken care of, as well as gives off a “new” impression.  Planting 
flowers, shrubbery or trees can also contribute to the first glance appeal of the 
property.  Installing new house numbers, a new mailbox or door knobs also give 
a fresh look.  If your home needs bigger projects, try replacing the front door, old 
windows, roof, siding or garage doors.
Aside from curb appeal, the front door has several importance’s.  Your choice of 

front door can increase the security of the home.  Convicted burglars claim one of 
their ideal targets was a house with cheap wooden doors because they were easiest 
to kick in.  Technology has been greatly contributing to society in infinite ways, 
one being front door and garage codes.  Installing one of these products makes 
some of life’s everyday tasks a little bit easier and could be just one of the selling 
points of your home.
Old doors and windows begin to wear out over time.  You may feel the air from 

outside creeping through which means, the inside air could be getting out the 
same way.  Replace old doors or windows with energy efficient ones, to control your comfort and energy bill. 
If you decide to redo your old roof or siding, be sure to take the old off instead of placing the new right on top.  By doing this, you will become aware 

of any damage underneath and be able to fix it.  A roof can account for 40 percent of home’s look from the curb.  
Some additional, easy touches you could add to the outside of your home is porch/pathway lights.  Not only does this add a safety factor but also con-

tributes to the overall ambiance.  Adding tables, chairs or porch plants boosts the style and excludes a homey feel.  By making a few of these changes, 
big or small, you can increase your curb appeal greatly.
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By Lauren Kolacki
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curb appeal.  From small paint jobs or big remodeling projects, there are several 
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windows, roof, siding or garage doors.
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door can increase the security of the home.  Convicted burglars claim one of their 
ideal targets was a house with cheap wooden doors because they were easiest to 
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big or small, you can increase your curb appeal greatly.
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THANK YOU Aqua-Soft
I Love My Water!

Aqua-Soft Water Treatment
Since 1966

Serving your community for 50 years
732-446-9322
504 Highway 33W, Millstone Twp.
aquasoftnj@gmail.com
www.aquasoftnj.com *Basic Water Test for Minerals & PH Only

NEW SYSTEMS • UPDATING EXISTING SYSTEMS • REPAIRS • SUPPLIES • SPECIAL FINANCING

Improving Your Water Is What We Do!
CITY or WELL FREE WATER TESTING*  

Customer friendly
non electric water systems 

whole house and drinking water
Authorized Independent Kinetico Dealer

855-486-1116   •   CooperPest.com

•   Schedule Online or Request a Free In-Home  
Estimate for Same Day or Next Day Service

•   All of Our Services are Fully Guaranteed

•  Ask About Our Stink Bug Prevention Program

Bee & Wasp Problems  
Solved FAST! 

on any Stinging Insect 
Nest Removal

on Stink Bug  
Prevention

TermAware Installation
We designed TermAware™ program to  

be the most comprehensive termite  
service that the industry has to offer. 

$25 $50 $99OFF OFF

This offer is available for new clients only and  
cannot be combined with any other offers  

or discounts. Expires 9/30/18.

This offer is available for new clients only and  
cannot be combined with any other offers  

or discounts. Expires 9/30/18.

This offer is available for new clients only and  
cannot be combined with any other offers  

or discounts. Expires 9/30/18.
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FREE 
With your purchase,some restrictions apply .

Gutter Cleaning

TRASH BIN 
AND MAILBOX 
CLEANING 
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Brown

B&K Carpet Cleaning only uses the superior 
Butler® system to ensure your satisfaction!

B & K Cleaning Is The Symbol 
Of Quality Cleaning and Care!

Follow 
us on

Check out our 
Reviews on

• Carpet Cleaning • Upholstery Cleaning 
• Tile & Grout Cleaning 

• Area Rug Cleaning • Kid and Pet Safe Cleaning

• Wall-to-wall carpeting
• Area rugs
• Automobile interiors
• Fabric furniture… and more!
• Carpet protection
• Pet odor control
• Powerwashing
• Treatment for water damage
• Upholstery cleaning
• Window cleaning

10% OFF 
ALL SERVICES

Not to be combined with any other offer.
New customers only.

732-904-5010

135 West Ward Street
Hightstown, NJ 08520

(609) 448-0115
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Insurance, discounts and savings subject to terms, qualifications and availability. Discount and availability varies by state and product line.  Allstate New 
Jersey Property and Casualty Insurance Co., Life insurance issued by Allstate Life Insurance Co., Northbrook, IL, and Lincoln Benefit Life Co., Lincoln, 
NE and American Heritage Life Insurance Co., Jacksonville, FL. Northbrook, IL. In New York, Allstate Life Insurance Company of New York, Hauppauge, 
NY. © 2014 Allstate Insurance Company

AUTO
LIFE

PROTECT THE MOST
IMPORTANT THINGS IN LIFE.

500 State Route 33
Millstone Township
allstateagencies.com/donnsharer

Sharer & Associates Inc
732-446-4919

I can help you protect your family and save money too.
With the Allstate® Auto/Life Discount, you can save on auto insurance when you protect 
your family with life insurance. I’ll make it easy to get the quality coverage you need at an 
affordable price. So why wait? Call me today to put your family in Good Hands®.

20
67

83

Custom Home RemodelingCustom Home Remodeling

FREE ESTIMATE
732-780-3957
FREE ESTIMATE
732-780-3957

Kitchen Renovation • Bathroom Renovations 
Home Additions • Interior Remodeling • Porches/Decks

Kitchen Renovation • Bathroom Renovations 
Home Additions • Interior Remodeling • Porches/Decks

Www.freshstartrenos.comWww.freshstartrenos.com
follow us on:

we accept most major credit cardswe accept most major credit cards

QUALITY DOESN’T COST … IT PAYS

 Expires 9/15/18

QUALITY DOESN’T COST … IT PAYS

 Expires 10/15/18
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CENTRAL JERSEY POOLSCelebrating
Over

ABOVE & IN-GROUND POOLS • OUTDOOR FURNITURE • OUTDOOR KITCHENS • HOT TUBS 
CHEMICALS • POOL PARTS • SERVICE • TOYS • POOL TABLES & MUCH MORE!

POOLS

JACUZZI HOT TUBS 

OUTDOOR KITCHENS 

Swim in as little as 10 days!

Areas largest display!

Over 25 Models from $3999

“We’re not the best 
because we are the oldest...

We’re the oldest 
because we are the best!”

See Store for details on all offers

• FREE Automatic   
 Pool Cleaner
• FREE Winter 
 Pool Cover 
• Clearance Pricing

• Save Big on Floor Models
• Quick Delivery

• FREE Cover
• FREE Chemicals 
• FREE Local Delivery
• In Stock Models 
 Delivery Within 
 1 Week

HOME IMPROVEMENT
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732-792-2898
 www.DSTreeServiceNJ.com

24 Route 9 • Morganville, NJ

FREE 
STUMP 

GRINDING

WE ARE COMPETITIVELY PRICED •  FAMILY OWNED FOR OVER 18 YEARS
DEPENDABLE & HONEST SERVICE • CALL BACK WITHIN 24HRS

NJ Certified Tree Expert #666

YOU DREAM IT. WE BUILD IT.

TREE REMOVAL
• Tree Trimming & Pruning
• Stump Grinding
• Land Clearing
• Brush Chipping
• Storm Damage
• Spring Cleanup

FREE 
WATERFALL 
WITH PURCHASE 
OF GUNITE POOL!

COMPLETE 
LANDSCAPE 
SERVICES

• Landscape Design & Installation
• Trees, Plants, and Flowers
• Disease Diagnosis
• Property Analysis
• Grading, Drainage, Bulk Material
• Outdoor Lighting 
• Custom Gunite Pools
OFFERING 3D DESIGN RENDERINGS

FREE 
FIREPIT 

WITH ANY 
CUSTOM PATIO

HARDSCAPING
• Patios & Walkways
• Retaining Walls
• Outdoor Kitchens
• Veneer Stone & Brick Pavers
• Pizza Ovens & Fireplaces

WITH EVERY TREE 
REMOVAL

Reg# NJTC768156

Get Your Project Completed Fast!!
Apply for our "Rapid Financing Program" and enjoy your 

backyard THIS SUMMER! Call for more details.

FINANCING 
AVAILABLE 
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BACK TO SCHOOL & KIDS

QUESTION:
Why should I choose early orthodontic treatment for 
my child with a palate expander?

As Palatal expanders are 
often placed while a child 

is still growing. They are used 
to widen the upper jaw so that 
the upper teeth fit properly 
together out and over the lower 
teeth. Underdeveloped growth 
or narrowing of the upper jaw 
is one of the major causes of 

crowding. If the upper jaw is too narrow, there is not enough room for 
all the permanent teeth to erupt, which results in crowding, crossbites, 
underbites, or an edge-to-edge bite. Palatal expanders will not prevent 
the need for braces when all the permanent teeth erupt, but often times 
will eliminate the need for extraction of permanent teeth to create space 
or invasive jaw surgery to correct the growth discrepancy after the jaws 
fully develop. As the palate begins to expand, it creates more room 
in the mouth for all of the teeth and the remaining teeth can begin to 
shift into position and will be far closer to their final position. A palate 
expander will reduce treatment time too. Different factors can lead to 
narrow upper jaw growth such as thumb-sucking, tongue thrusting or 
mouth breathing due to enlarged tonsils. Although these problems 
may look harmless, they may have serious long-term consequences on 
aesthetics and both dental and physical health. Palatal expanders often 

times will eliminate the need for extraction of 
permanent teeth to create space or invasive 
jaw surgery to correct the growth discrepancy 
after the jaws fully develop and often makes the 
difference between a good orthodontic result 
and a great orthodontist result. Please contact 
our office with any questions or to schedule a 
complimentary first examination to determine 
if your child would benefit from this type of 
treatment.

$1,000
 OFF 

Invisalign or 
Traditional 
Treatment

Call For A FREE Consultation 
On Any Service!

WE OFFER 
AFFORDABLE 

PAYMENT PLANS
 $102 per month

Not valid with insurance/cannot be combined with other 
offers.  Must present coupon. Expires 10/15/18.

Englishtown, NJ 07726 

The best XI teams were announced today for the US Youth Soccer National 
Championships’ with New Jersey Soccer being well represented on the ros-
ter of recipients.
The announcements took place from July 23-29 at the Toyota Soccer Center 

in Frisco, Texas. New Jersey Youth Soccer teams who competed at the Na-
tional Championships were Real Jersey FC 14U Boys, PDA Shore 16U Girls, 
SJEB Rush 16U Girls and Princeton Soccer Association 18U Girls, with each 
being represented on the roster of Best XI recipients.
The Best XI team was first introduced at the 2011 National Championships. 

Similar to FIFA's All-Tournament concept, the Best XI recognizes the top 
11 performers in each age group, irrespective of their position on the field, 
throughout the tournament as voted by coaches of the participating teams 
in that age group.
The Best XI joins the Golden Ball, Golden Glove and Fair Play awards given 

out annually at the National Championships.
2018 Golden Glove Award
• Matthew Marino - Real Jersey FC (NJ)
• Alexandria Clark - SJEB Rush 02 Academy Blue (NJ)
• 2018 National Championships Best XI
• Sage Dougherty - PDA Shore Freedom (NJ)
• Alyssa Oviedo - Princeton SA (NJ)
• Naya Vialva - Princeton SA (NJ)
• Andrew Kitch - Real Jersey FC (NJ)
• Matthew Marino - Real Jersey FC (NJ)
• Cade McGrath - Real Jersey FC (NJ)
• Alexandria Clark - SJEB Rush 02 Academy Blue (NJ)

New Jersey Youth Soccer, a 501(c) (3) organization affiliated with U.S. Youth 
Soccer and the U.S. Soccer Federation, is comprised of more than 100,000 
players from 5 to 19-years-old; 20,000+ coaches; and thousands of volun-
teers. Members collectively support the sport of soccer through training, 
practice, competition and the spirit of good sportsmanship. The association 
features recreational, travel soccer programs at multiple skill levels; Olympic 
Development Programs (ODP); tournaments including the National Cham-
pionship series; coach and referee training and certification programs; and 
TOPSoccer, a program for children with special needs.
To find out more information about New Jersey Youth Soccer or to contact 

us directly, please email  communications@njyouthsoccer.com. Also make 
sure to follow us on social media: @NJYouthSoccer
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For more information, call 732.792.9900 or email events@sportikasports.com

$425.00 For 15 guests (Including Birthday Child)*

YOUR CHILD AND GUESTS ENJOY 105 MINUTES OF  
THE ULTIMATE SPORTS PARTY!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
T-shirt for the birthday child, 2 Sports Coordinators,  

60 minutes of organized sports (choose 1 or combination of 2 sports),  
45 minutes in a private party room and end the party in the arcade.  
Pizza, Beverages, & Chips, T-Shirt for Birthday Child, $5.00 Arcade  

Card for each child, All paper goods & table covers.

ADD ONS: 
Hoop Wizard Interactive Basketball Show, Nerf Wars (Age 8+)

SPORTS AVAILABLE: 
Soccer, Wiffleball, Kickball, Dodgeball, Flag Football,  

Capture the Flag, and Basketball

Official Birthday Party Pizza Sponsor of Sportika Sports

BACK TO SCHOOL & KIDS
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10 Must-Have Skills to Be 
a Great Parent

1. KNOW WHERE YOUR CHILD IS. Know where they are, who they are with, 
who is in charge, and when they’ll be home. This is critical especially for 
young teens.

2. GET TO KNOW YOUR CHILDREN’S FRIENDS. Where your child spends 
their time and who they spend it with will have a deep impact on them. 
Make sure you know your child’s friends and their parents.

3. MAKE SURE YOUR CHILD HAS A HEALTHY DIET. Their brain is growing 
and needs the proper nutrition. Make it healthy and avoid overeating. 
Obesity is a huge issue in children today. Keep your child eating right 
and staying active for good health.

4. LIMIT TELEVISION WATCHING AND VIDEO GAME PLAYING. Children 
need to be active. Get the TV out of your children’s room and give them 
other activities that will help them learn and grow. It’s okay to insist that 
electronics be turned off and make them go outside to play.

5. INSIST ON RESPECT. Respect for yourself and respect for others. Teaching 
your children good coping skills and communication is one of the best 
things you can do for your child. Make sure they can handle their anger 
in ways that will not be verbally or physically abusive to others.

6. BE RADICALLY CONSISTENT. Make sure your child knows if you promise 
consequences for good or bad behavior that you will deliver it – every 
time. Just don’t say it if you aren’t going to do it. Expect the same from 
your children.

7. TEACH YOUR CHILD ABOUT SEX. Have open and honest communication 
with them about sex. Not just that it’s bad and they’ll get pregnant and 
die if they have it, but talk about the joy of waiting for that special 
someone, and about how to take responsibility for their own body.

8. PREPARE YOUR CHILD FOR ADULTHOOD. Ask them often how they feel 
about things and keep open discussions going about drugs, drinking, 
money, personal safety, and current events. Really work at finding out 
where your child is on all of these topics and talking to them from a 
place that they will understand you, not just lectures. For example 
“What would you do if someone at school offered you drugs?” Listen to 
their answer and start your discussion from there.

9. KNOW YOUR CHILD DEEPLY. What are their hopes, dreams, and passions? 
Refrain from expecting your child to adopt what you think is important 
to pursue in life and really get to know where their heart is. Encourage 
them to pursue their own passions in life, this is one of the greatest 
things you can do for your child.

10. FINALLY, TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR OWN LIFE. You need to be the person 
you hope your child will become. It just doesn’t work to expect them 
to be one way if you aren’t willing to do the same thing yourself. For 
example, if you want an honest child, you MUST be honest. That means 
with everyone. Showing them it’s okay to lie to others will give them 
the message that it’s okay to lie to you. Be really honest with your own 
personal inventory and make sure you are leading by example.

Medicaid/J.A.C.C. Covered Service

You have always been there 
for your mom, and now 

Golden Years Care
is here for you

Call Us Today For A Tour or Info!
(732) 851-6640

www.GoldenYearsCareNJ.com
• Medical Appointment Transportation

• Around-the-clock attention

• Physical & Occupational Therapy In House

• Free Door-to-Door Transportation

• Delicious Food Options 
 (Spanish, Russian, Italian & more)

• Onsite & Offsite Activities: (Ping Pong,   
 Zumba, Shopping Excursions, Museums,   
 Crafts, Trips to the Shore and much more) 

• Onsite Hairdresser

Serving Monmouth, Middlesex & Ocean Residents
Conveniently off Rt 33 and NJ Turnpike Exit 8

108 Woodward Rd.
Manalapan, New Jersey

If your loved one needs care during 
the day, trust Golden Years Care 

to put them in good hands!

We provide 
Adult Day Services 

For Special Needs Adults
(21 years old +)

Call Us Today
For A Tour or Info!

(732) 845-3332
• Free Door-to-Door Transportation

• Health Evaluations

• Bi-Lingual staff

• Music & Pet Therapy

• Educational Programs to assist & encourage   
 independance with activities of daily living

• Social Activities

• Fabulous food and menu options

• Recreation, Exercise, Trips to Museums,   
 Stores, Crafts and more...

Serving Monmouth, Middlesex & Ocean Residents
20 1-A Jackson Street
Freehold, New Jersey

We Offer Something Special Nowhere Else Found 
In CNJ For Your Loved One!

Active Day Adult Services

Medicaid/HMO/DDD

FALL 
PROGRAMS FOR 
YOUR SPECIAL 

NEEDS PERSONS 
OVER 21
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• BIRTHDAY PARTIES 
• SCHOOL EVENTS
• CHURCH EVENTS
• COMMUNIONS
• TEMPLE EVENTS 
• FUNDRAISERS
• BLOCK PARTIES 
• FESTIVALS
• FAMILY FUNCTIONS 
• GRAND OPENINGS
• CORPORATE EVENTS 
• CASINO PARTIES

www.PartyPerfectRentals.com

Call for our 
FREE CATALOG!

WITH 50 SERVINGS
With any inflatable booking of 

$500 or more.

FREE
POPCORN, COTTON CANDY,

OR SNOWCONE MACHINE

732.303.8211

Newest
Equpment

Lowest
prices
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BOOK YOUR PARTY TODAY • INFO AT iPLAYAMERICA.COM

KIDS TEENS ADULTS

PARTIES FOR
EVERYONE

The Millstone Township PTO & PTSA are gearing up its fourth 
annual Color-a-Thon on Saturday, October 6, 2018!   

 The event will take place at the Millstone Township Middle School located at 5 Dawson Court.  Participants can walk, run or dance through a 2.5 mile 
course and get color-blasted in safe, eco-friendly, plant based powdered dye at every zone…turning them into a moving target of fun!  “There will also be 
a shorter course which is perfect for junior runners and the entire family, my kids are so excited to take part in this event,” said Event Chair Angela Teston.  
Registration begins at 8am and participants can take part in free pre-race activities while they wait for the race to begin at 9am.  
All the participants will line up behind a giant inflatable archway at the starting point.  The 2.5 mile course was mapped out by Mr. Joseph Muni, the 

Middle School Athletic Director.  “Part of the terrain is the middle school cross country course and part of it is a very scenic route through the woods,” 
said Muni.  “This course proves to be a lot of fun during the cross-country season and promises to be just as exciting for the upcoming Color-a-Thon.”
After the race, participants can jam out to music at the After-Blast Party!  We will count down to when everyone rips open their color packets to share a 

blast of color with family, friends and everyone around.  The result is a once in a lifetime experience all while exercising and having fun running along-
side classmates, teachers, administrators and members of the community.   There will also be a food truck, activities for the youth and plenty of vendors.  
Students will receive a pledge packet come September where they will get a chance to earn tons of free prizes to use on race day!    “This is not only a great 

opportunity to support the children of Millstone Township but it’s also a great opportunity to advertise your business. There are many other sponsorship 
opportunities available including prominent signage along the course and family sponsorships as well.  For more information please contact Angela Tes-
ton. 
The event is expected to draw hundreds of families from Millstone Township and the surrounding towns.  All of the proceeds from the event will go 

directly to the students in grades PreK-8 of the Millstone Township School District.  
The Millstone PTO/PTSA is a 501(c) (3) organization that operates independently from the school district.  All donations are tax-deductible to the ex-

tent allowed by law. 
For more information about the Color-a-Thon please contact Angela Teston @ 908-239-0201 or angela2805@aol.com . 
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It’s Baby Safety Month! 
By Susan Heckler

Each year, children are injured by hazards in and around the home which can be 
prevented by using child-safety devices and reminding older children in the house 
to re-secure safety devices after disabling them. Most of these safety devices are easy 
to find and are fairly inexpensive. To be effective, they must be properly installed. 
Follow installation instructions carefully. Remember, too, that no device is completely 
childproof; determined youngsters have been known to overcome or disable them.

Here are some child safety devices that can help reduce injuries to young children. The 
red numbers correspond to those on the image following the text.

1. Use Safety Latches and Locks for cabinets and drawers in kitchens, bathrooms, 
and other areas to help prevent poisonings and other injuries can help prevent 
children from gaining access to medicines, household cleaners, matches, or 
cigarette lighters, as well as knives and other sharp objects.  Look for safety 
latches and locks that adults can easily install and use, but are sturdy enough 
to withstand pulls and tugs from children.

2. Use Safety Gates to help prevent falls down stairs and to keep children from 
entering rooms and other areas with possible dangers.   For the top of stairs, 
only use gates that screw to the wall. Use safety gates that meet current safety 
standards. Replace older safety gates that have “V” shapes that are large enough 
to entrap a child's head and neck.

3. Use Door Knob Covers and Door Locks to help prevent children from entering 
rooms and other areas with possible dangers. Be sure the door knob cover is 
sturdy, and allows a door to be opened quickly by an adult in case of emergency.

4. Use  Anti-Scald Devices  for faucets and shower heads and set your water 
heater temperature to 120 degrees Fahrenheit to help prevent burns from hot 
water. Anti-scald devices for regulating water temperature can help reduce the 
likelihood of burns.

5. Use  Smoke Alarms  on every level of your home, inside each bedroom, and 
outside sleeping areas to alert you to fires. Check smoke alarms once a month 

to make sure they're working and change batteries at least once a year.
6. Use Window Guards and Safety Netting to help prevent falls from windows, 

balconies, decks, and landings. Limit window openings to four inches or less, 
including the space between the window guard bars. 

7. Use Corner and Edge Bumpers to help prevent injuries from falls against sharp 
edges of furniture and fireplaces. Be sure to look for bumpers that stay securely 
on furniture or hearth edges.

8. Use  Outlet Covers and Outlet Plates  to help prevent electrocution.  Be sure 
outlet protectors cannot be easily removed by children and are large enough so 
that children cannot choke on them. 

9. Use a  Carbon Monoxide (CO) Alarm  to help prevent CO poisoning. All 
consumers should install CO alarms near sleeping areas in their homes. 
Change batteries at least once a year.

10.  CPSC recommends using Cordless Window Coverings in homes with young 
children, in order to help prevent strangulation. If you have window blinds 
from 2000 or earlier and you cannot afford new, cordless window coverings, 
call the Window Covering Safety Council at 800-506-4636 

11. Use  Anchors to Avoid Furniture and Appliance Tip-Overs.  Furniture, TVs 
and ranges can tip over and crush young children, causing deaths and injuries 
when children climb onto, fall against or pull themselves up on television 
stands, shelves, bookcases, dressers, desks, chests and ranges. 

12. Use Layers of Protection with Pools and Spas. A barrier completely surrounding 
the pool or spa including a 4-foot tall fence with self-closing, self-latching gates 
is essential. If the house serves as a side of the barrier, doors heading to the pool 
should have an alarm or the pool should have a power safety cover. Pool alarms 
can serve as an additional layer of protection. Sliding glass doors, with locks 
that must be re-secured after each use, are not an effective barrier to pools.
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Tips for Parents of Children with Special Needs
1. Organize all that paperwork: In the world of special education, there are lots of meetings, paperwork, and documentation to keep track of. Try to keep a family 

calendar of school events, special education meetings, conferences, etc. Setting up a binder or folder to keep your child's special education documentation, 
meeting notices and IEPs in sequential order can also help you stay organized.

2. Start a communication log:  Keeping track of all phone calls, e-mails, notes home, meetings, and conferences is important. Create a “communication log” for 
yourself in a notebook that is easily accessible. Be sure to note the dates, times, and nature of the communications you have.

3. Review your child’s current IEP:  The IEP is the cornerstone of your child’s educational program, so it’s important that you have a clear understanding of it. 
Note when the IEP expires and if your child is up for reevaluation this year. Most importantly, be sure that this IEP still “fits” your child's needs! If you’re unsure, 
contact the school about holding an IEP review meeting.

4. Relieve back-to-school jitters:  Just talking about the upcoming year and changes can help reduce some of that back-to-school anxiety! Talk to your child 
about exciting new classes, activities, and events that they can participate in during the new school year. If attending a new school, try to schedule a visit before 
the first day. With older students, it is sometimes helpful to explain the services and accommodations in their IEP so that they know what to expect when 
school begins.

5. Keep everyone informed:  It's important that you and the school communicate early and often! If there is anything (concerns, changes, questions about the 
IEP) that you feel is important to share with the staff working with your child before school starts, or during the year, don't hesitate to contact them! The more 
protective and honest you are, the better the school staff will be able to meet your child's needs.

6. Establish before and after school routine:  Discuss and plan the changes in you and your child’s daily routine that will happen once school starts. You can 
even begin practicing your new schedule, focusing on morning and evening routines, and begin implementing them well in advance of the first day of school.

7. Stay up-to-date on special education news:  Being knowledgeable about your child’s IEP and their disability can help you become a better advocate for your 
child. Try to keep up-to-date on new special education legislation, news, and events. The more you know, the more prepared you will be to navigate the world 
of special education and successfully advocate for your child!

8. Attend school events:  Take advantage of Open House, Back-to-School Night, and parent-teacher conferences to help you and your child get a feel for the 
school and meet the teachers, other staff, students, and families. Share the positives about working with your child, and let the teacher know about changes, 
events, or IEP concerns that should be considered for children in special education.

Tips for Parents of Children 
with Special Needs

1. Organize all that paperwork: In the world of special education, there 
are lots of meetings, paperwork, and documentation to keep track 
of. Try to keep a family calendar of school events, special education 
meetings, conferences, etc. Setting up a binder or folder to keep your 
child's special education documentation, meeting notices and IEPs in 
sequential order can also help you stay organized.

2. Start a communication log:  Keeping track of all phone calls, 
e-mails, notes home, meetings, and conferences is important. Create a 
“communication log” for yourself in a notebook that is easily accessible. 
Be sure to note the dates, times, and nature of the communications you 
have.

3. Review your child’s current IEP:  The IEP is the cornerstone of your 
child’s educational program, so it’s important that you have a clear 
understanding of it. Note when the IEP expires and if your child is 
up for reevaluation this year. Most importantly, be sure that this IEP 
still “fits” your child's needs! If you’re unsure, contact the school about 
holding an IEP review meeting.
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they can participate in during the new school year. If attending a new 
school, try to schedule a visit before the first day. With older students, 
it is sometimes helpful to explain the services and accommodations in 
their IEP so that they know what to expect when school begins.

5. Keep everyone informed:  It's important that you and the school 
communicate early and often! If there is anything (concerns, changes, 
questions about the IEP) that you feel is important to share with the 
staff working with your child before school starts, or during the year, 
don't hesitate to contact them! The more protective and honest you are, 
the better the school staff will be able to meet your child's needs.

6. Establish before and after school routine:  Discuss and plan the 
changes in you and your child’s daily routine that will happen once 
school starts. You can even begin practicing your new schedule, 
focusing on morning and evening routines, and begin implementing 
them well in advance of the first day of school.

7. Stay up-to-date on special education news:  Being knowledgeable 
about your child’s IEP and their disability can help you become a 
better advocate for your child. Try to keep up-to-date on new special 
education legislation, news, and events. The more you know, the more 
prepared you will be to navigate the world of special education and 
successfully advocate for your child!

8. Attend school events:  Take advantage of Open House, Back-to-School 
Night, and parent-teacher conferences to help you and your child get 
a feel for the school and meet the teachers, other staff, students, and 
families. Share the positives about working with your child, and let the 
teacher know about changes, events, or IEP concerns that should be 
considered for children in special education.
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HEALTH  &  WELLNESS

GENERAL & COSMETIC DENTISTRY

New patients of all ages welcome. Evening and early morning appointments.

ALL OF YOUR
DENTAL NEEDS,

ALL IN ONE PLACE

SAME DAY EMERGENCY VISITS

We are pleased to welcome
ALLISON TAGES, DDS 

to our practice
www.louisnapolitanodmd.com

VISIT OUR STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITY!

FREE
IMPLANT CONSULTATION 

INCLUDES X-RAY
• Improve your appearance

• Eat the foods you enjoy
• Invest in a permanent 

solution for tooth loss
With this ad. Offer Expires 4/30/17.

FREE CONSULTATION
A Confident Smile Can Change Everything

With this ad. Offer Expires 4/30/17.

732-905-2488

ILAN GAMBURG, DMD

1/31/18.

1/31/18.

Best Tips for Dealing 
With Tweens

By Gabriella Mancuso

You just got out of the “naughty child” stage only to enter the “tween stage”. 
Even if you don't want to believe it you know exactly what the tween stage consist 
of. The usual, I am an adult now, let me do what I want, I don't need your help 
kind of attitude. Dealing with a child ages 11-13 can be difficult, but there are 
some things you can do to help.

Build a Support Network

Being a tween is hard. It is awkward, everything is changing and you self 
confidence is at an all time low. Building a support network can help your child 
a lot. Surrounding them with love, trust and support will help raise their self-
confidence and make life a little less awkward.

Point Out Their Good Actions and Praise Them

Be sure that your kid knows that you are proud of them. Pointing out their 
good actions will result in them wanting to feel flattered more, furthermore 
resulting in them doing more good things. Be sure to also give them criticism 
as well as compliments. You do not want your child to believe they can get away 
with anything as long as they do one good deed. Self-confidence is important, but 
too much of something is never a good thing.

Being Involved

Being involved in a tweens life can be a difficult situation. They might lash out 
and demand privacy and independency. The best thing to do is to work with this. 
Ask the, questions while being informed on their life, but all to a certain extent. 
Give them privacy and allow them to grow on their own as well. You can not 
smoother them, but you must be aware of their actions and well being in order to 
guide them the right way.

Do Not Lash Out

Arguments are inevitable. They will happen and they will not be pleasant. The 
worst thing you can do is scream back and make the problem worse. Obviously, all 
children require reprimanding, but try hard not to cause a huge blow out. Before 
screaming back take some time and cool down. Make sure both of you are calm 
enough to speak without getting excited, and then return to the conversation 
ready to find a resolution.

10/15/18.

10/15/18.

General & CosmetiC Dentistry
OrthOdOntics • implants 

NEW patiENts of all agEs WElcomE.
EvENiNg & Early morNiNg appoiNtmENts.

same Day emerGenCy visits
732-905-2488 • www.louisnapolitanodmd.com

2046 W CoUnty line roaD, sUite 2, JaCKson

General & CosmetiC Dentistry
OrthOdOntics • implants 

New patients of all ages welcome. Evening and early morning appointments.

ALL OF YOUR
DENTAL NEEDS,

ALL IN ONE PLACE
Veneers • professional Whitening

crowns, Bridges & Bonding • root canals
non-surgical periodontal treatment

implants • dentures
digital impressions - Easy, comfortable

strict sterilization procedures
VEl scope - Oral cancer screening: 

simple, Fast & painless nitrous Oxide

SAmE DAY EmERgENCY vISITS

We are pleased to welcome
ALLISON TAgES, DDS 

to our practice
www.louisnapolitanodmd.com

vISIT OUR STATE-OF-ThE-ART FACILITY!

FREE
IMPLANT CONSULTATION 

INCLUDES X-RAY
• Improve your appearance
• Eat the foods you enjoy
• Invest in a permanent 
solution for tooth loss

With this ad. Offer Expires 4/30/17.

FREE CONSULTATION
A Confident Smile Can Change Everything

With this ad. Offer Expires 4/30/17.

732-905-2488 • 2046 W COUNTY LINE RD, STE 2, JACKSON

ILAN gAmbURg, DmD

10/15/18.

10/15/18.

www.louisnapolitanodmd.com

 Call Today!
732-905-2488 
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Photo Credit: Eduardo Patino

NOW ENROLLING 
FOR FALL 2018! 

World Class ballet training with locations in 

Cranbury I New Brunswick 

CLASSES FOR AGES 3 and UP begin Sept. 10

Princeton Ballet School 
Outstanding Faculty · Live Music · Generations of Success 

arballet.org I 609.921.7758 

$25 OFF!
New Students Only

Mention Code: Fall2018

Alessandra Lea Ricci of 
Millstone Twp, NJ Graduates 

College In Upsate NY
Hartwick  College is a private liber-
al arts and sciences college of 1,200 
students, located in Oneonta, NY, in 
the northern foothills of the Catskill 
Mountains. Hartwick's expansive cur-
riculum emphasizes an experiential 
approach to the liberal arts. Through 
personalized teaching, collabora-
tive research, a distinctive January 
Term, a wide range of internships, 
and vast study-abroad opportuni-
ties,  Hartwick  ensures that students 
are prepared for not just their first 
jobs, but for the world ahead. A Three-
Year Bachelor's Degree Program and 
strong financial aid and scholarship 
offerings keep a Hartwick education affordable.

609-219-0053
3200 Lawrenceville Road, Lawrence NJ

NEW AD UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION

Alessandra Lea Ricci of
Millstone Twp, NJ Graduates 

College In Upstate NY
Hartwick College is a private 

liberal arts and sciences college of 
1,200 students, located in Oneonta, 
NY, in the Northern foothills of 
the Catskill Mountains. Hartwick's 
expansive curriculum emphasizes 
an experiential approach to the 
liberal arts. Through personalized 
teaching, collaborative research, a 
distinctive January Term, a wide 
range of internships, and vast study-
abroad opportunities, Hartwick 
ensures that students are prepared 
for not just their first jobs, but for the 
world ahead. A Three Year Bachelor's 
Degree Program and strong financial 
aid and scholarship offerings keep a 
Hartwick education affordable.

Host your next birthday at 
Cherry Grove Farm!

Host your next birthday at 
Cherry Grove Farm!

3200 Lawrenceville Rd • Lawrenceville • 609-219-0053

Bring your snacks, treats, and decorations! 
Visit our petting menagerie! •  Stroll down the 

meadow walk! • Take a hayride!
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September is Childhood Obesity Awareness Month
By YMCA of Western Monmouth County

September is Childhood Obesity Awareness Month, and while the dangers of childhood obesity are well chronicled, 
many families need support changing their families’ habits with the goal of being a healthy weight. That’s why the Y — 
a leading community-based organization dedicated to improving health—wants families to understand the dangers of 
childhood obesity and ways to reverse course through improved eating habits and increased physical activity.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the prevalence of obesity affects about 12.7 million 
children and adolescents. Today, obesity affects one in six children and one in three are overweight, which poses greater 
risks for many health problems such as type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol and some cancers. 

Successfully lowering obesity rates in children requires the whole family to change their eating and physical activity 
habits.  Kids learn unhealthy habits at home, and many parents or caregivers don’t realize how the choices they make affects 
those who look up to them. 

The following tips are some great ways to incorporate healthier eating habits and more physical activity and into your 
daily family routine: 

 Eat & Drink Healthy: Make water the drink of choice and encourage everyone to fill half their plates with fruits and 
vegetables by offering two or three colorful options at every meal. As a family choose a new fruit and veggie every week to 
taste together.  Place a full pitcher of water on the table during meals, and allow children to pour their own water. 

 Play Every Day/Go Outside: Children should have at least an hour a day of unstructured play outside (when possible) and 
break a sweat at least three times a week by getting 20 minutes or more of vigorous physical activity. Join your children in 
games that get your hearts pumping and bodies moving. 

 Get Together: Eat as a family as frequently as possible. Involve kids in meal planning, preparation and clean up. In 
addition, adults should take a break from electronics and spend one-to-one time each day with their kids, enjoying one 
another’s company. 

 Reduce Recreational Screen Time: Time spent in front of a television, computer, tablet, cell phone or video games should be limited to two hours or less per day. Make 
a family plan to reduce screen time at home (i.e. turn off screens during meals, go for a walk after a meal, set a timer to remind you to power down the screen).

Sleep Well: Kids and adults need to keep a regular sleep schedule; unwind together in the evenings by reading a book or listening to soft music to ensure the body is 
preparing for sleep. Kids are growing and need 10-12 hours of healthy sleep per night and seven to eight hours for adults.

The YMCA of Western Monmouth County offers many options for both adults and children to increase their physical activity year-round.  To learn more, visit www.
ymcanj.org.

THE UNITED 
STATE OF 

Celebrating diversity in our community to promote    
cross-cultural understanding and raise awareness    

of the benefits of welcoming everyone. 
  

#WelcomingWeek #YforAll 
 

The Y.  For a better us. 

Learn more at www.ymcanj.org 

FREEHOLD  
YMCA 
 
470 E. Freehold Rd. 
Freehold, NJ 07728 
732.462.0464 

OPEN  
ACCESS  
TO THE  

COMMUNITY  
9am-12pm  

& 5-8pm 

JOIN US FOR A 
CELEBRATION OF  
OUR COMMUNITY! 
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(609) 443-5330 
(609) 443-5331

www.chengchenrestaurant.com

659 Abbington Dr., #403
East Windsor, NJ 08520

(Twin Rivers Shopping Mall, Rt 33)

HOURS:
Mon-Thurs: 11:00am-10:00pm
Fri & Sat: 11:00am-10:30pm
Sunday: 12:00pm-10:00pm

We accept Visa, Mastercard, & Discover

$5 OFF
for any purchase over $40

Pick-up Only.
Expires 10/15/18

10% OFF
Any Purchase 

Pick-up Only.
Expires 10/15/18

Carb Free Cauliflower Cheese and Bacon Casserole
If you love the taste of a loaded baked potato, then you're going to love, love, love this recipe!

 Replacing the starchy potatoes with some fresh cauliflower makes this recipe guilt free but still fabulous!
 

INGREDIENTS
• 5 cups chopped cauliflower
• 1 cup low-fat sour cream 
• 1 1/2 cup reduced fat shredded Cheddar cheese, divided 
• 3 scallions, chopped 
• 4 slices bacon, cooked and crumbled 
• 1/8 teaspoon black pepper 
• 1/8 teaspoon salt

PREPARATION
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. 
2. In a large pot of boiling water, place cauliflower in a steamer basket; cook 8 

to 10 minutes, or until tender. Drain well.
3. In a large bowl, combine cauliflower, sour cream, 1 cup cheese, half the 

scallions, half the bacon, and the pepper; mix well. Spoon mixture into 
baking dish and sprinkle with remaining cheese.

4. Bake 20 to 25 minutes, or until heated through. Sprinkle with remaining 
bacon and remaining scallions and serve.

 Halal Burgers         
 Halal Chicken         
 Wraps                     
 Salads 
 Fried Flounder 
 Chicken fried rice 
 Fried Plantains 
 Grilled Sandwiches 
 Buffalo Wings 
 Multiple wing flavors  
 

. 

     

www.windsorchicken.com 

CALL: 609 -630-2183  
680 Route 33 East 
East Windsor NJ  
08520 
Eat in * Take Out * Delivery 
 

 

Spend 
$20 
Get a 
Free 

2 liter 
Soda 

 

10% 
0ff 

$15 or 
more 

 

$20 
0ff 

$100  

$5 
0ff 

$25 
 more2 liter
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Monday – Thursday 11:30am - 10:00pm
Friday & Saturday 11:30am - 11:00pm
Sunday 1:00pm -  9:00pm

618 Park Ave. Freehold , NJ 07728
732-577-0001•www.618nj.com 

Wine Down
WEDNESDAYS

*With purchase of entree. Not valid with any 
other promotion or with Happy Hour. 

 1/2 PRICE
 Bottles of Wine* 

AUGUST 23RD 

SILVER OAKS

Owner/Chef - Christopher Dutka

PATIO DINING 
Now Available!

Reservations very limited.

FIVE COURSE 
Food and 

Wine 
Pairing Dinner

The Better Breakfast:
 Banana, Ginger and Avocado Smoothie

This smoothie has benefits all around and it is a quick and easy breakfast 
for people on the go! Ginger is said to reduce muscle pain and soreness. 
Ginger has been shown to be effective against exercise-induced muscle 
pain. Bananas are a great source of magnesium and magnesium can help 
with muscle contraction and relaxation as well as protein synthesis, which 
increases lean muscle mass. Avocados are high in potassium and several 
studies show that having a high potassium intake is linked to reduced blood 
pressure, a major risk factor for heart attacks, strokes and kidney failure.

Ingredients:
• 1 Medium sized ripe avocado
• 2 small ripe bananas
• 1-inch fresh ginger
• ½ cup yogurt or milk
• ¼ cup cold water
• 2 teaspoons of flax seeds
• 1 teaspoon lemon juice
• 1 Tablespoon raw honey

Directions:
1. Blend all the ingredients in a blender under smooth.
Optional: add crushed almonds or cashews to the top to eat with a spoon.

www.DavidsCulinaryDelights.com

5 STAR RATED!

FREE
 IN HOME

 CONSULTATION

Romantic Dinner for Two
Private Parties

Catering For All Occasions 
Weekly Meals

Cooking Parties
BBQ’s

Brunches
Showers
Wedding

609.289.5526

Chef David Silverman
Personal Chef/Catering Services

Monday – Thursday 11:30am - 10:00pm
Friday & Saturday 11:30am - 11:00pm
Sunday 1:00pm -  9:00pm

618 Park Ave. Freehold , NJ 07728
732-577-0001•www.618nj.com 

Wine Down
WEDNESDAYS

*With purchase of entree. Not valid with any 
other promotion or with Happy Hour. 

 1/2 PRICE
 Bottles of Wine* 

Owner/Chef - Christopher Dutka

PATIO DINING 
Now Available!

Book Your 
Next Event 

Here!
Private Banquet 

Rooms available for 
up to 200 guests!
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APPLE DAYS HARVEST FESTIVALS

Weekend Festival admission $8 (kids under 3 free)
No admission charge for Market, Tasting Room, Pick-Your-Own

330 COLD SOIL ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540

609-924-2310 • Daily 9-6
www.terhuneorchards.com

Farm Market · Adventure Barn 
Wagon Rides · Live Music · Cider 

Pumpkin Picking & Painting
Corn Stalk Maze

 Wine Tasting Room · Country Food 
Parking at the Farm 

Pick-Your-Own Apples 

SEPT 15 - OCT 28
(10 AM - 5PM)

Fruit and Vegetable Farm
Great Fun for the Whole Family

Apple Days Harvest Festivals at Terhune Orchards7 Fun Filled Weekends Sept. 15 – Oct. 28, 10 am-5-pm

Couple’s Caffeine Smoothie to Go 
Coffee has been used for centuries to provide ener-

gy and keep people awake. Recent research into the 
compounds found in the simple coffee bean has re-
vealed a number of health benefits. 
Studies have shown an interesting link between cof-

fee consumption and lowered rates of type 2 diabetes. 
While there is little research proving the connection, 
there is a strong correlation. Researchers believe that 
the antioxidants found in coffee provide this extra 
layer of protection for drinkers. This is supported by the fact that both caf-
feinated and decaffeinated coffee were connected to a 7% drop in diabetes 
development. Drinkers who indulged in up to seven cups a day saw a 35% 
drop in the likeliness of having diabetes, while four to five cups provide 
protection of up to 28%. This recipe makes 2 servings.

Ingredients
• 1 cup (240 mL) black tea
• ½ cup (120 mL) almond milk
• 1 tablespoon vanilla protein 

powder
• ½ cup (120 g) plain yogurt
• 1 banana, sliced
• 1 cup (100 g) blueberry
• 2 cups (280 g) ice
• sliced almond, for serving

Preparation
1. Add the black tea, almond 

milk, protein powder, yogurt, 
banana, blueberries, and ice to 
a blender.

2. Blend until smooth.
3. Serve in a glass topped with 

sliced almonds.

For over 40 seasons, Terhune Orchards has held festivals to celebrate our abundant 
apple harvest. Over the years as our family continues to grow, we also have planted 
new varieties in the apple orchards. Our enthusiasm for everything apples continues 
to grow bigger and stronger! Join us on weekends, from September 15 through 
October 28 to experience the joy of fall on our farm for Apple Days Harvest Festivals, 
10 a.m. – 5 p.m. every Saturday and Sunday.
During these seven fall weekends, a full day of fun on the farm awaits the entire 

family. Enjoy the view of trees laden with red, golden and green apples during a 
tractor-pulled wagon ride around our preserved farmland.  Explore our corn stalk 
maze. Sit a while and listen to some good old-fashioned country music. Inhale the 
aroma of fragrant apple pies wafting in from our bakery.  Warm up with a cup of 
our freshly pressed apple cider and famous donuts. Stroll on the Farm Trail to get 
up close and personal with nature.  Pumpkin picking and apple picking are always a 
favorite pastime here at the farm.
Children’s activities include scavenger hunts, rubber duck races, pumpkin painting 

and many more ways for children to interact with nature here on the farm.  Our 
Adventure Barn is decorated differently each year and tells the story of life on a farm. 
This year our theme will be Corn. Be sure to stop by the barnyard to visit the animals. 
Kids can take a pony ride or have their faces painted, too.
Every Saturday and Sunday during the seven fall weeks, Terhune Orchards features 

live music played by some of the area’s best local talent. Most bands are returning by 
popular demand.
Pam’s Food Tent is always adding new seasonal delights to the lunch menu. Indulge 

in pulled pork sandwiches, hot dogs, BBQ chicken, vegetarian chili and soups 

and other traditional fare. Pam cooks up apple goodies for the Apple Buffet. Treat 
yourself to a taste of our very own apples in cider donuts, pies, muffins, salads, and 
much more.
The winery tasting room is open for a place to pause and overlook the farmyard. 

Enjoy a tasting or a glass of our award winning red, white and fruit based wines. 
Seasonal favorite, Apple Wine, is made with our own apple cider.
Stop in front of the farm store where the display of colorful mums, Indian corn, 

pumpkins and apples are perfect for pausing to take a family photo and for choosing 
fall decorations for your home.

Apple Days Harvest Festivals are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. 
Sept. 15 –Oct. 28. Three day festival for Columbus Day Weekend.

Admission on festival days is $8, ages 3 and up. Parking and access to the farm store and 
winery is free. More details online: http://terhuneorchards.com/fall-family-fun-weekends/

Pick-your-own apples Every Day 
Beginning Labor Day weekend, Terhune Orchards’ Van Kirk Road orchard will be 

open every day for apple picking from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weather permitting, through 
October.
Terhune Orchards is located at 330 Cold Soil Rd., Princeton. The farm store is 

open daily. Wine bottles are available in the store daily.
Farm Hours – September Hours

Farm Store- Mon-Wed 9 am-6 pm daily 
Pick your Own at Van Kirk Rd. Orchard, 9 am – 5 p.m. 

Trenton Farmers Market- Thursday through Saturday 9am -4:30 pm
Winery –Fri., Sat & Sun, 12-6 p.m.

9.15     Daisy Jug Band
9.16     Borderline
9.22     Swingin’ Dixie
9.23     Jimmie Lee Ramblers
3.29     Mountain Heritage
9.30     Raritan Valley Ramblers
10.6     Heavy Traffic Blue Grass Band
10.7     Stonybrook Bluegrass
10.8     Jay Smarr
10.13   Tom Reock And Friends
10.14   Stone Hearth
10.20   Growing Old Disgracefully
10.21   Albo
10.27   Magnolia St String Band
10.28   Back Door Band

APPLE DAYS HARVEST FESTIVALS

Weekend Festival admission $8 (kids under 3 free)
No admission charge for Market, Tasting Room, Pick-Your-Own

330 COLD SOIL ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540

609-924-2310 • Daily 9-6
www.terhuneorchards.com

Farm Market · Adventure Barn 
Wagon Rides · Live Music · Cider 

Pumpkin Picking & Painting
Corn Stalk Maze

 Wine Tasting Room · Country Food 
Parking at the Farm 

Pick-Your-Own Apples 

SEPT 15 - OCT 28
(10 AM - 5PM)

Fruit and Vegetable Farm
Great Fun for the Whole Family

Couple’s Caffeine Smoothie to Go 
Black tea has many health benefits. It contains 

polyphenols, which are also antioxidants that help 
block DNA damage associated with tobacco or oth-
er toxic chemicals. These antioxidants are different 
from those obtained from fruits and vegetables and 
therefore as a regular part of our diet they can pro-
vide additional benefits towards a healthy lifestyle.  
Research shows that individuals who consume 3 or 
more cups of tea had a 21% lower risk of a stroke 
than people who consume less than 1 cup of green or black tea per day. 
Research also shows that antioxidants like polyphenol and catechins in tea 
may help prevent some types of cancer. It has been suggested that women 
who drink black tea regularly have a lower chance of ovarian cancer than 
their counterparts.

Ingredients
• 1 cup (240 mL) black tea
• ½ cup (120 mL) almond milk
• 1 tablespoon vanilla protein 

powder
• ½ cup (120 g) plain yogurt
• 1 banana, sliced
• 1 cup (100 g) blueberry
• 2 cups (280 g) ice
• sliced almond, for serving

Preparation
1. Add the black tea, almond 

milk, protein powder, yogurt, 
banana, blueberries, and ice to 
a blender.

2. Blend until smooth.
3. Serve in a glass topped with 

sliced almonds.
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Gambler Ridge 
Golf Club

Gambler Ridge 
Golf Club

www.Gamblerridge.com

NJ: 800-HAS-TIME     Outside NJ: 609-758-3588

 E-Mail John@Gamblerridge.com now to book your event or to ask any questions. 
Located minutes from Great Adventure Theme Park & 15 minutes off Exit 7A of the NJ Turnpike.

 EVENTS OF ALL SIZES ACCEPTED

Book your Event Now…Book your Event Now…
• Bridal Showers
• Baby Showers
• Sweet 16’s

• Retirement Parties
• Golf Outings
• And Much More!
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OFFER VALID ONLY AT EAST WINDSOR. EXPIRES 10/14/18

Rewards Code: EW2939382

Roasted Vegetables & Lentil Lunch
Low in calories and high in nutrition lentils are for sure a great lunch. They 
fill you up, are high in fiber and are also very inexpensive too!

Ingredients
• 2 cups butternut squash, cubed
• 2 cups brussels sprout, quartered
• 1 red onion, cut into wedges
• 1 tablespoon olive oil
• 1 salt, to taste
• 1 pepper, to taste

Preparation
1. Preheat oven to 400°F (200°C).
2. Add butternut squash, Brussels sprouts, and red onion to to a parchment 
paper-lined baking sheet. Season with olive oil, salt, and pepper, and use 
hands to mix until seasoning is fully distributed.
3. Bake for 20 minutes, flipping halfway through.
4. In a medium saucepan, add lentils and water, and bring to a boil.
5. Reduce heat to a simmer and cover for 20-25 minutes or until lentils are 
tender. Drain excess water if necessary.
6. When vegetables are finished roasting, transfer to a mixing bowl and 
add lentils.
7. For the dressing, combine balsamic vinegar, maple syrup, salt, and pep-
per in liquid measuring cup and whisk until combined.
8. Pour dressing over lentils and vegetables and toss until fully coated.
9. Transfer lentil salad to two containers and refrigerate for up to 5 days.

109 Franklin Street • Hightstown, NJ • 609-443-3777

Eat In 
Take Out 

FREE
 DELIVERY

www.AnthonysChickenAndGrill.com

Dinners • Lunch • Catering

We Have Healthy 
Choices For You!
Plus Our Regular Menu

Spend $25 
Get a FREE 

2 Liter Soda

OFF
$100

$25OFF
$25

$5OFF
$1510%

• 1 cup green lentil, rinsed
• 3 cups water, or vegetable broth
• 3 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
• 1 tablespoon maple syrup
• 1 salt, to taste
• 1 pepper, to taste

Roasted Vegetables & Lentil Lunch
Low in calories and high in nutrition lentils are for sure a great lunch. They 
fill you up, are high in fiber and are also very inexpensive too!

Ingredients
• 2 cups butternut squash, cubed
• 2 cups brussels sprout, quartered
• 1 red onion, cut into wedges
• 1 tablespoon olive oil
• 1 salt, to taste
• 1 pepper, to taste

Preparation
1. Preheat oven to 400°F (200°C).
2. Add butternut squash, Brussels sprouts, and red onion to to a parchment 
paper-lined baking sheet. Season with olive oil, salt, and pepper, and use 
hands to mix until seasoning is fully distributed.
3. Bake for 20 minutes, flipping halfway through.
4. In a medium saucepan, add lentils and water, and bring to a boil.
5. Reduce heat to a simmer and cover for 20-25 minutes or until lentils are 
tender. Drain excess water if necessary.
6. When vegetables are finished roasting, transfer to a mixing bowl and 
add lentils.
7. For the dressing, combine balsamic vinegar, maple syrup, salt, and pep-
per in liquid measuring cup and whisk until combined.
8. Pour dressing over lentils and vegetables and toss until fully coated.
9. Transfer lentil salad to two containers and refrigerate for up to 5 days. 109 Franklin Street • Hightstown, NJ • 609-443-3777

Eat In 
Take Out 

FREE
 DELIVERY

www.AnthonysChickenAndGrill.com

Dinners • Lunch • Catering

We Have Healthy 
Choices For You!
Plus Our Regular Menu

Spend $25 
Get a FREE 

2 Liter Soda

OFF
$100

$25OFF
$25

$5OFF
$1510%

• 1 cup green lentil, rinsed
• 3 cups water, or vegetable broth
• 3 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
• 1 tablespoon maple syrup
• 1 salt, to taste
• 1 pepper, to taste
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FAMILY MATTERS

AREAS OF PRACTICE:
• Personal Injury 
•  Motor Vehicle  

Accidents 
•  Nursing Home Neglect 
• Wills

•  Municipal Court  
Practice, Including 
Defense of DWI,  
Traffic Tickets and 
Non-Indictable  
Offenses 

• Workers Compensation

•  General Civil  
Litigation 

• Employment Law 
•  Residential and  

Commercial Real 
Estate Transactions 

Certified by the Supreme Court of New Jersey as a Civil Trial Attorney
Member of New Jersey and New York Bars

David P. Levine, Esq. Of Counsel to the Firm

200 Meco Drive, Millstone Twp., NJ
Email:  jtbazzurro@bazzurrolaw.com

 732-410-5350  • www.bazzurrolaw.com

Large Firm Representation 
With Personal Attention

Do you have the right 
Automobile Insurance?

By John Bazzurro

In my day-to-day practice, I generally see two or three new clients per week 
that have been involved in automobile accidents. Unfortunately, about 90% of 
these people carry a policy of automobile insurance that does not allow them to 
sue for personal injury resulting from a motor vehicle accident. The purpose of this 
article is to educate the public with respect to its rights as they relate to automobile 
insurance policies and to inform the public of its options with regard to what type 
of car insurance they should obtain.

The State of New Jersey is one of many states that have a “no-fault” system of 
automobile insurance. This basically means that your own automobile insurance 
company pays your medical bills arising out of a motor vehicle accident regardless 
of who was at fault in causing the accident. In many states that have a “no-fault” 
system, there is generally a “tort threshold” in insurance policies or within the state’s 
statutes.  New Jersey is a state that contains a “tort threshold” in its statute. This is 
generally called the “verbal threshold” or the “limitation on lawsuit” threshold.

 What does this “threshold” term mean as it relates to your rights as a citizen?  
Basically, because of this statute, in order to obtain damages for an injury from an 
injury sustained in a car accident, you must prove that your injury fits into one of 
several categories. Generally, in such cases which involve spinal injuries, an injured 
person must prove that they have a permanent injury to an organ or body part that 
“has not healed to function normally and will not heal to function normally with 
further medical treatment” before they will be entitled to money damages.

 Insurance companies use the above statutory language in an attempt to convince 
a judge or jury that such injuries are not related to an accident and, even if such an 
injury was related to the accident, the spine  now “functions normally.”  Oftentimes,  
juries “buy into” these arguments and refuse to find that a permanent injury has 
occurred. Once a jury reaches that conclusion, the injured party is not entitled 
to receive a monetary award even where the injured party has sustained rather 
significant life-changing injuries.

 What can you do to protect yourself and your family against such a unfair 
outcome? Fortunately, in the State of New Jersey, you have a choice as to whether or 
not you  want this “limitation on lawsuit” option to apply to your policy. Of course, 
it is better if this limitation does not apply to your policy.  Unfortunately, you must 
pay an extra insurance premium to have this limitation taken off of your insurance 
policy. Once you pay the extra premium, the limitation described above will not 
apply to you or any family members living in your household.

 If you do not know whether or not the “limitation on lawsuit” applies to your 
automobile insurance policy, please feel free to contact us so that we may advise 
you appropriately. If you do have this limiting option on your car insurance policy, 
we suggest that you immediately contact your insurance company or agent to have 
the limitation removed. Generally, the increased premium will be no more than a 
few dollars per month but will provide you with an unlimited right to sue in the 
event you are injured in an accident.

 Should you have any questions with regard to the above or other questions 
concerning automobile insurance as it relates to personal injury law, please feel free 
to contact our office.

JOHN T. BAZZURRO, Esq. 
CERTIFIED BY THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY

 AS A CIVIL TRIAL ATTORNEY
LAW OFFICES OF JOHN T. BAZZURRO, LLC

200 Meco Drive, Millstone Township, New Jersey 08535
Phone  (732) 410-5350  Fax (732) 810-0006

Come in and Celebrate our 165th Anniversary with a 

2.25% APY   13 Month CD
Annual Percentage Yield (APY) listed is available as of August 1, 2018 for money not currently on deposit at Freehold Savings Bank.  APY assumes that 
principal and interest will remain on deposit at the same rate until maturity. Minimum deposit to open certificate and obtain stated APY is $1,000.00. Interest 
rate and terms are subject to change without prior notice. A penalty will be assessed for early withdrawal and could reduce earnings on this account.

Monmouth County’s Oldest Savings Bank
ESTABLISHED SEPTEMBER 12, 1853

68 West Main St, Freehold Borough, NJ 
3649 Route 9 North, Freehold Twp, NJ

WWW.FREEHOLDSAVINGSBANK.COM • 732-462-6700
FDIC Insured, Equal Housing Lender • NMLS #408098
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Christopher J. Estevez, Sr. CFP®

Senior Vice President – Financial Advisor 
Accredited Wealth Manager
Work: (732) 576-4622 | Fax: (732) 576-4601 
chris.estevez@rbc.com | www.chrisestevez.com

328 Newman Springs Road 
Red Bank, NJ  07701

Non-deposit investment products offered through RBC Wealth Management are not FDIC insured, are not a deposit or other obligation of, or guaranteed by, a bank, and are subject to investment risks, including 
possible loss of the principal amount invested. 

Christopher J. Estevez, NMLS #1663158 through City National Bank, may receive compensation from RBC Wealth Management for referring customers to City National Bank.

© 2018 RBC Wealth Management, a division of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC.

In an ever-changing world, adaptation is key to ensuring your wealth is secure. With that in mind, I would like to introduce you 
to RBC WealthPlan, an interactive program designed to monitor and update the progress of obtaining your financial goals. 

RBC WealthPlan helps develop your personal plan using a conversational approach. Through this conversation, we can 
better understand your current expectations and concerns and take steps to address or meet them. Plus, it offers you the 
ability to weigh certain decisions and determine what’s best for you and your family. With RBC WealthPlan, we can create a 
personal analysis based on your vision for retirement.

It is never too late or too early to prepare for your retirement. No matter what state of planning you are in, I can help you 
create a customized plan that includes multiple income streams to cover your lifestyle and any unforeseen expenses — so 
you don’t have to worry about outliving your retirement savings.

If you’d like me to build an RBC WealthPlan for you, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Planning. Preparation. Dedication.

18-FN-318_Chris Estevez_Wealth Plan Ad_10.375x11.5 c_R2.indd   1 5/29/18   1:18 PM
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PROVEN INC. 500 COMPANY OPEN FOR
 BUSINESS IN NEW JERSEY!!!

We are seeking motivated, 
goal oriented team members to grow with 

THE MOST EXCITING HOME BUSINESS IN AMERICA!!!

Training experience and business knowledge a plus though 
not required, WINNING ATTITUDE A MUST!

If you would like to enjoy a flexible schedule, get out of 
traffic, reduce your stress and earn a professional income 

you may decide to consider learning more.

Fast–Track potential for growth and leadership!

CALL TODAY!!! 609-200-0573
Stay at Home Moms, Underemployed Professionals, Business Owners 

or if you just need more money, this business is for you!!!

WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH YOUR EXTRA 
TIME AND INCOME IF YOU COULD 

WORK FROM HOME...?

Gold Wealth Management
Shawn Gold, CIMA® 
Senior Financial Advisor 

609.243.7837 • shawn.gold@ml.com

Merrill Lynch 
7 Roszel Road, 4th Floor 
Princeton, NJ 08540

Our goal is to help  
you pursue yours.
It’s that simple. 
Your goals are what really matter. That’s why we’ll  
take the time to understand what’s most important  
to you: your family, your work, your hopes and dreams.  
Then we can help you get ready for the future with a 
financial strategy that’s designed just for you.

Merrill Lynch Wealth Management makes available products and services offered by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
Incorporated, a registered broker-dealer and Member SIPC, and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.

Investment products: Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value
The Bull Symbol and Merrill Lynch are trademarks of Bank of America Corporation.
CIMA® is a registered service mark of the Investment Management Consultants Association dba Investments & 
Wealth Institute.
© 2018 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. | ARR9DCYP | AD-08-18-0078 | 470949PM-1017 | 08/2018
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©2018 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“Schwab”) All rights reserved. Member SIPC. MWD101062-10 (0817-73TX) ADP87860-00 (5/18)   

In life, you question everything. The same 
should be true when it comes to managing 
your wealth. Do you know what your broker 
is basing their recommendations on? Do 
they stand by their word? Do you know how 
much you’re paying in fees? And how those 
fees affect your returns? Ask your broker, 
and if you don’t like their answers, ask again 
at Schwab. We think you’ll like what our 
Financial Consultants have to say.

Talk to us today about a more modern 
approach to investing.

Are you asking 
enough questions 
about the way 
your wealth  
is managed?

Rebecca A. Proske, CFP® 
Independent Branch Leader 
and Financial Consultant

Freehold Independent Branch
3425 Rt 9 N, Suite 101 
Freehold, NJ 07728 
(732) 298-6380
schwab.com/freehold

Ronald Cappuccio, CRPC® 
Vice President and Branch Manager

Red Bank Branch
70 White Street
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(732) 345-2739
schwab.com/redbank
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Envision Permanent
Makeup

by Sandy Marinko, Micro Pigmentation Specialist

M icroblading is a semi-permanent makeup procedure that allows you to dramatical-
ly correct or fully reconstruct lost eyebrow. It was first introduced in Asia. Eyebrow 
Microblading is performed by manually depositing pigment in the basal layer of the 

epidermis by a special pen. It does not involve the use of a machine. Unlike permanent makeup 
brow treatments, Microblading techniques in-
volves drawing individual, crisp hair strokes that 
are more natural looking than tattooing, brow 
pencil or powders.

The blade of a Microblading pen contains numer-
ous pins that are 3 times thinner than the needles 
used in tattooing. When performed correctly, this 
procedure is almost painless. We use a very effec-
tive numbing solution to limit discomfort.

Now offering 3D Eyebrow! 
If You Would Love These Eyebrows 

I Would Love Helping You Have Them,
 Or I Can Create Eyebrows Especially For You!

Microblading
For a FREE Consultation Call
Sandy Marinko
732-547-0643 (days)
or 732-780-0216 (evenings)
www.EnvisionMakeup.com
500 Route 33 West
Millstone, New Jersey 08535

 

(800) 576 2378 
www.bestcruises.com 

Don’t book your 
next vacation 
without talking 
to us first… 

Your local family-owned full-service travel center 
 

In 1990, we took our very first cruise. Not only was it the best 
vacation we had ever been on, but it has fueled our passion for travel 

for 25 years. Now, after sending over 100,000 happy clients on all 
kinds of vacations, we'd like to invite you to be part of our family. 

        Jeff & Ruth 
              Owners 

The 2018 Closet Purge
By: Nicole Iuzzolino

2018 has finally come, which means it is time to purge of anything old and unwanted. Every new year is always a great time to get rid of anything that you just do not 
wear any longer.  It is time to get rid of the old and fill your closet with the new. Here are the top five things to get rid of from your closet this 2018.

One: Faux Leather Bags
Everyone is guilty of buying those cheap leather bags that they sell at any clothing store in the mall. However these bags begin cracking and falling apart so quickly. 

It is time to purge of these bags and take on the saying “quality over quantity”. One quality bag will last you a lifetime, so you do not have to buy twenty more fake ones. 

Two: Free T-Shirts
We all know those t-shirts that you get at local fundraisers and events. They really hold no value but for some reason we always keep them around. These shirts are 

the perfect thing to remove from your closets this season. It will make room for everything else that you buy throughout the new year.

Three: Uncomfortable Shoes
Everyone has those pairs of shoes that we never wear because of the blisters they cause. These are the shoes that must go this 2018. They are sitting there, collecting 

dust, and never being worn. It is time to get rid of those, and replace them with shoes that are actually comfortable. 

Four: Dirty White Sneakers
As much as we try to wash them, there are times where the shoes refuse to come clean. While it may break your heart to get rid of them, you can always invest in a 

brand new pair.

Five: Corset Belts
If this was something purchased during the 2017 craze for these, it’s time for them to go. It is a trend that is short lived, and should not be part of your 2018 wardrobe. 

The 2018 Closet Purge
By Nicole Iuzzolino

One: Faux Leather Bags
Everyone is guilty of buying those cheap leather bags that they sell at any clothing store in the mall. However these bags begin cracking and falling apart so quickly. 

It is time to purge of these bags and take on the saying “quality over quantity”. One quality bag will last you a lifetime, so you do not have to buy twenty more fake ones. 

Two: Free T-Shirts
We all know those t-shirts that you get at local fundraisers and events. They really hold no value but for some reason we always keep them around. These shirts are 

the perfect thing to remove from your closets this season. It will make room for everything else that you buy throughout the new year.

Three: Uncomfortable Shoes
Everyone has those pairs of shoes that we never wear because of the blisters they cause. These are the shoes that must go this 2018. They are sitting there, collecting 

dust, and never being worn. It is time to get rid of those, and replace them with shoes that are actually comfortable. 

Four: Dirty White Sneakers
As much as we try to wash them, there are times where the shoes refuse to come clean. While it may break your heart to get rid of them, you can always invest in a 

brand new pair.

Five: Corset Belts
If this was something purchased during the 2017 craze for these, it’s time for them to go. It is a trend that is short lived, and should not be part of your 2018 wardrobe. 
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SCHEDULE YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL HAIRCUT 
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

SCHEDULE YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL HAIRCUT 
$5 off each haircut*

*Must bring in this coupon from The Millstone Times!

 ht tps://go o.gl/maps/45v T TsBy3D42

OUTSIDE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE POSITIONS 

 
If you are Hardworking, Ambitious, Ethical, 
and have a Positive Attitude, WE WANT YOU!

Gunther Publishing offers exceptional 
career paths and long term opportunities.

• VERY HIGH EARNING POTENTIAL
• BEST in MARKET COMMISSION and BONUSES 
•  No Commute/No Office Hours

Work From Home – FT or PT
WORK-LIFE BALANCE GUARANTEED

Advertising Sales EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Please contact: TMFT@optonline.net or (732) 995-3456

A GREAT TEAM TO WORK WITH!
Targeted Publications That Get Results

Publishing Enterprises, Inc.
GUNTHER

Frogbridge Day Camp Continues 
to make a difference in the 

lives of children
If you or a friend or neighbor have ever spent a summer at Frogbridge 

Day Camp, you know that are not only known for their incredible facili-
ty, amazing programs, and mature and enthusiastic staff.  They have also, 
through the years, become very well known for their work within our 
communities. 
 Owner Frank Pugliese and his son, camp director J. R. have worked tire-

lessly to teach the importance of giving back to those in need throughout 
our towns and schools.  They call this program “Campers Helping Kids” 
and over their 20-year history have raised well over $50, 000 for various 
organizations including the Pediatric Cancer Foundation, Juvenile Dia-
betes Research Foundation, the Lymphoma and Leukemia Society, the 
Jar of Hope Foundation, Our Special Place, and even the Food Bank of 
Monmouth and Ocean Counties where they filled an entire school bus 
with food following Hurricane Sandy.  
This summer’s fundraising efforts were a little more heartfelt than most 

others, due in part that 2 of their team members received unsettling 
news as camp began this summer.  A young member of the Shapiro fam-
ily, 2-year-old Jordyn was diagnosed with Acute Megakaryoblastic Leu-
kemia (AMKL) and Frank and J.R. knew the need was there and it was 
time to act.  They chose the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, the very 
hospital caring for young Jordyn as this summer’s recipient.  
Calling this summer’s fundraising event, Jordyn’s Journey, the Frog-

bridge campers, team members and families gathered together and 
raised a 20 year record $16,550 for children in need just like Jordyn at 
the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.  
Frank and J.R. purchased Jordyn’s Journey T shirts for many generous 

participants, and the Shapiro family donated bracelets as well.  Next up 
for the Camper’s Helping Kids campaign is their annual Halloween toy 
drive which they call the Frogtoberfest.  To date, Frogbridge has delivers 
over 8,00 toys to children’s hospitals and children in need throughout 
our communities.

Jordyn’s in CHOP and her mom, Jenna is holding her brother Jax, Sue 
Shapiro is her grandmother and Aunt Marissa are in the picture with JR, 
director of Frogbridge. 
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Best Time To Buy a Car  
You may not know this, but there are better times to shop for vehicles than 

others to save the most money. Do your research, find out how the dealerships 
operate, know the best time to strike, and get the best deals.  You will know 
when the dealerships are anxious to finalize deals just to move more vehicles.
 Time of day: You will notice that a lot of dealers seem to be more willing to 

negotiate later in the evening. That’s because most sales professionals want 
to go home and relax. Even if you get a good deal, remember that you don’t 
have to make the decision right there. Be sure that you are confident about 
the vehicle before you make up your mind. Dealerships are willing to let you 
take your time and hold the offer for a couple of days, especially if it’s on the 
weekend as most financial institutions are not open. 
 Time of month: Most dealerships have monthly quotas that are set every 

month. If you wait until close to the end of the month, there is a chance that 
dealers will work very hard to negotiate lower prices. They do this to avoid 
losing a potential customer.
 Time of year: It may sound strange but even the time of year can affect how 

dealers negotiate pricing. It is said that the best time of year is early fall.  The 
dealerships are getting ready for new models to come in and want to make 
room for the new inventory, so they will really try to negotiate many areas of 
the purchase to move the cars out.
Check the Car’s History
The history of the vehicle is important, so be sure to get the vehicle history 

report. Remember to have the vehicle inspected before you buy it. Sometimes 
there are unseen damages that might have occurred. Having the vehicle 
history and inspection reports will provide information on major damage 

and maintenance work that the vehicle has had.  Some dealerships offer a free 
vehicle report, or you can obtain one for a relatively low price. This report can 
help save you from expensive repair bills in the future.
Don’t Bring Up Your Trade-in
Remember you do not have to have a trade-in to get the best deal on a vehicle 

purchase. It is best to not discuss putting down any money or your trade-in 
until a final price of your new vehicle has been settled on. Be sure to have 
your own vehicle inspected and research the value of your car both the one 
you are trading in and the one you want to buy. Typically, you get a better 
price for your car by selling it yourself. Dealerships often try to get vehicles 
for less because they have to resell it and they will need to make a profit.
Tell the Dealership You’re Shopping Around
Be sure that the salesperson understands that you are comparing prices 

with other dealerships. The sales people will try to convince you that they 
have the lower price. If you come in with a list of quotes, spreadsheets, or 
even checklists, the dealership may be willing to make a deal at a lower price 
instead of risking that you may take your business somewhere else.
Take Your Time
Remember that you are in control; not the dealership. Do not let them try 

to make you buy something that exceeds your budget.  Most sales people are 
there to help you and take your needs into consideration , not just to make 
a sale. Do not be pushed or pressured into something you cannot afford. 
Remember to stick to your budget.

Waiting on new ad
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FREE NATIONWIDE ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE FOR 
1 YEAR WITH ANY ALL CAR PURCHASE OVER $25

Ask for Details 732-780-3860

A/C SERVICE 
RECHARGE 

$7995
+Tax

WHEEL 
ALIGNMENT

     

PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT. WITH 
COUPON ONLY. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER 

OFFERS. EXPIRES 10/01/18.

$7999
+Tax

FREEHOLD 
16 Throckmorton St
Freehold, NJ 07728

Phone: (732) 462-1873

MANALAPAN (Shell Station)
199 Route 9 South

(Corner of Taylor Mills Rd & Rt. 9)
Phone: 732-780-3860

AllCarCollisionNJ.com

AND CHECK FOR LEAKS 
UP TO 2 LBS OF 134a

PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT. WITH 
COUPON ONLY. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER 

OFFERS. EXPIRES 10/01/18.

Why Shop Coleman Kia and Subaru?
By Lauren Kolacki

When buying a new car there is a list of guidelines to follow.  Set your budget, 
choose the right car, check the reliability, but most importantly, you must pick the 
right dealer.  A great dealership has the right attitude, is knowledgeable about their 
products and is affordable.  After talking to the Vice President and Managing Part-
ner of Coleman Kia and Subaru, Scott Harvey, we got a better idea of why Ewing’s 
Coleman Kia and Subaru is the best place to make your next purchase.
Scott began working with cars when he was just a teenager.  He started off detailing 

them and from there he learned how to install accessories such as stereos, alarm sys-
tems, window tints and sun roofs.  After 25 years of climbing the ladder, he worked 
as management at other dealerships until 2015, when he finally had the opportunity 
to buy into Coleman Kia and Subaru.
Scott likes people and he likes cars, so what better profession than this?  Alongside Harvey is his 

wife Robin, his son who works in the Service Department and his son-in-law who runs the Collision 
Center.  But Scott claims that all of the staff is part of their family, in fact, many of those in managerial 
rolls are people who have previously worked with Scott.  He claims that everyone at Coleman Kia and 
Subaru is great to work with, in fact, they make it a point to continue their friendships outside of work 
with dinners and BBQ’s.
Coleman Kia and Subaru runs things a bit differently than other dealerships.  Scott is there every 

day to ensure that customers feel comfortable and his personal cell phone number is printed on every 
business card.  Scott and the rest of the staff realize that they are nothing without their customers, 
therefore, every individual that steps foot into Coleman Kia and Subaru gets treated like guests in 
their home.  They continue to be kind and supportive, in which their tag line is, “We celebrate you!” 
The staff gets excited for a customer when they purchase a new automobile.  Their goal is to make sure 
that you are so satisfied, you will never want to shop elsewhere.
Coleman Kia and Subaru are transparent in pricing, both buying and leasing are incredibly favorable. Kia and Subaru both are award winning brands 

that are constantly being recognized by third party sources, such as, J.D. Power and Associates, Kelley Blue Book and the National Institute of Highway 
Safety. 
Scott mentions his favorite car in the parking lot is currently the brand-new 

Kia stinger.  He adds, “Kia really knocked it out of the park with this car.”  It 
is the hottest four-door sedan on the market right now, in fact, it has been 
on the cover of every car magazine for the last several months.  He believes 
that in the future, Kia will outsell some of the most popular brands in its 
class.  His second favorite car in the parking lot is the Subaru Ascent.  In the 
past, Subaru has lost business due to an absent third row, but not anymore.  
This new 8 passenger SUV has a 5,000 lb. towing capacity and guarantees 
satisfaction. 
Coleman Kia and Subaru are 51 years in business at the same location.  It 

is the oldest Subaru and Kia dealership in New Jersey.  Scott claims a lot of 
their success is a result of their accessible location, 1710 N Olden Ave in 
Ewing Township.
The most rewarding thing about working with Coleman Kia and Subaru 

is the ability to show pride in the company.  He is proud of the two award 
winning brands they represent, and the appreciativeness customers display.  
When asked of a challenge Scott faces, he was stumped.  He is excited to be 
a part of this every day and all the challenges are overshadowed by grati-
tude. Why should people shop with Kia and Subaru over other dealerships?  
Award winning brands at an award-winning dealership dealing with an 
award-winning staff.  No games and gimmicks, Kia and Subaru take the 
stress and aggravation out of buying cars.
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Go to ColemanKia.com or ColemanSubaru.com for all your Sales, Services & Collison Center Specials!

1710 N Olden Ave • Ewing, NJ 08638 (844) 794-3381

Scott Harvey, Managing Partner, and Robin Harvey, 
Controller, are local residents living in Allentown. 

We want you to know that if you have any questions regarding 
purchasing or servicing your vehicle, don’t hesitate to call or visit 
us at the dealership. 

Scott’s cell phone is (609) 377-7854. 

We are here to help! 

Premier Inventory! 
Over 406 vehicles 

to choose from

The Real Deal
NJ’s first Kia & 

Subaru dealership

Award winning 
service department

Get fast and affordable service 
done right the first time

We are committed to making Coleman the best car buying 
and ownership experience you’ll ever have! - Scott & Robin Harvey

AWARD WINNING CARS PRICED RIGHT!
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863 US Highway 130 • East Windsor, NJ 08520
(609) 443-9751

www.CentralTireandAuto.com
OPEN SUNDAYS

CENTRAL TIRE & AUTO REPAIR 

10/15/18

Follow us on:
JOIN 
OUR 

TEAM
Apply within or please call:

 609-443-9751

10/15/1810/15/18

10/15/18
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863 US Highway 130 • East Windsor, NJ 08520
(609) 443-9751

www.CentralTireandAuto.com
OPEN SUNDAYS

CENTRAL TIRE & AUTO REPAIR 

10/15/18

Follow us on:
JOIN 
OUR 

TEAM
Apply within or please call:

 609-443-9751

10/15/1810/15/18

10/15/18

$42.95 
up to 5 qts oil

Can not combine with any other offers.
Must present coupon at time of service. Expires 10/15/18

Can not combine with any other offers.
Must present coupon at time of service. Expires 10/15/18

Can not combine with any other offers.
Must present coupon at time of service. Expires 10/15/18

640 US HWY 130 
Hickory Corner Rd 
East Windsor, NJ

SALES: 877-900-6116   
SERVICE: 877-760-8735

WWW.HALDEMANDIRECT.COM

AUTO DETAILING 
SPECIAL 

$199.95 CAR 
$249.95 TRUCK

EAST WINDSOR HWY 130
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QUESTION:
How does The MonaLisa Touch counteract vaginal dryness?

Vaginal dryness is extremely common 
during menopause. It’s just one of a 
collection of symptoms known as the 

genitourinary syndrome of menopause (GSM) 
that involves changes to the vulvovaginal 
area, as well as to the urethra and bladder. 
These changes can lead to vaginal dryness, 
pain with intercourse, urinary urgency, and 
sometimes more frequent bladder infections. 

These body changes and symptoms are commonly associated with decreased 
estrogen. However, decreased estrogen is not the only cause of vaginal dryness. 
It is important to stop using soap and powder on the vulva, stop using fabric 
softeners and anticling products on your underwear, and avoid wearing panty 
liners and pads. Vaginal moisturizers and lubricants may help. Persistent vaginal 
dryness and painful intercourse should be evaluated by your healthcare provider. 
If it is determined to be a symptom of menopause, vaginal dryness can be treated 
with low-dose vaginal estrogen, or the oral selective estrogen-receptor modulator 
ospemifene can be used. The MonaLisa Touch is a new therapy for the treatment 
of vaginal dryness that is non hormonal, non medication and non surgical using 
a gentle laser.  Regular sexual activity can help preserve vaginal function by 

increasing blood flow to the genital region and helping maintain the size of the 
vagina. Dr. Simigiannis is one of the leading gynecologists in the nation using this 
new procedure.

For more information feel free to contact:
Dr. Helen Simigiannis, MD, FACOG
Antheia Gynecology
375 US Highway 130, Suite 103
East Windsor, NJ 08520
Next to the Americana Diner
609.448.7800
www.antheiagyn.com

Adolescent & Routine Gynecology
Menopause
Minimally Invasive Surgery
Endometrial Ablation
Birth Control

Dr. Helen Simigiannis, 
MD, FACOG

Impressions Without The Goop or Gag with our NEW ITero Digital 3D Scanner  

609.291.8555  
231 Crosswicks Rd, Suite 9, 

Bordentown, NJ 08505

www.BordentownBraces.com

Yana V. Newman, D.D.S., P.C.
Board Certified Orthodontist

NJ Specialty Permit #5585

Now 
Scheduling 

Appointments for 
June, July and

 August!

Schedule your FREE Consultation Today!Schedule your FREE Consultation Today!

Orthodontics for 
Children, Teens & Adults

609.286.7500
211 West Millstream Road, Suite 2 

Cream Ridge, NJ 08514

www.CreamRidgeOrtho.com 

START 
WITH BRACES 

THIS
CALL TODAY!

OR
The Clear Alternativet oB raceSummer
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HEALTH  &  WELLNESS

HOW AND WHEN TO TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS 
ABOUT THEIR MENTAL HEALTH

By: Anupa Mohan

When you log onto social media, chances are you’ll see quiet a few 
posts sharing a suicide helpline number, followed by statuses encouraging 
people to reach out to their friends instead of posting a number to a 
helpline. While mental health help lines are amazing resources, they aren’t 
the only resource. We, as friends and family members, can also play a key 
role in helping our loved one cope with suicidal thoughts, ideation, and 
tendencies.

But how?
Before you decide to have this conversation, ask yourself the following 

questions: Am I scared, angry, or resentful right now?
• Am I at risk of triggering my own mental unrest?
• Am I unwilling to set aside my biases and personal opinions?
If you answered yes to any of those questions, then it is not time to 

have the conversation with your loved one. Your own mental health is 
incredibly important, after all you cannot pour from an empty cup – as 
the well-loved analogy goes. Additionally, harboring strong emotions and 
biases can create stressful tension when we dive into having such serious 
conversations.

Once you move past these minor roadblocks and you feel like you’re 
ready to have this conversation, it’s time to prepare yourself.

Preparation? I know, I know. It seems like a huge task now that I used 
the word “prepare”. Hear me out, when you ground and balance yourself, 
you’ll find it much easier to connect with your loved one. You’ll also create 
a sense of serenity and peace.

Ground and center yourself.
Before you do anything else, make sure you’re grounded. Spend a few 

minutes deep breathing or listening to a guided meditation. Even spending 
a few minutes strolling through nature can be very grounding.

Remember that their pain is not your responsibility.
This is an important thing to remember, because its an easy thing to 

forget. When we are with our loved ones, it feels natural to shoulder their 
pain. Once we attach ourselves to others’ pain, it wears us down and 
reduces our ability to be a present, healing force in their life.

It’s alright to sympathize and understand. We can be empathetic to 
their pain as well but take a moment for yourself to remind yourself that 
this pain is not yours. It does not need to consume you or bring you down. 
If you choose to offer yourself as support for your friend, remember that 
they need your strength to heal.

Get comfortable saying the words suicide, death, depression, and 
anxiety.

Calling something by its name eliminates fear of the thing itself. This 
is not to diagnose or assess your friend, no, but more so to let your friend 
know that they can say what they want. Shying away from the words 
that describe mental unrest stigmatize it, creating a more uncomfortable 
situation. Ask your friend, directly, if they are suicidal or depressed. Ask 
them what makes them anxious or trigger any dark thoughts.

If you’re not scared of their feelings, it will give them an opportunity to 
be less scared of their own feelings and thoughts.

Fight to remove stigma
Remove stigma within yourself first by making yourself aware of every 

assumption you have about mental health. The more you focus on clearing 
your inner biases, the easier it will be for you to spread positivity and 
remove stigma in your own community.

What to look for
How do you know that your friend is struggling with their mental 

health? Focus on non-verbal cues. It’s very easy to say “I’m fine” but our 
body tells a different story. Look for these subtle, but telling signs:

Neglecting personal hygiene; ie not showering, brushing teeth, or 
keeping their environment clean. Neglecting simple grooming; ie unkempt 
finger nails, unbrushed hair, any changes in grooming. Mood swings.

Changes in speech patterns; not what they say but how they say it.
Developing a poor relationship with food.
Frequent complaints about stomach aches.
Loss of interest in activities and previous interests.
Changes in social responsibility; ie showing up later than usual, 

cancelling plans last minute, etc.
What to do
Be direct, yet kind. Let your friend know that you think about them 

and worry about their wellbeing. Offer yourself as a sounding board, a 
shoulder to cry on. Then listen as they talk, avoid adding your opinion or 
perspective. When you ask a question, leave it open ended and avoid “yes” 
or “no” questions. Allow them to talk, to process, to feel whatever it is that 
they need to.

What if they stay silent? Offer your love and warmth, but make sure 
your compassion is genuine. Forced compassion can be uncomfortable. 
Joke around, be light hearted and casual but remind them that you are 
there to listen if they feel like talking about their mental unrest.

When the moment seems right, suggest therapy, mindfulness coaching, 
holistic medicine; whatever you believe they will be receptive too. Long 
term care and constant treatment can do wonders for an individuals’ 
mental health.
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732-414-2991
120 CRAIG ROAD, MANALAPAN, NJ 07726

(Route 9 near Best Buy)

Visit our Brick Location at
686 ROUTE 70, BRICK, NJ 

732-262-8200
www.thedoctorsofficeurgentcare.com

LACERATIONS, X-RAYS, VACCINES

COLD & FLU SYMPTOMS, SINUS PAIN & PRESSURE

SCHOOL & SPORTS & WORK PHYSICALS

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE & WORKER’S COMPENSATION

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
Mon-Fri 8:30am-8pm • Sat-Sun 8am-6pm

A BETTER, FASTER 
HEALTHCARE 
ALTERNATIVE

URGENT 
CARE

Use Your Brain
Learning and experiencing new things is a great way to challenge your brain. 

Whether you are 25 or 75, it’s always a good time to think about ways to keep your 
mind healthy. This means being curious about the world around you and learning new 
things. Keeping your mind sharp has also been proven help you be more successful in 
your career and overall happiness.

Learning to play a musical 
instrument, experiencing a new 
art form and studying a foreign 
language doesn’t require talent, just 
an interest to learn and use your 
brain. Try using your less dominant 
hand for simple tasks like eating 
or writing. Did you know that 
changing hands really stimulates 
the brain?

People with strong minds live 
a richer and more fulfilling life. 
A healthy mind-set incorporates 
plenty of mental, physical, and 
nutritional ways to keep your mind 
sharp throughout your lifetime.

1 2 5  H i g h w a y  5 1 6  |  O l d  B r i d g e ,  N J  0 8 8 5 7

7 3 2 . 6 1 3 . 9 8 9 8c a l l
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•  Comprehensive & Minor Treatments
•  Sleep Apnea Testing & Treatment
•  Invisalign Certified
•  Major Insurances Accepted
•  Interest Free Payment Plans

Please call for a free, no-pressure consultation.

609-259-3250 
15 Carrs Tavern Road • Clarksburg-Millstone Township

A Smile Lasts Forever...
Jerry N. Falk, DMD • Allyson K. Falk, DDS

Family, Cosmetic & Implant Dentistry

169 Main Street, Suite 105, Matawan, NJ 07747
DimensionsReiki.com

In-Person and Remote Sessions

Classes and Workshops

Psychic Development

Animal Reiki

Jeff Carpenter, Founder and Reiki Master Teacher

• Pain Reduction
• Stress Relief
• Improved 

Well-Being

Energy Therapy through Reiki

Dimensions
❖ Bring this ad in for 10% off!

Dimensions 
Center of Wellness

(732) 832-1036

DimensionsReiki.com

Psychic and Medium Services
Find YOUR Intention, and Love Your Well-Being!

• Home/Space Cleansings

Jeff Carpenter is a Reiki Master Teacher, psychic, spiritual cleanser, and psychic medium who owns Dimensions 
Reiki, 169 Main Street, Suite 105, Matawan, NJ. Registration is required for all events; please email dimensionsreiki@
gmail.com or call 732-832-1036 to register.  Check out all of our events online at http://dimensionsreiki.com/calendar.

How often do you really just sit peacefully and experience the world 
around you? You may be surprised by the messages you receive!

 
We all have a connection to the intuition and spiritual energies around us.  We have all had that moment of 
déjà vu that we cannot explain.  Many of us have had unexpected thoughts pop into our minds that some-
how resonate with us and turn out to be true.  The more you learn how to “tune in” to these frequencies of 
intuitive messages, the more you can use them to help guide your decisions.
 
At Dimensions, we offer a variety of services and events to balance your energy and provide guidance and 
healing.  Everyone had a great time at Mystic Night in July, and we were honored to help our guests con-
nect with Loved Ones who have passed on who are looking to share messages of insight and love.  Every 
month, we host training classes and workshops designed to help you learn how to receive and process the 
messages around you.  In September, we are proud to join other talented healers and readers at the Thomas 
Baird Homestead’s 1st Annual Psychic Fundraiser.  We will also be hosting a booth at the Fall One Spirit 
Festival and hosting lectures on the history of paranormal research.  Just wait until you see what we have 
in store for you in the spooky month of October!
 
Contact us to schedule your private healing or reading session, and visit us at one of our upcoming events: 

• September 23: The Baird Homestead’s 1st Annual Psychic Fundraiser in 
Millstone Twp, NJ

• September 29-30: The 2-day Fall 2018 One Spirit Festival in Clinton, NJ
• October 28: The LIVE paranormal investigation at the Murray Grove Retreat 

in Lacey Township, NJ

 Dimensions of Messages Dimensions of Messages
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 We offer a different approach, a safe and effective approach 
that is holistic and focuses on increasing self healing.

™

USE YOUR HSA &  
FLEX SPENDING 

ACCOUNTS 
TOWARDS ALL OUR 

SERVICES!

 NEW 
State of the Art 
Wellness Center 

COMING 
SOON!

 NEW 
State of the Art 
Wellness Center 

COMING 
SOON!
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You Need Enzymes For Your Post Work-Out
Products with enzymes can be a good move that will help you gain additional muscle mass. The 

latest research shows that enzymes play an important role in the recovery after an intense workout, 
and therefore enzymes are considered as primary accessories for serious bodybuilders.

Enzymes are proteins that act as catalysts in the body, enabling easier and faster development 
of metabolic processes. Enzymes accelerate, or catalyze, chemical reactions. The proteins and 
carbohydrates that we consume, before they can be used as building blocks or energy, they need to be 
broken down and digested by our digestive system. This is where enzymes come in.

There are three main enzymes that decompose food: Amylase – breaks down carbohydrates, lipase 
– breaks down fats and protease – breaks down proteins. Although these enzymes are naturally 
produced and found in the body, we can also consume them with different foods or supplements.

Athletes that are in a quest for more muscle mass are using supplements that contain enzymes. 
This is how they use as many calories as they possibly can: The more enzymes they have, the more 
(and faster) food will be digested, the more nutrients will reach the muscles.

Knowing the fact that bodybuilders are most concerned about dietary protein than other athletes, it is logical that the enzyme protease occupies the 
first place as the most needed enzyme. Latest research has confirmed the beneficial role of the enzyme protease. So, a special blend of enzymes added to 
whey protein powders, dramatically increases the amount of amino acids in the blood.

This fact illustrates that, if such an enzyme is included in a protein supplement, the absorption and utilization of whey protein is increased, thus 
allowing the entry of more amino acids in the blood, from where they are delivered to the muscles.

Choose a product that contains all or some of these enzymes: tripsin, kimotripsin, pepsin, pancreatin, bromelain and papain. Bromelain can also be 
found in fresh pineapple fruits, papain can be found in fresh papaya. Some supplements include amylase or lipase, which can only be a bonus, knowing 
that they break down carbohydrates and fats. Lately, manufacturers of supplements sell protein powders which contain the enzyme protease by default.

Complete Family 
Foot & Ankle Care

215 Gordons Corner Road, Suite 2A 
Manalapan, NJ 07726

 astepuppodiatry.com • 732-446-7136

Dr.  Sanjay Gandhi, DPM

QUESTION:
What can I do to protect my feet this summer?

ANSWER:

Our Specialty Services For Adults, Children & Seniors
Bunions Children Corns & Callouses
Diabetic Foot Care Flatfeet Fungus

Hammer Toe Treatment Heel Pain 
InGrown ToeNails Plantar Fasciitis Treatment 

Plantar Warts  Orthotics and Surgery

Wear shoes to protect your feet from puncture wounds and cuts caused by seashells, broken glass and other sharp objects. Don’t 
go in the water if your skin gets cut—bacteria in oceans and lakes can cause infection. A puncture wound should be treated by a 
foot and ankle surgeon within 24 hours to avoid complications.

Remember that a jellyfish washed up on the beach can still sting if you step on it. If their tentacles stick to the foot or ankle, 
remove them, but protect your hands from getting stung too. Vinegar, meat tenderizer or baking soda reduce pain and swelling. 

Feet get sunburn too. Don’t forget to apply sunscreen to the tops and bottoms of your feet.
Sand, sidewalks and paved surfaces get hot in the summer sun. Wear shoes to protect your soles from getting burned, especially 

if you are living with diabetes.
People who are living with diabetes face serious foot safety risks at the beach. The disease causes poor blood circulation and 

numbness in the feet. A person living with diabetes may not feel pain from a cut, puncture wound or burn. Any type of skin break 
on a diabetic foot has the potential to get infected and ulcerate if it isn’t noticed right away. People living with diabetes should 
always wear shoes to the beach and remove them regularly to check for foreign objects like sand and shells that can cause sores, 
ulcers and infections.
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Medicaid/J.A.C.C. Covered Service

You have always been there 
for your mom, and now 

Golden Years Care
is here for you

Call Us Today For A Tour or Info!
(732) 851-6640

www.GoldenYearsCareNJ.com
• Medical Appointment Transportation

• Around-the-clock attention

• Physical & Occupational Therapy In House

• Free Door-to-Door Transportation

• Delicious Food Options 
 (Spanish, Russian, Italian & more)

• Onsite & Offsite Activities: (Ping Pong,   
 Zumba, Shopping Excursions, Museums,   
 Crafts, Trips to the Shore and much more) 

• Onsite Hairdresser

Serving Monmouth, Middlesex & Ocean Residents
Conveniently off Rt 33 and NJ Turnpike Exit 8

108 Woodward Rd.
Manalapan, New Jersey

If your loved one needs care during 
the day, trust Golden Years Care 

to put them in good hands!

We provide 
Adult Day Services 

For Special Needs Adults
(21 years old +)

Call Us Today
For A Tour or Info!

(732) 845-3332
• Free Door-to-Door Transportation

• Health Evaluations

• Bi-Lingual staff

• Music & Pet Therapy

• Educational Programs to assist & encourage   
 independance with activities of daily living

• Social Activities

• Fabulous food and menu options

• Recreation, Exercise, Trips to Museums,   
 Stores, Crafts and more...

Serving Monmouth, Middlesex & Ocean Residents
20 1-A Jackson Street
Freehold, New Jersey

We Offer Something Special Nowhere Else Found 
In CNJ For Your Loved One!

Active Day Adult Services

Medicaid/HMO/DDD

As We Age

Muscle-Strengthening 
Activities Are Necessary 

for Seniors
By Lauren, Kolacki

At least 2 days a week, older adults should do muscle–strengthening activities that 
involve all the major muscle groups. These are the muscles of the legs, hips, chest, 
back, abdomen, shoulders, and arms.

Muscle-strengthening activities make muscles do more work than they are 
accustomed to during activities of daily life. Examples of muscle-strengthening 
activities include lifting weights, working with resistance bands, doing calisthenics 
using body weight for resistance (such as push-ups, pull-ups, and sit-ups), climbing 
stairs, carrying heavy loads, and heavy gardening.

Muscle-strengthening activities count if they involve a moderate to high level of 
intensity, or effort, and work the major muscle groups of the body. Whatever the 
reason for doing it, any muscle-strengthening activity counts toward meeting the 
guidelines. For example, muscle-strengthening activity done as part of a therapy or 
rehabilitation program can count.

No specific amount of time is recommended for muscle strengthening, but 
muscle-strengthening exercises should be performed to the point at which it would 
be difficult to do another repetition without help. When resistance training is used 
to enhance muscle strength, one set of 8 to 12 repetitions of each exercise is effective, 
although two or three sets may be more effective. Development of muscle strength 
and endurance is progressive over time. This means that gradual increases in the 
amount of weight or the days per week of exercise will result in stronger muscles.
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Call Michele today to arrange your
personal visit and receive a gift!

Call Michele today to arrange your
personal visit and receive a gift!

For a Greater Quality of LifeFor a Greater Quality of Life

ASSISTED LIVING • MEMORY CARE • RESPITE STAYS

319 FORSGATE DRIVE
MONROE, NJ 08831

732-656-1000732-656-1000

A gift of Love
Protect your family from making difficult and emotional decisions without you.  Proclaim your acceptance of 
God’s love and your compassion for your family by making your decisions today and together.

PrActice resPonsibLe stewArdshiP —MAnAge Your finAnces
Protect your family from an unexpected financial burden by pre-planning and selecting a payment plan 
with terms that fit your budget.

how do i Pre-PLAn?
A Catholic Cemetery Memorial Counselor will explain and guide you through the pre-planning process.  
They are someone you can trust and who will explain the options that are available for you.  You will not be 
pressured into making any unnecessary purchases.  

for inforMAtion
about the purchase of crypts, niches and plots at the 

METUCHEN DIOCESAN-OWNED AND 
OPERATED CEMETERIES

cALL 1.800.943.8400 or visit 
www.dioMetuchen.org/

ceMeteries

whY choose A cAthoLic ceMeterY?

MArY sorrowfuL Mother
MAusoLeuM At hoLY cross
• Magnificent  Main Chapel
• Private Chapel Areas Available
• Crypt & Niche spaces available
• Featured Glass Niches

resurrection ceMeterY feAturing 
MAusoLeuM of the hoLY sPirit
Hoes Lane and Park Ave, Piscataway, NJ 08854

• Premier glass niches available 
for cremated remains

• pre construction  pricing available

A Catholic cemetery is a holy and sacred place.  It is a place of prayer and hope that is both a consolation to the bereaved and an 
inspiration to the living … a place where those who have worshipped and prayed together in life now await the resurrection.

creMAtorY
At hoLY cross
840 Cranbury South River Rd
Jamesburg, NJ08831
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Osteoarthritis of the knee is the #1 leading 
cause of disability in the U.S. Over 27 million 
people suffer with knee arthritis and that 

number continues to grow. With knee arthritis, the 
cartilage breaks down and wears away, leaving the 
bones to rub together causing pain swelling stiffness 
and limited range of motion. As the cartilage breaks 
down, the knee loses its lubricating fluid. We 
found that by replacing this lubricating fluid with 
a natural substance called Hyalgan, the lubrication 
is restored and many patients experience amazing 
pain relief. 

WHAT IS HYALGAN AND HOW DOES IT WORK? 
Hyalgan is a natural lubricating fluid that acts as a lubricant and shock absorber 

inside the knee joint. The substance in Hyalgan is hyularonic acid which is normally 
found in high levels in healthy joints. Replacing the hyularonic acid with Hyalgan 
lubricates the joint and reduces pain. Hyalgan has been administered over 40 
million times and has been proven to provide long-lasting relief of knee pain from 
osteoarthritis. 

WHAT IF YOU ALREADY TRIED KNEE INJECTIONS? 
If you have had injections like this in the past and experienced poor results, 

there is still hope! Many doctors in this area offer similar injections, but very few 
use precision fluoroscopy guidance. Fluoroscopy guidance ensures that the pain 
relieving Hyalgan reaches the knee capsule where it bonds with the joint fluid to 
create a lubricating and cushioning layer. Without fluoroscopy, it is estimated that 
doctors “miss” the capsule over 30% of the time resulting in poor results. We want 
each and every one of our patients to have the greatest chance of success, so every 
injection is done with precision fluoroscopy guidance to ensure that the Hyalgan 
gets into the capsule 100% of the time. Because of this, patients who previously felt  
little to no relief with non-flouroscopy guided injection are now getting excellent 
results. 

The other “big difference” in our results is the multitude of other supportive 
care options that we have available to enhance the effectiveness of the Hyalgan 
procedure. These options include state of the art medical laser treatment, 
physical therapy, manipulation, corrective osteoarthritis bracing (takes pressure 
off the damaged section of the knee), and natural anti-inflammatory products. 
The combination of these treatments offers you what we feel is the most 
comprehensive non-surgical knee treatment program available. 

DOES IT HURT? 
Many of our patients report that they feel little to no pain at all! We do everything 

possible to minimize any pain from the procedure, from pain relieving spray and 
a local anesthetic, to precision guidance that ensures we are always in the right 
spot. 

WILL MY INSURANCE COVER HYALGAN? 
This procedure is covered by most major insurance companies including 

Medicare. Our insurance department pre-verifies every patient. 

WHO WILL BE PERFORMING THE HYALGAN PROCEDURE? 
Dr. Scot Paris is the medical physician who performs the Hyalgan injection. 

Dr. Paris is trained as a general surgeon and has extensive experience with a 
variety of surgical procedures. With his conservative approach, he has excelled 
in the non-surgical treatment of knee pain with the use of fluoroscopy guided 
Hyalgan injections. 

SO HOW DO I KNOW IF YOUR KNEE PAIN TREATMENT PROGRAM 
WILL HELP ME? 

If you are tired of suffering with painful arthritis of the knee, and you want 
to see if the latest advances in non-surgical treatment can help, all you 
have to do is call 732-683-1800 to set up a risk free consultation. During the 
consultation all of your questions will be answered in a 
warm and friendly environment. Knee replacement 
surgery is a very extreme measure to take without 
considering all of your other options first. Once it’s 
done there is no turning back. For that reason we  
encourage you to schedule an appointment to 
see if you are a candidate for Hyalgan 
treatment. 

We are proud to offer our patients 
a comprehensive knee pain treatment 
program that includes the best non-
surgical methods to relieve pain all 
under one roof. We look forward 
to having the opportunity to help 
you feel better. Take the first step 
in ending your knee pain and call to 
schedule an appointment today!

QUESTION: 
What’s the best way to treat knee arthritis?  
Consider a non-surgical treatment that really works!

KNEE PAIN
Dr. Scott Paris

Dr. Scott Paris using  
precision fluoroscopy  

guidance to ensure the  
best results possible.

CENTRAL JERSEY SPINE & WELLNESS  
4251 Route 9 North, Bldg. 3, Suite B (Freehold Office Plaza) • 732-683-1800 

ADVERTISEMENT
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The Community
That Treats

You Like FAMILY!
• Assisted Living • Memory Care • Respite Care

24-hour Nursing - Bed & Breakfast Style Fine Dining
Complimentary Transportation- Exquisite Suites

Vibrant Life Enrichment & Social Programs

Schedule Your Complimentary Lunch & Tour Today!

Find Us On
Facebook

BEAR CREEK ASSISTED LIVING
291 Village Road East
West Windsor, NJ 08550
609.918.1075
www.bearcreekassistedliving.com

Monroe Seniors

 MONROE TOWNSHIP SENIOR CENTER, 12 HALSEY 
REED ROAD, MONROE TOWNSHIP, NJ 08831 • PHONE 

NUMBER: 609-448-7140

Registering with the Office / Senior Center is free and available to Mon-
roe Township residents, 55 years of age and older. From your home, visit 
www.monroetwp.com, and look for the “Office of Senior Services” link 
under “Departments” to access the calendar/newsletter as well as the 
Friendly Tidbits online. Advance registration is recommended to ensure 
easy admission into a program; and, if needed, transportation to and 
from the Senior Center. For more information, please call the Office/Se-
nior Center at: 609-448-7140.
iPhone Basics: On Fridays, September 21 and 28 at 2 p.m., expand your 
iPhone know-how, with the help of Joel and Arthur, during this hands-on, 
interactive 2-day workshop.  Learn how to get the most out of this powerful 
handheld computer.  Gain confidence using your iPhone or iPad and learn 
some new techniques.  Please be sure to bring your iPhone each day! (Not 
intended for Android users.) Space limited!  Course fee: $10 p.p., due upon 
registering, in-person, in advance.
Sound Healing: On Monday, September 24, at 10:30 a.m., enjoy a journey 
to getting calm, collected, and connected through the natural healing pow-
er of music and vibration.  Please register in   advance.   Space limited.
AARP Drivers Safety Program: On Tuesday, September 25, at 8:45 a.m., 
enhance your driving skills during this AARP-sponsored class.  For class 
availability and AARP member/non-member fees, please contact Rosanna 
at the Office: 609-448-7140.
Ted’s Classic Matinee:  On Monday, September 17, at 10:30 a.m., join Ted 
as he brings us his classic films to the Senior Center.  This month enjoy JO-
SEPH & HIS TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT.  Please register in advance.
Trans-American Train Ride: On Wednesday, September 19, at 1 p.m., 
take an 85-minute DVD train ride as you travel from “Sea to Shining Sea” 
aboard the greatest passenger trains of the USA.  (No Subtitles.)  Please 
register in advance.
International Cooking Demo: On Thursday, September 20, at 2 p.m., join 
Chef Lori, from Brandywine Assisted Living, as she takes us on a sweet 
journey.  Our first stop is Austria with a sampling of apple strudel.  The sec-
ond stop is Mexico where we will enjoy an autumn twist on the traditional 
“Mexican Wedding Cookie” - that is flavored with pumpkin and pecan.  
Space limited.  Please be sure to register in advance.
David Aaron Presents: On Monday, September 24, at 1:30 p.m., learn about 
the life and career of Itzak Perlman, as Mr. Aaron explores his background 
and music.  Please register.
Music of Irving Berlin: On Tuesday, September 25, at 1:30 p.m., Marvin 
Fischer shares the life and career of Irving Berlin with historical anecdotes 
and the songs that you know best played on the piano.  Please register in 
advance.
The Bronx: On Wednesday, September 26, at 1:30 p.m., we welcome back 
Marty Schneit as he presents a nostalgic look at the Bronx, his hometown.   
From egg creams to stickball, to the Paradise Theater to Orchard Beach, 
this lecture will bring you back to a simpler time.  Please register in ad-
vance.
The British Invasion: On Friday, September 28, at 1 p.m., Vinnie Bruno 
returns to focus on the British pop and rock phenomenon of the 1960’s.   
From pop groups (The Beatles, The Kinks) to psychedelic bands (The 
Who, Pink Floyd) explore highlights that clearly define this British pop 
era.    Please register in advance.
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As We Age

Come home to Chelsea!
The Lights are Always On

ASSISTED LIVING · MEMORY CARE · RESPITE STAYS
732-536-3000 CHELSEASENIORLIVING.COM

osing a loved one is heart wrenching.  Unfortunately, major decisions must be made in the midst of shock and grief.

Many people are making these decisions in advance, so their loved ones are not left trying to sort it all out.  Pre-planning can 
save your family tremendous stress.

Prearranging a funeral allows your family to be part of the decision making, where every important detail is according to your 
wishes.  Your personal records are organized, and your family does not bear the burden during this emotionally stressful time.

Consider prearranging a funeral to reduce the emotional and financial worry to your family. In addition to spelling out your wishes you 
can also prepay for the arrangement which will guarantee your price. Our Funeral Directors have many years of experience and can ease 
your decision making with their knowledge. We are experts in Medicaid spenddowns as well.

Bloomfield Cooper is the only funeral facility solely dedicated to the Jewish community.  We understand the traditions, laws and Temple 
requirements.  Your service is done according to Jewish standards within the timeframe you are comfortable with.  We have a Mikvah for 
proper preparation and can assist with burials anywhere, including Israel.

We have serviced the Jewish Community for over 40 years with many in our staff coming from your local synagogues. Our 250-seat chapel 
is warm and inviting with comfortable pew seating. We offer a state of the art sound system and webcasting if desired. We also offer full 
monuments service on site.

For more information about our services reach out to our preplanning director Sue Batko at 732-446-4242.

L

Mark Harris, Manager • NJ LIC 3284

Bloomfield-Cooper Jewish Chapels
44 Wilson Avenue

Manalapan, NJ, 07726
732) 446-4242

 Bloomfield-Cooper Jewish Chapels
2130 Highway 35
Ocean, NJ, 07712
(800) 247-5235

 

Bloomfield-Cooper Jewish Chapels
1300 Vermont Ave

Lakewood, NJ, 08701
(800) 247-5235
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7 Days A Week Therapy:

•  Post-Surgical 

•  Orthopedic 

•  Respiratory 

•  Cardiac 

•  Neurological

Accepting most insurances including Horizon Medicare.

115 DUTCH LANE ROAD, FREEHOLD, NJ 07728   •  732.431.7420  •  ALLAIREHC.COM

RESORT-STYLE 
REHABILITATION

I N T R O D U C I N G

OUR 
DOORS 
ARE NOW
OPEN!

ALLAIRE’S 
NEW 

SUBACUTE 
UNIT 

delivers clinical excellence & 
a level of luxury unmatched  

in the area. 

Reserve your 
PRIVATE SUITE 
TODAY!

Revo l u t i o n i z i n g  C a r e  D e l i ve r y ™

Our hotel-like setting & amenities include: 
•  Magnificent, Spacious Patient Suites 
•  12 Private Rooms
•  Large Flat Screen Smart TVs   
•  Bluetooth Speakers

•  Sleeper Sofa, Desk & Refrigerator
   in Larger Suites  
•  Concierge Service
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Frustrated with not hearing 
like you used to?
Hearing Check List

How is your hearing? This self-quiz can give you an idea of whether 
you may be experiencing hearing loss. Answer yes or no.

If you are tired of missing out on conversations 
or those important moments in life - 

WE WANT TO HELP!

Do long conversations make you tired?

Do people seem to mumble or speak softly?

Do you need people to repeat things?

YES   NO
YES   NO
YES   NO

Is it difficult to hear on the phone or cell phone? YES   NO
Do you hear better with one ear than the other? YES   NO
Is it easier to understand men’s voices than women’s? YES   NO
Do you often misunderstand what others say? YES   NO

Many people can answer yes to at least one question. But if you 
answer yes to two or more, it’s time for more thorough testing. 
Please visit us to receive an in-depth analysis of your hearing 

abilities and options.

NEW GENIUSTM
 3.0 TECHNOLOGY

 Our most natural sound quality.
With 60% more processing power1, Genius 3.0 technology delivers listening so natural, you might forget you have 
hearing aids in your ears.

 Speech in noise.
GENIUS 3.0 allows you to hear speech clearly in all situations, even in noisy environments such as restaurants.

 Hearing your own voice.
Patented Voice Recognition Technology recognizes and separately processes your own voice so that you hear it as naturally as possible.

We are Celebrating our 70th Anniversary throughout the month of September! Check out our Special 
Anniversary Offer for YOU! Call Now to Schedule Your FREE Hearing Evaluation

+ From an 
Industry Leader in Hearing Solutions.

Special Anniversary Offer!

$1,000 OFF

NEW GENIUS 3.0 
TECHNOLOGY

Valid on purchase of ME-1, ME-2 or ME-3 solutions (2 aid purchase). 
Not valid on Audiotone Pro. Valid at participating Miracle-Ear loca-
tions only. Limit one offer per household. Not valid with any other dis-
count or offer. Not valid on previous purchases. Offer Expires 9/28/18

Hamilton
3100 Quakerbridge Rd. 

miracle-ear-hamiltonnj.com
888-218-9013

Monroe Township
1 Rossmoor Drive

miracle-ear-monroetownship.com
888-218-9013

Freehold
325 W. Main Street

miracle-ear-freehold.com
888-218-9013

1As compared to previous Miracle-Ear models. Hearing aids do not restore natural hearing. Individual experiences vary depending on severity of hearing loss, accuracy of evaluation, proper fit and ability to adapt to amplification. *Not valid on Audiotone® 
Pro. †Our hearing test and video otoscopic inspection are always free. Hearing test is an audiometric test to determine proper amplification needs only. These are not medical exams or diagnoses nor are they intended to replace a physician’s care. If you 
suspect a medical problem, please seek treatment from your doctor. Not valid with any other discount or offer. Does not apply to prior purchases. See store for details. Shawn Veight, Supervising Licensee, NJ Lic #814; Michael Gatto, Supervising Licensee, NJ 
Lic #886

888-218-9013

G370A9
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Best Pet Photo Contest
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How to Stop A Dog Digging
According to some surveys, around 80% of dogs dig holes. This is probably not surprising as digging is a natural adaptive behavior from the wild. However, 
since dogs now live in homes, this behavior can mess up your garden. This article explains why dogs dig holes and how to stop them from doing so.
Why Dogs Dig 
Your dog can be digging for one or more of the reasons below.
 • The dogs are suffering from boredom. Puppies or younger dogs who have high energies just love digging. Digging up holes seem like a fun 
activity for them. In addition, yanking plant roots can be an interesting challenge for them. 
 • The dogs hunting instinct is kicking in. They can smell bunnies, moles, or 
other ground dwelling animals. Hence, they dig to track down these animals. It is also a 
good supply of fresh food.
 • Burying food. Most people know dogs bury bones in holes. This behavior 
is a legacy from the dogs' ancestors who store food in holes. Sometimes, they change the 
safety spot and bury it in another hole. As a result, you end up with more holes!
 • To get cool and comfortable. This can happen during summer or a particu-
lar hot day.  The soil is cool and moist after removing the warm top layer.
 • To search for freedom and adventure. Dogs sometimes like to hang outside 
without their owner's permission. To this end, they will dig a tunnel bordering your prop-
erty in a bid to escape outside.
 • Symptom of separation anxiety. Digging is one-way dogs relieve their pent-
up stress when their owners' leave. The dogs could also possibly be digging a tunnel to go outside and find you.
 • Sign of nesting. This is an indication that your female dog is about to give birth.  She digs to find a place to protect her puppies from predators.
How to Stop Your Dog from Digging
Once you identify the reason why your dog digs, choose the appropriate methods below.
 
 • Find ways to release your dog's energy. Take your dog for 
walks or for a swim. If you are already doing that, do it for longer periods 
of time. Put backpacks on your dogs to intensify their exercises, if it is not 
possible to increase the exercise duration.
 • Give them an area to dig. You can give your dogs a specific 
place in your garden to dig.  Start the initial hole. You can also choose to 
get a sand box. Either way, bury their toys or treats there to inspire them 
to dig there.
 • Bury dog poop. Scoop your dog poop and put in the hole 
before you fill it back. Dogs don't like to dig up their own feces. Take note, 
this might not fully work as the dogs can choose to create another hole.
 • Spray the area with paprika or cayenne pepper. These spic-
es smell deter most dogs. This method is also not full proof as the dog can 
dig another area.
 • If you believe your dog digs to cool off, provide some of 
the items below.
 1. An insulated dog house
 2. A shallow wading pool
 3. A fan (air blowing over ice feels just like air conditioning)
 4. A bed that allows air to circulate underneath
 • Be a pack leader. You need to do this if your dog has sepa-
ration anxiety issues. Only then, will your dog be able to fully relax while 
you are away. Furthermore, been a pack leader will solve other behavior 
problems.  I recommend checking the link below to understand how to 
become the pack leader.
https://dogsunlimitedguide.com/Packleader
If you enjoyed this article , like us at our fan page (https://www.facebook.
com/FeldunWoelfen/)  

A GREAT PLACE TO TAKE YOUR PET

PET GROOMING SALON
Making Pets Adorable Since 1995

• New Clients Welcome
• Appointments Available 

       Tuesday-Saturday
• Competitors Coupons Honored

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL

10% OFF
GROOMING

With coupon. Cannot be combined.
Expires 10/15/18

Professional All Breed Grooming By Appointment Only
NEW ADDRESS:

332 Ridge Road. Dayton , NJ 08810 
(Just Off Rt. 130)

NEW HOURS:
Tues., Thurs., Fri: 8:30am - 4:30 pm  Sat: 8am-4pm

732-297-9475
www.adorabledoos.com
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WANTED
By Pam Teel

An Animal Assistance, located at 65 Old Stagecoach Road, East Brunswick, New Jersey, since 1952, is a perpetual, lifetime animal care, pet adoption 
facility in a peaceful country atmosphere.  their family oriented animal center has a purpose to provide homes for animals down on their luck, on a 
case by case basis.  Animal Assistance is one of the few animal facilities in the area actually located on a farm country setting with other 60 years of 

experience.

On their website, you can find links to the pets that are currently up for adoption, as well as pictures of pets who have been previously adopted.  Please 
call: 732-251-3210 during morning working hours (7-10 AM Mon-Thurs, 7-4 PM Fri, 8:30-10:30 AM Sunday) only; afternoons are spent with the animals.  
Visitors are welcome during above business hours.  Closed on Saturdays.  They are also closed on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. All donations are 100 
per cent tax refundable. They do not take a salary. All money goes back into the facility and is used solely for the animals.

Visit their wishlist -Amazon.com- go onto our site and click the link. Amazon Smile will contribute 0.5% from all of your purchases to Animal 
Assistance.   When you search to select "Your Charity" please enter 04-3654364 OR Animal Assistance E Brunswick.   We appreciate your support! 
http://www.animalassistance.org/

If you would like to find out more about each animal, please go to their website and look under animal assistance petfinder!

Swiftie- Adult female was abandoned. Was an indoor 
cat Declawed. Loves other cats. Is clean and litter trained.
Tay- young female Tabby.  She’s good with other cats.  
Very playful and lively.
Felicia- young female Pit Terrier. She was left on the 
streets to wander. She’s very clean and makes for a great 
watchdog. 
Loki- Otterhound, adult male. Loves cats and kids.
Fitz- Longheaded Rabbit. Adult male. Used to being 
with cats.
Lucy and Ricky- 2 healthy female  kittens, very 
active. Both  Love to snuggle.

FeliciaSwiftie

Mr. Jones

 Lucy and RickyTay

Agnes Tortilenni

A Loving FAmiLy

Mavis

FitzLoki

Ajax

Mr. Jones- senior male Yorkie. Left on the streets 
by a cruel person. Friendly and loving and looking for 
someone to love him back.
Agnes- adult female Pomeranian. Good with other cats 
and dogs.
Mavis- adult Rottweiler. Good with other dogs.
Ajax- adult male Yorkie. Very clean and quiet. 
Tortilenni- young female Tabby
Lady Linda and Yoyo- These two have bonded. 
They are both domestic Pot Bellied Pigs. Very clean and 
sweet. Can be separated but would prefer to go to a home 
together.

Yoyo and Lady Linda

Under Construction

WANTED
By Pam Teel

Speedy- young oriental shorthair 12 week old 
kitten who loves to be with other cats

Wiggles- young shorthair female- house 
trained- loves other cats

Baby Tortellini- female domestic short haired 
kitten – house trained. Tortellini is her mother

Tortellini- young female tabby brought into the 
shelter pregnant. See baby tortellini 

Banjo- young male Welch terrier mix

Jewel- female German shorthaired pointer. - 
Hunting dog. Loves the outdoors

Teagan- calico adult female. Loves other cats

Senator Brown- lab retriever. Senior male- red 
chestnut color. Very easy going. Was due to be 
put to sleep but was rescued. Had cataracts’ but 
they were treated. She can see again. Needs a 
loving, caring home. Been in the shelter way to 
long but not giving up on her being adopted. 
There is nothing wrong with her that love can’t 
fix. 

Lady Linda- domestic healthy pig- very sweet. 
Please if you have a farm, give her a good home.

Yoyo- small pot bellied adult male very clean 
and smart. Loves to be with Lady Linda.

Baby TortelliniSpeedy

TeaganJewel

Wiggles

Senator Brown

A Loving FAmiLy

Banjo

Tortellini

Lady Linda

There is a way that you can help a pet in need if you can’t physically take care of one yourself. You can go to the Animal Assistance site and sponsor an 
animal of your choice right on the site. You can also be updated on that animal’s progress. Many people help out in this way; sponsoring by giving dona-

tions. Donations don’t always have to be money. People drop off food, toys, blankets to the shelter for certain animals. This shelter is just on the other side of 
Jamesburg. It’s a country ride away. You can contact Linda between the hours posted and let her know you will be dropping items off. 
Animal Assistance, located in East Brunswick, a 501c3 Organization, is a perpetual, lifetime animal care, pet adoption, and pet boarding facility in a peaceful 

country atmosphere. The family oriented animal center has a purpose to provide a home for animals whose guardians can no longer care for them, or animals 
down on their luck, on a case to case basis. They are one of the few animal facilities in the area that are actually located on a farm in a country setting with over 
60 year’s experience. They are all about the animals. Their strays are LOCAL abandoned dogs and cats, with complete health and medical support.  You get an 
animal that is ready to go, crated, trained and socialized. To read up more about Animals Assistance and their policies for adoption, go to:  animalassistance.
org.
To view their pets for adoption on petfinder -please visit them at PetFinder.com: a link is on the animal assistance website.  If you are interested in 

adopting any of these homeless, sweet, lovable pets, please call Linda at 732-251-3210.  
Phones are answered during open doors hours or email: linda@animalassistance.org. Phone conversations are preferred to email. Should you wish find out 

about adopting or to sponsor a specific pet until they find a safe and loving home, please call between 7-10am Monday through Thursday, 7-3pm Friday, or 
Sunday 8:30-10:30am All proceeds and donations taken in are for the animal’s medical fund. Animal Assistance personnel do not take salaries.  To read more 
about a specific pet go to website.

Yoyo
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BEST PET photo contest

Publishing Enterprises, Inc.
GUNTHER

DO YOU THINK 
YOU HAVE THE MOST 

ADORABLE PET?
Win a 

$100 Gift 
Certificate 
to a locally 
owned pet 

store!

1. Send in your photo to:   
info@guntherpublications.com

2. In the email subject line write: 
PET CONTEST

3. Include a high resolution photo, 
your pet’s name and town.

Get Your Kitty Moving 
By: Nicole Iuzzolino

Some cats are very active by nature. Others may require special treats or cat toys to spark that 
playful spirit. Here are a few ideas to get your cat moving.
1. Leave out paper bags, tissue paper, and cardboard boxes to inspire play.
2. Provide fresh catnip.
3. Encourage your cat to chase toys, balls, sticks with feathers, or flashlight pointers. Be care-

ful not to shine the pointer in your pet’s eyes – or anyone else’s.
4. Inspire climbing with a cat tree or cat condo.
5. Provide a scratching post or pad.
6. Encourage play with other pets. Set up play-dates with a friend or relative’s pet. You may 

even want to consider adopting another cat.
7. Train your cat to perform tricks for low-calorie treats. For example, teach your cat to run 

to you from across the house, or climb up her cat tree when you shake the box of treats.
8. Get your cat a food puzzle. Specially designed cat toys require your cat to work to remove 

treats inside.
Be sure to choose toys for your cat carefully, avoiding toys with string or small pieces that 
your cat may try to swallow, and don’t leave toys out for cats to play with unattended.
It’s important to consult your vet before introducing a new exercise program. If your cat has 
any health issues, ask your veterinarian to recommend activities that fit your cat’s individual 
needs.

Cats at Home:
Home Veterinary Visits                     

23 years 

all-feline 

experience

$10 OFF first

house-call fee 

when you 

mention 

this ad

  609-915-8671
EmilyJarvisDVM.com
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REAL ESTATE

MILLSTONE OFFICE
222 Millstone Road, Millstone Twp.

732.446.4959

Call, Visit us at www.BHHSNJ.com or Stop by for a List/Map
of All Open Houses in Your Area

©2018 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway 
HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. 

THE CHOICE
IS CLEAR
FOR REPEAT

HOME SELLERS

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices has been awarded 
“Highest Overall Satisfaction for Repeat Home Sellers 
Among National Full Service Real Estate Firms” in the 
J.D. Power 2017 Home Buyer/Seller Satisfaction StudySM.

$739,900 Freehold
3GulleyRoad.com

$899,000 Millstone Twp.
102AgressRoad.com

$649,900  Millstone Twp.
20BrooksideRoad.com

$569,000 Millstone Twp.
15PineHillRoad.com

$329,000 Millstone Twp.
6SquanRoad.com

$639,900 Millstone Twp.
10cottrelldr.com

$440,000 Freehold
53BrinckerhoffAvenue.com

$689,000 Millstone Twp.
10IvyCourt.com

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices received the highest numerical score among 5 
real estate companies for repeat home sellers in the J.D.Power 2017 Home Buyer/
Seller Satisfaction Study, based on 5,117 total responses, measuring the perceptions 
and experiences of customerswho bought and/or sold a home between March-April 
2017. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.

For a No-Cost Mortgage 
Pre-Qualification,

visit www.PHMNJ.com
NMLS ID: 75164

LUXURY CABINS FOR SALE

Make an investment in a lifetime of family vacation memories.

Contact James "Jim" Bafarah - Sales Associate for More Details at Cell: 732.921.4123

Crystal Springs is 48 acres of beautiful natural forest with 4500 feet of waterfront on a pond, and the Lahaway 

Creek with abundant scenery and wildlife, 2 minutes from three Six Flags Theme Parks and only 30 minutes 

from the beach. Located off exit 16 of I-195, 12 minutes from exit 7A of the NJ Turnpike

Waiting on new ad

MILLSTONE OFFICE
222 Millstone Road

Millstone Twp., NJ  08535

LOCATION:

For More Info Contact

Proceeds

to Benefit the

Sunshine Kids.

Dedicated to

Children with

Cancer.

9AM-3PMOCTOBER 6th
OCTOBER 6th

MILLSTONE OFFICE
222 Millstone Road, Millstone Twp.

732.446.4959

Call, Visit us at www.BHHSNJ.com or Stop by for a List/Map
of All Open Houses in Your Area

©2018 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway 
HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity. 

$739,000 Millstone
16WagnerFarmLane.com

$849,900 Millstone
273DisbrowHillRoad.com

$875,000 Cream Ridge
3AppleBlossomLane.com

$639,900 Millstone
10CottrellDr.com

$655,900 Millstone
6PetersCourtMillstone.com

$779,900 Upper Freehold
2BabbittWay.com

$799,999 Millstone
414MillstoneRoad.com

$589,000 Millstone
3ElmCourt.com NMLS ID: 75164

For a No-Cost Mortgage Pre-Qualification,
visit www.PHMNJ.com

OPEN HOUSE
September 16th and 23rd 3pm-5pm

OPEN HOUSE
September 16th and 23rd 1pm-3pm

OPEN HOUSE
September 16th and 23rd 12pm-3pm

OPEN HOUSE
September 16th and 23rd 1pm-3pm

OPEN HOUSE
September 16th and 23rd 3pm-5pm

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

BY APPOINTMENT ONLYBY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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494 Monmouth Road (Rt. 537)
Millstone Twp, NJ 08510 

 in Jade Plaza

Office 609-208-1800 Homeland WEST

®

$379,000 Howell Twp.
Move Right Into This Beautifully Redone 3 Bedroom 2 Full Bath Ranch In The 
Candlewood Section. Open Floor Concept Home with Gorgeous Family Rm 
with Vaulted Ceilings & Skylights, Stunning Custom Tile Floors Extend To The 
Kitchen. Master Bedroom Is A Retreat To Be Seen!

 $569,000 Freehold Twp.
This Most Sought After Chatham Ridge Home Features 4 BR 2.5 Baths, 
Oak Hardwood Floors, Large Kitchen w/SS Appliances & Sliders To Rear 
Deck, Family Rm w/Gas Fireplace, Full Basement, Newer Roof & Garage 
Doors Too!

$155,000 Manchester Twp.
Beautiful End Unit Garden View Home In The Adult Community Of Leisure 
Village West. Two Bedroom Two Bath Home With Newer Gas Heater & A/C. 
Attached Garage, Patio & Plenty Of Outdoor Space.

$679,000 Millstone Twp.
Fully Renovated! No Expenses Spared From The All New Kitchen 
To The Master Suite. This 5 BR 3 Full Bath Home With Full Finished 
Basement Is Situated On 1.94 Acres. Private Backyard With Pavered 
Patio & Inground Pool.

$800,000 Allentown
Located On 1.99 Acres Of Privacy This Gorgeous 4 BR, Spacious 
Home With So Many Features Such Gourmet Kitchen w/Huge Center 
Island, Formal Living Rm Leads To Conservatory With Windows 
Looking Out To Landscaped Gardens, Full Finished Basement, 3 Car 
Garage. The List Goes On!!!!!

 $399,900 Freehold Twp.
Awesome Opportunity To Own This 4 Bedroom 2 Full Bath Home Featuring Beau-
tiful Wood Floors Throughout, Freshly Painted, Living Rm w/Fireplace, Dining Rm, 
Large Family Rm, Basement, 2 Car Garage & Spacious Yard.

$599,000 Manalapan Twp.
Fabulous Cul De Sac Location For This Spacious 5 Bedroom, 2.5 Bath 
Home Featuring Large Family Rm That Opens To Updated Kitchen 
w/Fireplace, Full Finished Basement with Rec & Media Areas Plus 
Beautiful Fenced In Yard With Large Deck & Inground Pool.  

$589,000 Millstone
Custom Colonial With Total Privacy Situated On 1.53 Acres. This Impres-
sive Home With Open Floor Plan Featuring 6 BRS, 4.5 Baths, Full Walkout 
Basement & Far Too Many Value Packed Features To Mention.

 If your property is currently listed with a Realtor, please disregard this notice.  It is not our intention to solicit the offering of other Brokers. 

$575,000 Freehold Twp.
Beautiful Updated 2800 SF Home with 4 Spacious Bedrooms, & 3.5 
Baths Situated On 1.6 Acres. Rocking Chair Front Porch, Hardwood 
Flooring Inside, Chef’s Dream Kitchen, Open Floor Plan Great For 
Gathering Friends & Family. Walkout Basement Too !

$299,000 Toms River Twp.
Adorable Waterfront Ranch In The Desirable Green Island Com-
munity. Three Bedrooms, Wood Floors Throughtout, Family Room 
With Large Sliders Looking Out To The Lagoon. New Furnace and 
A/C. Great Opportunity To Own A Piece Of Paradise On The Water.

$415,000 Jackson Twp.  
Meticulously Maintained Colonial On Prime Cul De Sac 1.27 Acre Lot 
Features Hardwood Floors Throughout, Formal Living Rm, Dining 
Rm, Updated Kitchen w/Newer Appliances, Family Rm w/Fireplace, 
High Basement, 2 Car Garage & Tastefully Landscaped Lot w/Deck 
& Pavered Patio.

$600,000 Howell Twp.
Come Home To This Quiet Tranquil Retreat. Well Maintained 5/6 
BR, 2.5 Bath Custom Home On 1.38 Acres. Gourmet Kitchen, 
Sunken Living Rm w/Vaulted Ceilings & Stone Fireplace, 
Hardwood Floors Throughout, Full Basement, Beautiful Paver 
Patio & Built In Outdoor Kitchen.

PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED
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REAL ESTATE

Exclusive Affiliate of Christie’s International Real Estate
Cell: 609-658-5916 | Office: (732) 617-3700 | Matt@MoveWithMerritt.com

THE BRAND THAT DEFINES LUXURY REAL ESTATE, WORLDWIDE.

NEW LOCATION  Millstone Office  500 Route 33, Suite 1 B, Millstone • 732-446-2424
glorianilson.com*According to Monmouth / Ocean, Trend, Middlesex MLS 1/1/17 - 3/1/18 Pending and Closed Transactions - - The Merritt Real Estate Team

68 Agress Road, 
Millstone Township

 $625,000

SOLD FOR $45K OVER ASKING!

MATTHEW “MATT” MERRITT 
Broker – Associate 

Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Relocation Specialist

NJAR Circle of Excellence Platinum Award Winner 2016-2017

40 Cheryl Lane, 
Millstone Township 

$574,950

17 Tynemouth Court, 
Robbinsville 

$274,950

AVAILABLE NOW!

347 Millstone Road, 
Millstone Twp 

$1,099,950

 10 Mountain View, 
Millstone Twp

 $574,950

UNDER CONTRACT IN 11 DAYS!

AVAILABLE NOW!

4 Groendyke Circle,
 Millstone Twp

 $649,950

UNDER CONTRACT!

UNDER CONTRACT!

5 Clayton Drive, 
Millstone Twp 

$549,950

AVAILABLE NOW!AVAILABLE NOW!

25 Huneke Way, 
Millstone Twp 

$749,950 

Mercer,  Monmouth, Ocean, Southern Hunterdon and Southern Middlesex Counties

AVAILABLE NOW!

 6 Somers Court,
 Millstone Twp

 $549,950

AVAILABLE NOW!

5 Giant Maple Court,
Millstone Twp 

$469,950

In the first 6 months of the year, my team and I have helped over 70+ couples, families, and 
individuals with their Real Estate needs! We also managed, and negotiated over $30,000,000+ 

in transactions, we shattered price per square foot records and won more multiple offer situations 
than ever before! We love helping our clients accomplish their goals and dreams! 

Who do YOU know looking to make a move in 2018!? We would love to help! 

UNDER CONTRACT!

13 Norwood Avenue, 
Monroe Township 

$349,950

*According to TrendGraphix 2017/Monmouth County Volume/Mercer County Units

84 Stillhouse Road, 
Millstone Twp

 $474,950

NEW LISTING!

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Exclusive Affiliate of Christie’s International Real Estate
Cell: 609-658-5916 | Office: (732) 617-3700 | Matt@MoveWithMerritt.com

THE BRAND THAT DEFINES LUXURY REAL ESTATE, WORLDWIDE.

NEW LOCATION  Millstone Office  500 Route 33, Suite 1 B, Millstone • 732-446-2424
glorianilson.com*According to Monmouth / Ocean, Trend, Middlesex MLS 1/1/17 - 3/1/18 Pending and Closed Transactions - - The Merritt Real Estate Team

 7 Penn Elmer Drive, 
Millstone Twp. 

$750,000

SOLD!

MATTHEW “MATT” MERRITT 
Broker – Associate 

Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Relocation Specialist

NJAR Circle of Excellence Platinum Award Winner 2016-2017

40 Cheryl Lane, 
Millstone Township 

$575,000

17 Tynemouth Court, 
Robbinsville 

$274,950

SOLD!

176 Sweetmans Lane,
 Millstone Twp.

 $400,000

3 Moonlight Court, 
Millstone Twp. 

$649,000

SOLD! SOLD!

308 Sweetmans Lane, 
Millstone Twp. 

$580,000

UNDER CONTRACT!

SOLD!

5 Clayton Drive, 
Millstone Twp 

$549,950

AVAILABLE NOW! AVAILABLE NOW!

25 Huneke Way, 
Millstone Twp 

$749,950 

Mercer,  Monmouth, Ocean, Southern Hunterdon and Southern Middlesex Counties

UNDER CONTRACT!

 6 Somers Court,
 Millstone Twp

 $549,950

UNDER CONTRACT!

184 Larrison Way,
 North Hanover 

$489,950

 The fall market has arrived, and it’s the hottest it’s been since 2008! The Merritt Real Estate 
Team is selling more homes in the market and setting more records for price per square foot and 
days on market than ever before. Call us today to get your home SOLD in RECORD TIME!

AVAILABLE NOW!

13 Norwood Avenue, 
Monroe Township 

$349,950

*According to TrendGraphix 2017/Monmouth County Volume/Mercer County Units

 84 Stillhouse Road, 
Millstone Twp. 

$474,950

NEW LISTING!
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REAL ESTATE

THE BRAND THAT DEFINES LUXURY REAL ESTATE, WORLDWIDE.

Monmouth County’s #1 
Real Estate Broker*

Gloria Nilson &
Co Real Estate

is actively looking for new real 
estate associates. 

Call John Burke for an interview 
and information on our Tuition 

reimbursement program.
 * #1 in Monmouth County according to Monmouth 

County MLS 
from 1/1/2017 to 12/31/2017 in closed Sales volume.

NEW LOCATION  Millstone Office  500 Route 33, Suite 1 B, Millstone • 732-446-2424
glorianilson.com

266B Crosse Drive, Monroe, N.J. 08831
$205,000 Agent:  Carmen Amodol

Adult community, two bedroom, 2 bath, one car 
garage, awaits its next owner! The kitchen has 
hardwood flooring and features GE and Kenmore 
brand appliances. Bedrooms are carpeted, as well 
as the living room and sunroom. Newer windows 
throughout. Call today for an appointment!

1706 Amanda Ct, Piscataway
$233,500 Agent:  Veena Khanna

Light & bright living room with sky lights, vaulted 
ceilings, fireplace and slider door to balcony, eat 
in kitchen, granite counter tops, newer appliances, 
beautiful wood floors, two carports, affordable living 
at its best!

417 Gordon Rd, Robbinsville, N.J. 08691
$439,000 Agent:  Mindy Benesh

Serenity abounds this completely renovated, 
meticulously maintained, 4 BR, 2 BA home, 
surrounded by privately owned tree farm, new septic, 
new HVAC, new wiring and plumbing, upgraded 
kitchen, H/W floors, finished basement.

 222 Monmouth St. Hightstown
$249,900   Agent:  Suzanne Garfield 

Commuter’s dream, well maintained 3 BR, 1.5 and 
a half-bath Colonial, updated kitchen, stainless 
steel appliances, updated bathrooms, finished 
basement, located on a deep, park-like lot with 
mature landscaping. Walk to Hightstown retail stores, 
restaurants as well as parks, lakes, walking trails and 
township sponsored events. Don’t miss out on this 
exciting lifestyle!

505 Middle Ln, Howell
$259,900 Agent:  Donna Moskowitz

This adorable cape, situated on a quiet street off 
of route 9, this four bedroom, two bath home is 
priced to sell, wood flooring in the living room and 
dining room areas.. Kitchen has renovated cabinets 
and stainless steel appliances, enjoy your winter 
evenings as you relax by the fireplace, Neutral 
throughout.

31 Hanover St. Pemberton, N.J. 08068
$299,900 Agent:  Mildred McCormick

Reduced, Victorian home, furnished 4 bedroom Bed 
& Breakfast, full bath for every room, large dining 
area, living room, back sun room and fully operational 
kitchen, hardwood floors throughout, attached 
apartment includes full kitchen, living room, one 
bedroom and full bath. Unfinished 3rd floor walkup 
attic, 2 car garage, in-ground pool.

101 Meirs Road, Cream Ridge, N.J. 08514
$1,129,000 Agent:  Jo Ann Stewart

Custom designed ‘’California Inspired’’ Estate Home, perched 
up high on 3 acs of serene privacy offering outstanding 
amenities inside and out. Architecturally curved archways, 
three Juliet balconies, stylish fireplace, custom in ground pool, 
jacuzzi, built in gas barbecue, paver patio and a large fenced 
in back yard.

84 Danbury Ct, East Windsor
$232,000 Agent:  Rhonda Golub 

Spacious townhome in a perfect location. Living 
room with 3 large windows flows into the dining 
room, kitchen features plenty of cabinets and a 
brand-new dishwasher and refrigerator along with 
a convenient built-in table, fenced in yard, three 
bedrooms, finished basement is the perfect place 
for a den and rec room with 2 finished areas and a 
separate laundry room.

496 Buckelew Avenue, Monroe, N.J. 08831
$689,900 Agent:  Cynthia Duvin

New construction, home to-be-built on 3 acre lot with 
2 car side entry garage, east facing side entry door, 
public water and sewer. Standard features include 
9’ ceilings on the 1st floor, 42” kitchen cabinets with 
granite counter tops and stainless steel appliances, 
hardwood floors throughout the 1st floor. Many more 
standard features, photos depict Maplewood Model 
Home. Features and upgrades will vary.

2 Hopkinson Ct, East Windsor
$224,500   Agent: Donna Moskowitz 

Great location! Totally renovated, kitchen remodeled, 
granite counter tops, wood burning fireplace, remodeled 
bathrooms, large walk in closet in the master bedroom, 
newer neutral carpeting throughout, Sliding glass door 
leads onto a poured cement patio yard that is great for 
entertaining.  This home has it all.. Nothing for your 
buyer to do but move right in.

613 Edison Dr, East Windsor
$224,500  Agent: Donna Moskowitz

Location! Location! Location! This three bedroom 
townhouse offers a beautiful lake view. Completely 
upgraded kitchen, granite countertops, a tile floor and 
new appliances, newer carpeting and an updated half 
bath, unfinished full basement. Owner is negotiable with 
price.
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Downsizing Your Home
By Gabriella Mancuso 

Downsizing your home is a common activity done by people who are 
leaving or moving out of their current house. Many times, the “downsizing” 
process is done prior to the “resetting the furniture to make your house 
look more appealing to buyers” process. 

Downsizing is the elimination of old junk and unnecessary items you 
felt the need to keep around all these years. From the first tooth of your 
youngest kid to the piece of cloth you used to wipe your tears at your 
daughter’s wedding, these items surround us and take up space every day. 

Although it is hard to get rid of the little things kept over the years it 
will provide you with amazing results in the end; less boxed, less clutter, 
less stress. Reducing clutter can take away stress and relax your mind and 
nerves. 70% of homeowner’s stress over excessive clutter in their homes. 
Not only will it ease your nerves, but it will also give your home a cleaner 
look. 

You can always keep the little things you hold close to your heart, but 
everything else has got to go. There are many different options you can 
choose from such as donating to charity, passing it down to your younger 
family members/friends or putting it up for sale and making a profit! 

People will buy anything now-a-days so don’t hesitate to sell your 
clutter. You will probably doubt it, have trouble letting it go, and try to 
convince yourself to keep it anyways, but the undeniable truth is if you 
don’t use you don’t need it.

 

 

Your Neighborhood Carpet and Flooring Store

Concordia Shopping Center
1600 Perrineville Road,  Monroe Township

Carpets • Carpet Runners/Area Rugs • Vinyl • Laminates • Hardwood

Shaw • Coretec • Mohawk • Kane • Mirage • Phenix
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm • Sat 10am-4pm

Senior 
Discount
Available

Happy toserve youfor 30 Years

AB CARPETS  • 609-395-5588

FREEPadding • Estimates • Installation 
Removal of Old Carpet • Furniture Moving

$250 OFF
Any Sale of $2500 to

$4000 Flooring Purchase
With coupon. Cannot be combines with any other offers or 

prior purchases. TMT

AB CARPETS  • 609-395-5588

$500 OFF
Any Sale of $4001 & up or
More Flooring Purchase

With coupon. Cannot be combines with any other offers or 
prior purchases. TMT

609-395-5588
www.abcarpetnj.com

90
15

_A

OVER 30 YEARS 
OF RESIDENTIAL 

BUILDING 
EXPERIENCE

HERON HOME 
INSPECTIONS

WE INSPECT FROM ALL ANGLES
• NJ/PA Certified Home Inspector
• Licensed Radon Technician

609-903-2403 
HERONHOMEINSPECTIONS.COM

• Licensed Termite Inspector
• Mold/Mildew -   

Indoor Air Quality Testing

SCOTT ROBERTS, PROPRIETOR
HERONHOMEINSPECTIONS@GMAIL.COM

LICENSE# 24GI00163800

DIRECT
OIL
DELIVERY
Home Heating • Low Sulfer Diesel • Off Road Disel

Best Price, Best Service. No Contracts!
CALL NOW!

732-298-2730
DirectOilDelivery.com
SPECIAL SAVINGS
From Our Family To Yours

Home Heating Oil

$10 OFF
150 Gallon Minimum

Not to be combined with other offers.
One per customer. Expires 10/15/18

The Millstone Times

$20 OFF
200 Gallon Minimum

Not to be combined with other offers.
One per customer. Expires 10/15/18

The Millstone Times
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Elegance In Design
15 year Anniversary Sale 50% off Cabinetry

WHEN  YOU MENTION  THIS AD
NJ License #13VH02978600

DIY’s & Contractors Welcome Designs4Us.com
eleganceindesign@gmail.com

Phone: 732-446-8222 • Fax: 732-446-8802
Millstone Center • 480 Rt. 33 West • Millstone Township, NJ 08535

Outdated
Kitchen?
NOT ANYMORE.

We could say more,
but you get the picture!

Outdated
Kitchen?
NOT ANYMORE.

We could say more,
but you get the picture!

THE HOLIDAYS 
ARE COMING!

Will YOUR kitchen be ready? 

The Bayard Rustin Center Welcomes All for Respect and Acceptance
By Abigail Urban 

The Bayard Rustin Center for Social Justice (BRCSJ) is a non-profit dedicated to providing a safe environment and educational space for people of every 
background. Chief Activist Robt Seda-Schreiber and his colleagues make it their goal to protect and respect all people, from the LGBTQIA community, to 
immigrants and to those of different races, economic statuses, cultures and religious affiliations. 
“Through focused and dynamic programs, concentrating on civics, community activism, personal advocacy and cultural instruction, both in-house and on 
the road, the BRCSJ will educate, enlighten and empower, finally bringing all our folks and all our diversity under one roof.” Seda-Schreiber said, “We need 
to teach in the classroom, inspire in the streets & be a force in our communities. “
After teaching for 25 years and winning the NEA Social Justice Activist of the Year, Seda-Schreiber knew that he wanted to take his service to the next level 
and make it his mission to create a place where people feel safe, respected, and loved. Thus, the Bayard Rustin Center for Social Justice was born. 
Seda-Schreiber works with a diverse group at the BRCSJ, including volunteers, Community Liaisons, and a Board of Directors. Each member brings their 
own expertise to the table with their unique and impressive backgrounds in activism and service.
The center’s namesake comes from Bayard Rustin, a leader of the March on Washington in the 1960s who advocated for non-violence within the civil rights 
movement. Seda-Schreiber explained that although he was a key figure for civil rights, he was shunned and forgotten in history for being gay.
“Not only was he not given his due respect, but he was not even given the basic kindness that we all deserve. This cannot & will not happen again. So, swears 
The Bayard Rustin Center for Social Justice,” Seda-Schreiber said.
The chief activist was also inspired to start the Bayard Rustin Center after helping a transgender student transfer to his school district, which provided a safe 
space for her to be her true self. The student was previously bullied to the point where she had to be homeschooled. 
“Our school’s first transgender student became a symbol of hope and strength for all,” he said. “A concrete example of the power of outreach…That is why 
the BRCSJ will always do what we do, and that is why we will never stop.”
Among the Seda-Schreiber’s many accomplishments with the BRCSJ include holding a “Families Belong Together” rally in Princeton with 800 people in 
attendance and representing the BRCSJ at Governor Murphy’s residence.
 “I am most proud of this journey that has allowed me to learn to listen.” he said, “to truly hear the sadness, the fear, the pride, the strength, the individuality, 
indeed the spirit of all our communities, all our people.”
The BRCSJ is housed virtually on their website www.RustinCenter.org. You can also follow, friend, and like it on all social media platforms. A physical 
headquarters is opening soon.

“I envision our Center being a wonderful meeting place, an extraordinary and welcoming space wherein all can visit and find the solace, the 
strength, the knowledge, the inspiration and the love and respect they need and they deserve, but I also see our BRCSJ volunteers, liaisons and rep-

resentatives out on the road~ Wherever folks need us, we will be, locally, nationally and internationally,” Seda-Schreiber said.
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PARTIES 
STARTING
 at $224.99

($274.99 Fri-Sun) 
when you mention coupon 

code “RULE46”

Psychic Event Coming to Millstone Township
Save the date: Sunday September 23rd, just around the corner!!!!!!!!!

By Pam Teel
The first annual psychic fundraiser is being held at the Baird Homestead at 24 Baird Road, Millstone Township. It is being hosted by the Friends of Millstone Reg-

istered Historical Properties. The time is 11:00 am to5:00 pm.  Please join us and help us make this a day to remember!!!!!! 
You can read up about the event, see the psychics’ photos and info, and pre-register ahead of time at www.dimensionsreiki.com or just come to the Baird House 

on September 23rd between 11:00 and 5:00 and bring a friend or two with you!!!!!!  Please note:  WALK INS will be cash only. The price per session is $30.00 for 20 
minutes. We hope you come and visit with a few of our gifted psychics. 
Light the Way, Uncover history, Connect with Spirit, receive guidance, hear from a deceased loved one, have your questions answered, energy healings, palmistry, 

table tipping, and more. You choices for sessions are as follows: 
• Denise and Kathy- offer Vedic Palmistry, Palm reading and messages from spirit
• Phyllis- automatic writing medium reading and tarot card readings
• Jeff- medical intuitive, reiki energy healing
• Filamena- Intuitive medium readings, runes readings, health card readings, table tipping
• Carol- reiki energy healings 
• Sal- Tarot card readings
There will also be a holistic vender on site selling bracelets, crystals, gems, etc.
All psychics are local to the surrounding area and will donate 50 percent of their profits to the Friends of Millstone to be used to further such educational pro-

grams as the 6th grade field trip to the Baird Homestead, the 7th grade school visit by a Franklin D. Roosevelt impersonator, the 6th grade school visit by a Harriet 
Tubman impersonator, and the 8th grade school visit by an Edgar Allen Poe impersonator. Other Baird Homestead activities include, Harvest Fest, Weekend in Old 
Monmouth, Group Youth Activities, FFA and Boy Scout Eagle Projects and the sponsoring of a 4-H Club on site. 
A nonprofit organization, the Friends are dedicated to furthering public interest in conservation, preservation, science and environmental stewardship as well as 

knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the history of Millstone Township. (All profits from this fund raiser will go to help offset costs of the programs held 
at the Thomas Baird Cultural Resource Center and Agricultural Museum.) 
What better place to hold a psychic event then in an old 1830 Greek revival farmhouse once owned by the Thomas Baird family. The Friends and the psychics are 

hoping for a great turnout; one that will greatly profit the children of Millstone and the surrounding area. Help us spread the word, “The Psychics are coming!”  
We hope to see you there! Rain or shine. This is an indoor event! For more info about or to donate to the Friends of Millstone Township Historical Registered Properties, 

visit their website at: mtfriendsofhistory.org. 
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MILLSTONE TOWNSHIP FOUNDATION 
FOR EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

RAISED MORE THAN $19,000 FROM 
ITS “CASINO NIGHT” FUNDRAISER

 
Millstone Township Foundation for Educational Excellence (MTFEE) 
raised more than $19,000 from its Fifth “Casino Night.” MTFEE is a 
non-profit organization devoted to funding grants for items that nurture 
extraordinary educational experiences for every student in the Millstone 
Township Public Schools and are beyond the scope of the general school 
budget. The event, which included a variety of casino games, was held at 
the American Hotel in Freehold on February 3. There were more than 
100 gift basket and silent auction items for attendees to win. 
 
The top three sponsors were:
• AllState – Sharer & Associates (Millstone Township)
• Ray Catena (Freehold)
• Saker ShopRite’s
 
Other sponsors included:
• Castle Consulting (Hightstown)
• Clayton & McGirr Funeral Home/ Robert McGirr (Freehold Twp)
• Cobra Power Systems (Millstone Township)
• Colonial Air Stream (Lakewood and Millstone Township)
• DeRose Family (Millstone Township)
• Dunkin Donuts (Howell)
• Edison Pizza/The Mandrucci Family (Millstone Township)
• Griggs Family (Millstone Township)
• Hill Wallack Attorneys at Law LLP (Princeton, Cedar Knolls and 

Yardley, PA)
• Knob Hill Golf Club (Manalapan)
• Normand Family (Millstone Township)
• Pallante Designs (Red Bank)
• Reid Malvin Financial Group (Tinton Falls)
• South Brunswick Animal Hospital
• Thrive/Level/La Rocca Family (Millstone Township)
• Total Warehouse Solutions (East Brunswick)
• Vesuvios Family Restaurant (Millstone Township)
• Windsor Dermatology (East Windsor)
 
The foundation operates independently from the school district and 
replenishes its grant fund exclusively through private donations and 
its fundraising efforts. It has awarded more than $530,300 in grants to 
Millstone Township schools since 2002. MTFEE grants, which have been 
awarded at every grade level and in every discipline, have included fu-
ture-ready classrooms, STEAM enrichment programs, learning lab, book 
rooms, professional development, fitness equipment,  SMARTBoards®, 
mobile computer and iPad™ labs, and a rock climbing wall.
 
There are currently more than 60 MTFEE-funded grant programs run-
ning. Every child that matriculates through the school district will in 
some way benefit from an MTFEE-funded grant. MTFEE is a member 
of New Jersey Education Foundation Partnership and The National Con-
sortium of State and Local Education Foundations (NCEFS). 
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SUNFLOWER CRAZE HITS NEW JERSEY
Thousands of Sunflowers Planted as Johnson’s Locust Hall Farm Prepares for a Sunflower Celebration in September Job-

stown, NJ. Beginning Saturday September 8 th  and continuing through September 30 th Farmer Johnson of Johnson’s Locust 
Hall Farm in Northern Burlington County, will be harvesting fields upon fields of beautiful sunflowers with the public. 

With over 15 acres of 15 different varieties, the public will have an opportunity to celebrate the harvest with Sunflower Photo Trails, Cut Your Own, Wrap-
ping Stations, Butterfly Release and Hayrides around the 325 acre preserved farm. “There is a major sunflower craze underway across the region” explains 
business manager and 4th generation family farmer, William Johnson. “Our customers and friends of the farm continue to ask for larger fields and more 
varieties for picking and photographing” Johnson adds. The craze is happening with both young families and couples who are interested in picking and 
photographing sunflowers for framing or posting selfies on Instagram or their Facebook page. 
Regardless of the interest, farmers are responding to the demand in New Jersey. The farm is equally busy preparing for the harvest of both apples and 

pumpkins for the fall season. With over 5 acres and 7 varieties of apples in their orchards and over 10 acres of pumpkins planted, there is the promise of 
harvesting family fun crops in both September and October.  
In addition to hayrides to the fields there is a family friendly Corn Maze, an Animal Farm to visit and a Market filled with fresh baked seasonal pies and 

apple cider donuts. Tomasello Winery is present with wine tasting and a grill is open with something for everyone to enjoy for lunch or an afternoon snack. 
Picnic tables, graced with old jars of field flowers, are located close to the bandstand where live music is performed on the weekends. 
In addition to harvesting crops with the public, Johnson’s Locust Hall Farm host special events from elegant weddings to afternoon baby and showers. 

Allie Johnson, Events Coordinator for the family farm, is preparing for the fall weddings that will be hosted on the family’s 325 acre historic farm. “ There 
is nothing like a fall wedding ceremony overlooking our pastoral fields followed by an evening of dining and dancing in the stone barns.” With a soft smile 
and twinkle in her eyes she add, “It’s simply magical”.
Johnson’s Locust Hall Farm is located at  2691 Monmouth Road, Jobstown NJ 08041 . The farm is just off Rt. 206, near Columbus NJ, easily accessed by 

both Rt 295 and the NJ Turnpike. For more information on crop picking or events, visit Johnson’s Locust Hall Farm at www.JohnsonsLocustHallFarm.com  
or call 609.353.9000
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Weekend Getaway: 
Historic Morristown

By Pam Teel
Morristown is rich in history. Centered on its historic green; a park in the middle of the town 

which was once an 18th century courthouse square, it is still a gathering place for people to 
come and meet up. Morristown offers a wide range of amenities to residents and visitors. A 
state-designated “regional center,” Morristown is the County Seat of Morris County and the 
home of both Morristown Memorial Hospital and a wide range of cultural facilities.  
Yes, George Washington really did sleep here for Morristown served as his headquarters for 

two different winter encampments during the Revolutionary War. Morristown’s historic dis-
trict features many Victorian- era homes, including that of famed political cartoonist Thomas 
Nast. 
In and around Morristown are a wide number of historic attractions and museums like 

Washington’s Headquarters. The Headquarters museum is located at the Ford Mansion Pre-
serves. The 18th century home was taken over by Washington and his aides in the winter of 
1779-1780. Jockey Hollow features an 18th century farmhouse and soldiers huts.  Make sure 
you visit the Morristown National Historical Park and Revolutionary War sites like Fort Non-
sense and the N. J. Brigade. You can easily spend more than a day taking in the historical sites 
and shopping in their trendy downtown area. Morristown Green has both Revolutionary War 
and Civil War monuments. Another place worth visiting is the 18th century Presbyterian 
Church; the old Methodist and Episcopalian churches are also worth viewing. 
East of the center is Acorn Hall, an 1853 Victorian Italianate Mansion with original fur-

nishings, an octagonal tower and formal gardens. The Morris Museum features 19th century 
mechanical musical instruments, a native American gallery, and a large collection of rocks 
and minerals.  The Frelinghuysen Arboretum features a late 1800 mansion surrounded by 
meadows and theme gardens. There is the Macculloch Hall Historical Museum, the Wick 
House at Morristown National Museum, and the Fosterfields living Historical Farm, which is 
great for nature lovers. It’s a 200 acre farm where you can feed the chickens, collect eggs, use 
washboards and husk corn, all using turn of the century methods. There are farm animals, 
picnic tables and the Willows, an 1854 Gothic Revival house built by Paul Revere’s grandson, 
General Joseph Revere. Visit the Shuyler Hamilton House, Willow Hall, and Speedwell Park. 
There is so much more to see and do while in Morristown. If you’re planning a visit, check 
out The Morris County Historic Tourism Bureau and Visitor’s Center which can provide you 
with more details.
In addition to its historical sites, Morristown is rich in the arts. Arts and culture lovers should 

check out the Mayo Performing Arts Center, which pulls global talent to its stage. And there’s 
the Morris Museum, home to the world-renowned Murdoch D. Guinness Collection of finely 
crafted, animated mechanical musical instruments and automata. The museum also hous-
es the Bickford Theatre and presents award-winning performances for all ages. The Famers 
market is open from Monday to Saturday. Enjoy free concerts on the green daily as you shop 
the many eclectic downtown boutiques. Some stores include antiques, jewelry, consignment 
shops, specialty stores, clothes stores, a tea room, bakeries, and more. Don’t forget to check 
out the overhead sidewalk for more shops. 
 Dine at some of the finest dining establishments in town. With many eateries to choose from, check out some of the finer dining at Rods Steak and Sea-

food Grill, Hibiscus Restaurant, South and Pine American Eatery, The Committed Pig, Roots Steakhouse, GKS Red Dog Tower, Chef Freddy’s Table, The 
Famished Frog, and the Office Tavern and Grill.
Places to stay for the night in Morristown include, The Madison Hotel and the Hyatt Regency, with many more in the area. For more info visit- https://

downtown Morristown.city.  See the city via drone at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SkofcRWqYM
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Think Vaping is Safer than Smoking? 10 Reasons to Reconsider
By Robert Pedowitz, DO

When a patient asks if vaping is safer than smoking, I tell them that neither is safe, potentially pose health risks, and that both habits should be broken.
While vapes—also called vapor cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes—have been marketed as a safer alternative to smoking traditional cig-
arettes, there hasn’t been enough research for me to safely tell my patients that it is indeed safer.

A Closer Look at Vaping
A vape is an electronic device that simulates the feeling of smoking tobacco by heating a liquid to generate an aerosol, called a “vapor,” that the user in-

hales. The liquid in the vape, called e-liquid or e-juice, is usually made of nicotine, propylene glycol, glycerin, and flavorings. 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has yet to regulate e-liquid ingredients, study the safety of inhaling these products, or deem that e-cigarettes are 

a safer alternative to smoking cigarettes. While the agency is expected to release guidelines, they are a few years off. Because there isn’t data on how these 
substances can affect your body, it’s difficult for me to advise my patients about their use.
What I do know is that several aspects of these products have been proven unsafe in other uses:

1. Nicotine: Most e-juice formulations include nicotine, which we know is harmful and addictive. It can cause delays in brain development if used at 
a young age, leading to attention deficiency, learning, and mood issues.
2. Propylene glycol: We know that this chemical—even if a person is only exposed occasionally—can cause throat or eye irritation, and inflammation 
of the lung.
3. Flavors: With tasty-sounding flavors like cotton candy, butterscotch, and blueberry cheesecake, many e-cigarette companies are aiming to attract 
teens, whose bodies are still developing. Because vaping businesses aren’t required to reveal the chemicals in these flavors, we simply don’t know what 
our children are inhaling—and the long-term effects of their use. While the Flavor and Extract Manufacturers Association have regarded some of 
the chemicals in flavors as “safe,” the majority of data doesn’t look at how the body reacts when the chemical is inhaled, as opposed to ingested in a 
less-intense quantity in a food product.
4. Aldehydes: Some flavors contain aldehydes, a compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The most common compound in this group is form-
aldehyde. Most versions cause inflammation of the respiratory tract and, with exposure over time, have been linked to cancer.
5. Diacetyl: The use of this chemical, which simulates the taste and smell of butter, has been linked to a condition called popcorn lung. It has been 
found to cause damage to the lung, particularly inflammation of the lining of the lungs, causing them to look like popcorn. Despite being outlawed 
for use in microwave popcorn, diacetyl is still used in many e-cigarette flavors, including vanilla, maple, and coconut, as well as alcohol-flavored, can-
dy-flavored, and fruit-flavored varieties.
6. Cannabis use: Some flavors can include cannabis oil, which is derived from the cannabis plant, the same source as marijuana. The use of cannabis 
oil in vapes is not yet regulated. Aside from the addictive properties of cannabis, there’s also a danger if the plants have been grown using herbicides 
and pesticides, which can become concentrated when inhaled, increasing cancer risk.
7. Addictive properties: The flavors used in vapes can alter the rate of nicotine absorption due to the pH balance of the liquid. For example, strawber-
ry e-juice has higher pH level, so the rate of nicotine absorption is accelerated. If your goal is to ween yourself off of nicotine, you could be inhaling 
more nicotine while vaping, not less.
8. Secondhand affects: The aerosol generated by vapes can contain droplets of nicotine and other toxins that have been linked to cancer.
9. Liquid dangers: e-cigarette juice can cause poisoning when ingested, so it’s important to keep them away from young children. They also can 
damage the skin.
10. Explosion risk: Vapes have the potential to explode, since the devices feature condensed air (think of an aerosol spray can) and a heating element. 

Kids and Vaping
More than 25 percent of children and teens in middle school and high school have admitted to trying vaping, according to the U.S. Surgeon General. Is 

vaping a gateway product to stronger drugs? Maybe. There is evidence that cannabis use in all forms is on the rise among this impressionable age group. 
Further, a study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association in 2016 found that of adolescents who said they vaped, the activity 

was associated with a higher risk of more frequent and heavy 
smoking among study participants six months later.
The bottom line is that smoking—whether cigarettes, vapes, 

hookah, recreational marijuana, or cigars—is bad for your 
health. At least with traditional smoking I have a solid body 
of evidence I can use to guide care and prescribe tools to quit. 
There is no body of knowledge on vaping, so my ability to care 
for its side effects is limited.
If you think you have a smoking-related medical condition or 

are interested in quitting, contact your primary care physician. 
Dr. Robert Pedowitz is board-certified in family medicine 

and is a doctor of osteopathic medicine. He is the medical di-
rector of Family Practice of CentraState, which has offices in 
Freehold, Jackson, East Windsor, Colts Neck, Marlboro and 
Monroe. He can be reached by calling 866-CENTRA7.
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ALL NEW PARTY PACKAGES!

The Teal Tea Foundation Spreads Ovarian Cancer 
Awareness One Fundraiser at a Time

By Abigail Urban
Have you ever spotted teal ribbons tied around trees in your local town during September? These decorations might have been placed by the Teal 

Tea Foundation, a foundation that raises awareness of ovarian cancer and raises money for research to find a cure.
This New Jersey-based nonprofit participates in various activities to raise awareness of ovarian cancer, such as working with the Turn the Towns 

Teal organization, a group that ties ribbons around trees during ovarian cancer awareness month.
“For most women, ovarian cancer just isn't on their radars.  Breast cancer is.  Everyone knows about breast cancer and self-examinations.” Ex-

ecutive Director of the Teal Tea Foundation Jean Shipos said. “According to national statistics (American Cancer Society), ovarian cancer is one 
of the top five causes of female deaths each year. Through our awareness efforts, we're able to reach out to women nation-wide and share our message of awareness 
through distribution of free bookmarks, and/or staffing tables at public health and women's events. If we can save the life of one woman, we've made a difference.”
The Teal Tea Foundation also has a program called Give Women a Lift that provides gynecological cancer patients in New Jersey and seven counties in Pennsylvania 

transportation to their treatment appointments, President of the Teal Foundation Janice Swierczek said.
Women diagnosed with ovarian cancer or other types of gynecological cancer are supported through the FIGHT (Friendly Inspirational Greetings and Heartfelt 

Thoughts) program where the Teal Tea Foundation sends cards of encouragement to a patient whose address is given by family or friends.
As for research funds, the foundation is currently offering a $20,000 research grant to a researcher working toward early detection advances for ovarian cancer 

patients.
In order to raise money for these services and to fund research, the Teal Tea Foundation holds two major fundraising events as well as multiple smaller events per 

year. One event on Sept. 16, 2018, the Tealicious Fashion Show, will be held at the Trenton Country Club and will offer lunch, door prizes and a fashion show for a 
$60 ticket. 
“I am most proud of how the Teal Tea Foundation brings together a diverse group of women and men who devote precious resources - their time and their talents 

to raise awareness of ovarian cancer and to fight for a cure,” Swierczek said. “Their commitment gives me hope that we will be able to find an early detection for 
ovarian cancer; that we will be able to increase awareness of the symptoms of ovarian cancer so that more women will recognize the symptoms of ovarian cancer 
and get treatment.”
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Super-Agers
By Lauren Kolacki 

Erik Erikson was a Psychologist known for his theory of 
psychosocial development.  This is an eight-step theory 
that analyzes situations that happen to us at certain ages, 
that contribute to the person we eventually become.  “Ego 
Integrity vs. Despair” is the eighth and final stage of Erikson’s 
theory, where an individual reflects and asks themselves, 
“Did I live a meaningful life?” He claims that a person enters 
this stage at age 65 and remains in it until death. However, 
super-agers invalidate this theory.

A super-ager is characterized as an energetic individual, 
exhibiting robust health who highlights optimism, resilience 
and perseverance, contrary to other people their age.  This 
type of person says the last stage of your life doesn’t have to 
start at 65, in fact, it is an opportunity for your life to really 
begin.

As we get older, our bodies experience pronounced declines.  
Some people can’t move as quick or think as sharply, but 
studies show, embracing new challenges may be the key 
to preserving both physical and psychological function.  
Changing your life approach can be done by adding specific 
habits in to your everyday routine.  These qualities can be 
learned and developed by anyone. 

You mustn’t feel bad about your life. Social media has 
inflamed our infatuation with comparing our lives to others, 
which only results in negative emotions.  Reflecting on 
Erikson’s theory, at this age you begin to look back at your life, you may experience feelings of pride or regret.  Let these feelings fuel you, this is a 
contingency to accomplish tasks you said you would years ago.  A chance to finish that novel or finally plant that garden.  

Move out of your comfort zone, don’t be afraid to cut toxic people out of your life and meet new friends.  Just because they have been around for a long 
period of time doesn’t mean they are positive influences.  Letting people in can be intimidating, especially at an older age, but the joy that can come from 
it is encouraging.  Super-agers don't limit themselves to just people their own age, this opens doors to finding those with similar interest and hobbies.

Find a passion, like I said, finish that novel or plant a garden.  Reading contributes to your mental capacity, gardening to your mobility, game night to your 
social life, etc.  Filling your day with joyous activities inevitably, adds joy to your life

As you age, many will remind you to slow down a bit, but that doesn't mean you have to stop all together.  Continuing to exercise has substantial benefits. 
“If you don’t use it, you’ll lose it”.  The less you activate your muscles, the weaker they become.  This can result in more falls or accidents.   As metabolism 
naturally slows with age, exercise helps you to maintain your weight, decreasing your risk of health issues.

Don’t believe that you have surpassed the age to learn new things.  Super-agers refuse to accept the idea of sitting home all day.  Say ‘yes’ more, volunteer 
more, make active choices to change your life.  By getting out of the house, you open yourself to the possibility to connect with new people and learn new 
things, this is what keeps the brain active and your mind young, you never know what you will learn about yourself.

Continue to present yourself.  Just because you are old, doesn't mean you have to dress like it.  By putting yourself together you will feel more confident 
and attract similar energy.  When you do have those days when you are feeling down, be open to the idea of seeing a therapist.  Psychotherapy wasn't 
as common as it is now, so very few elders are intrigued by it.  This can help you to process thoughts and feelings, as well as, give you healthy coping 
mechanisms for any problems you may be experiencing.

By implementing some of these beneficial habits into your everyday routine, you open yourself up though the possibility of becoming a super-ager.  Aging 
is inevitable, but how you age is up to you.
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East Windsor Township

WE ARE THE CROSSROADS WHERE QUALITY, 
PRICE AND SERVICE MEET!

10% OFF
ALL PURCHASES OVER $1500.00

CANNOT BE COMBNE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PREVIOUS SALES

405 Route 130
East Windsor, NJ

609.443.6999
www.eastwindsorflooring.com

Family Owned and Operated for over 50 Years!

Stop By Our Showroom to see the materials we supply:
• Carpet
• Hardwood
• Laminate
• Ceramic
• Vinyl
• Hunter Douglas Window Treatments
• Wood Refinishing
• Area Rugs
• Vinyl Tile

Hours:
Monday - Saturday

9:00 - 6:00

Sunday
11:00 - 5:00

Floored by Flooring at 
East Windsor Flooring 

By Susan Heckler
 
I don’t know about you but when I go in to those big box home improvement stores, 

I am like a rat in a maze.  I can’t find anything, including someone to help me, and there 
are projects that I need more advice than help.

My latest issue is flooring.  My 1971 home has 20-year-old carpet and I am at a loss of 
where to go and what to do.  I visited the orange aprons and walked out dazed and more 
confused than when I entered. I am also a big advocate of shopping local and supporting 
small businesses so the big box is never a draw for me. A friend suggested I visit East 
Windsor Flooring as she had a great experience.

This place is huge! The selection was astounding.  This family owned business is older 
than I am, begun in 1957.  They opened in East Windsor in 1971 and the current owner 
is the 3rd generation in the business.  I find when someone owns and operates a family 
legacy, they take extreme pride in what they do (kind of like Grandpa looking over your 
shoulder). In speaking to Jonathan and Samantha , the family owner and cousin I had 
the pleasure to work with, they are proud of their customer service.

What I loved was in the short time I waited for help, I observed a young couple with 
kids in baby seats and strollers selecting flooring for their first home.  I overheard them 
telling Jonathan that they are the 3rd generation of customers in their family and they 
were laughing how Jonathan’s grandfather helped Steven’s grandmother many years ago.  
Call me sentimental!

They guarantee their installations and their installers are their own employees, not a 
subcontractor.  The plus of that is one party takes responsibility for your job.  Great plus.

So even though they are not a huge publicly traded corporation, their 20,000-sq. foot 
showroom and impeccable reputation has allowed them to buy in bulk and get great 
competitive pricing which gets handed down to you. They keep a very large inventory 
which allows for quicker installation (and immediate satisfaction!)  Jonathan asked a 
bunch of lifestyle questions which led him to my taste and what type of flooring best suits 
my home and family.  They carry a wide array of carpet, ceramic, hardwood including 
the exotic woods, laminates, vinyl, 
cork & bamboo. 

And once your new flooring 
is down, check out their Hunter 
Douglas window treatments to add 
the finishing touch to your new look.

So, meet my new best friend 
Jonathan Block, my go-to for flooring 
and design advice.  Not to worry, I will 
share.  He can be found at 405 Route 
130 in East Windsor (609)443-6999  
http://eastwindsorflooring.com/ 
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For More Info Call: 732-656-3333 or Log On To GARDENFALLS.COM
No Appointment Necessary, Sat & Sun at Noon

608 Spotswood-Englishtown Rd. • Monroe Township, NJ

BOOK US FOR GARDEN 
WEDDINGS, GARBAS, 

SANGEETS, ETC.
Tiki Room up to 300 Guests - $4500

Mahal Gardens up to 500 Guests - $9500
Garden Falls is completely barrier free 

including the 4 banquet halls, on-site parking 
for 400 cars and a helistop where you can 
arrive in style. There are 50 magnificent 

photo sites including 2 lakes, 10 waterfalls, 6 
bridges etc. If you want a catering hall that is 
different, that your family, friends, and guests 

will never forget.... Rent Garden Falls!

Fabulous Indian Weddings

There is no place like it in the world, 
I guarantee it! - The Greek

THERE ARE STILL DATES AVAILABLE FOR THE YEAR.

RENT FOR ONLY $500

THE STONE MUSEUM 
IS CLOSED

SAVE THE STONE 
MUSEUM 

:

Garden Falls


